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The Law of Change

I

is deliberately misleading. I think. if au
will reflect on it you will see that "The Law of C.hange" iends itsell to
a delightful amb~guity. I us~d to take as' a tit1e~'when I didn't krlow
what I might want to say, "The Independent Man/' which meant that
I, the spe~ker,. was independent as .to what I would talk .a:tJoutJ or
sometime's "Trial and Error,". because that certainly. .covered
. . . . the wHole.
I
field of experie.nce. This time. I. thoought "The Law of Change" cov9red
my liberty to change the subject.
. <.:'
,
. I
Of course I have.in mind its other possible meaning, or one o( its
other possible, meaniqgs: that we live in· a' society which is engagecll in
certainly the most rapid rate of change known to man in his wiole
history. We are a'N.are of the alteration in our lifetime. Tra~sporta ion
has come to move... faster' tha~nlthe spee.d of sound, so that two w ,eks
.ago I was in Sem;gal and mea tim~I ~ave been in Paris, and'I I aver
.discovered that I.can get ~frQ Africa to Boston about as quickly as. :(
can get from Boston to New !Mexico. The effect of this kind of neworld existence upon~n of us, and.particuI.~rlY upon those of us -ho
.'
have any relationship t academic life, i~xtiaordinary.
, We have also C9m into'a world in which communication ~ ves
with the speed of 1ight, and the effect of this up<?n our policy at ~ ery
stage is most re.nia~kable. I'think few could doub~ that the Civil Ri hts
. Acts of the johnson Administration would -not have been pos Ible
without the television showings of .the civil rights struggles in this
country. rus in a 'very dramatic'way we see what tec~nology has done,
THE SELECTION OF MY TITLE

r.

~at i~s

eVident~tQ.

lawy~r

to
gone 'on in theiWay of change is
every
..
Take th~ ~lumes 1 to 299 300 of the U?it~d St~tes Supreme Court.'
reports, W lch cover:fr0II\ the Court's beglDI!lDg nght through to October 10, 11936, and conware the volumes beginning with 301 United
States which have in :them the cases involving the. National Labor Re.. lations' act and the Social Security Act. And run through from 301
Unit~d StateS' to almipst 3<jo UniteclStates, where we\are now-a peone gen~t:ation. I think.,
riod, note" of hardly more than three decades,
;>
~\
,.........
'.,

,

qr

! '

.

i·
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I

I

JR,I
;.

it ~ould he falr to say tlf~t the law has changed more in"lhose three
decades than did in the period frQm1789; the date of -the Constitutionl's effectiveness, to 1~'7.
' . .'
;
I \did not sal' that eV~ 'body would think1he 'chang~ were benefi4
c~l;l but that tljtey ha,ve e~n drastic and drainatie, everyone, I think~
w.ou~d agree. \'
,.,
!
,
. .
'., .
- ;
.cpnsider th~ relati<?Dshipbetween ~e United States and other,
. , c01.1Iitries in th~ area of the law. (I'@ obviously r~maining within the
"
field~o,f my co~petence in not' trying to discusspoli~ca],military: and:
other matters iIi which- I have no expertness of any kind.) Those of us
whose. colle~e ~nd 11l'Y school' ~ducation ~t~s: hack four decades .or .
more can trilthfu'l.Iy s~y we. were then still mtellecQially a colomal
country. Despite Emerson's "American Schola.r" and other picas,
'American law, at ,any (rate, was not in d.olninant relation' to, AngloAmerican law, and th~ judgm~nts announced'iIi the law courts on the,
Sb:andcand' elsewhere in EngJand were at least a.large fraction of,the ~
. kind of 1a~ ~~ich we studied and were taught to admire.
"
.
But today, just as the red lines of the geographical and political em- :
~ pire qf B~taiJ;l have 'shrunk, ~o its'legal dominance has shrunk. I saw··'
. the ritost extraorqinaiy confrontations sYIlJbolicllly bearing'tpis out
otftst ~eptembec The :most cultivat'ed and distinguished of English
'jurist$~1 would go beyond that and say the most cultivated and distinguished' of Ebglish-speaking jurists-(to use his technical title, he
was a1 Lord of Appeal in Ordinary; nothing very ordinary exGe.pt the
title) lwas on the same program with Mr. Justice Brennan of the Sui premd pourt of the United State.s'dilring the' celebration of the 1)oth
1 ,anniv~rsary of the
rd ~aw School. With eloquence that so far as .'
. I kno,¥ no,Ameri~n 'Y}'er Of judge'cou14, match, Lord Radcliffe sum"mariz~d the standar s of, faimess .and justjce that we, ewe·to English
Jaw: B~t it wa~ ~J.~n s~faced perfonn~nee-becausehe looked. bac~lrd
while· )h.1r. Justice 'ennan spoke of wHat the futu.re ho~ds. In the
Plutar~hian contrils betweeil: these two figures, each, eminent in' his
own country, spok eloquently of what had happened in his home~nd. From the,tw accounts it became clear that to the w<:>r1d at large,
- we, in this corin , have become the torchbearers of what now is I
AmeriC3;n-Angt.p 1a .
At ailY nite,. if; y u go to countries in 1\sia, in Africa, in the Middle
East, as I fortunat Iy have had the chance to do, you will find that the
unco~itted cou tries, or those prepared to revise in some way their
le~l system~ tu not to England but to the United States. IJ;l 1960, .

a

•

I

,

'I

,..
;

I
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f
for example, Loid Denning, Sir Kenneth Diplopk, Sir KetA1eth Bailey,
Judge Jessup of the Wlorld ,Court, Mr. Just~ce R~ed of the -Supreme
r?urt, Dean G~~?ld; and ~ 'w:re on a co~m~~ion i~ connection.,
WIth the ConstItution: of Nlg~na-a ConstItutiOn whIch" unfortunately, as the revolution of.last summer and the crLtion or attempted
creation of the'State 'of ',BilIfra indicates, was not ~ e>:>tirely successful
"Ii'"
venture. But what struck me most Was that the Nigenan lawyers, men
who had been trained at th~ Inns.of Court, men ~hose whole' experi-;
ence up to' the time of'their independence nad been in connection
with English law, looked to the Americans for thei~ views with respect'
to co~stitutionallaw. 1jhey thought not dii'ly ~hat Our experience with
, technical pr<;>blems7 or the paramount character of federal law, or inter"state commerce" or -due process was imp~rtant, bilt that the kind of
techniques which are familiarto aU who know anything about the Su-\
preme Court of the United States were the t~chniques which would'
. interest' them:, the doctrine. of a growing and' ch~nging ,Con~tit.ution
(a doctrine which fin~s its origin, at least verba}ly, in the statements
of Chief Justice Mars~all,·ril{)re particularly in Hisl.opinion in McCul!och v. Maryland), th~ kind ot presen~tion a~d, t~c~qique illustrated
1D the arguments of~e thep Mr. LoUIS D. BrandeIS m M~l1er>v. Oregon( theappeal toe?9n'omic a~d social facts andsfutisfles. and opinion,
not so much as ~ 'basis for legal ded$ion as a basi~ for finding that in,..
'tP.e 'legi~lative judgm,ent 'thqe is a rational. ~orpJ~w4i~h warrants a
c~n~l,u,s.on that the e,:nactment does p,osse$,s.thej
n",cessary~ue process
of law).'
. '. ..'
.
"
.
" 'We live, as I say~ in an age of greafand drama c change that all of
. us' are aware thpt it is'an entirely ~ew order.~'Phis ~enetrates into every
community. {.-was interested, this mQrning; whe~ I happened to be
eating breakfast in coffee shop next to the hoteliwhere, I am staying,
to overhear people ?t the next ~le ~ho were officers of a corporation
(which one I don't/know), talking of their relationship to the corpora- - .
tion' and its policy, not in limited, personal, detailed; terms, ~ut in
• t~rms of the overa:ll kinds o( principle which perhaps are rarely d~s
cussed, but 'nonetiieless do, occasio~ally pop into JIl~n's conversation.
." And'i thought, he~e I am observing what' I know very well to be true;
that we have comel'into an age in which fur ma,~y 'people the ~ssential
immediate ~oyalty is loyalty to the organization or associatibn or corporation in which one has one's busIQess activity, and only secondarily,
loyalty to the Itemtorial community in which for the moment one
happen~ to be dwelling. .so ma~y m~n in our age expect ~o be· trans~
I

I

,,

.~

a

i

. }

I!
i

1

J

.!

.

III

.j
~

1
1
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ferred from place to ce in accordance with their. business, colpo~te,.
or other assoefutional ontaet, that their loyalty·rons totheit orga~iza
> ,tion. I'm not saying
is is true in comparison with 10y,aIty to the
,,nati!>n, but to the city, wn, and state.
I '
'
'
I'm not sure that the ,children enmely agree; and in fact this may
'be one of the elemen . which lead children,' at least iIi, the more
dramatic"cases of disagr ement, to sppport that saying."attOouted to,
and 'undo1:tbtedly torrec y attnoute'd to, Sam Goldwyn: "Include me
out." There are many c "dren for whom ,that newer form of loyalty
is by ito means ~sily com ehended; ~ut it has raised th'e moSt serious-'
kinds.. of Ifgal,social, poll' cal, and pliilosophjcal qUestions;
People li)ce Dean Mas '. former Dean .of the Littauer School of
Public Administration at Harvard,- now rechristened the Kennedy
School of Government,' 9 Professor Chayes of the .Harvard LaW
School Faculty, among otbj , have devoted a great deal of time to the
question of what, might b called d~e process of law ~thin the c,or+;
poration. We have yet t work out in any detail what.are the'rigbfSi
with respect to an indi ual's conne,ction with the corp~)l'ate .orga'ni- .
zation of which' he is a an. We'dd know, we don't have to read
Fortti!JlMagazine to"
the fact.s, that the corporate officer~s wife and
family ~e scrutinized b the association or .organization or oorporation
in a way in which, wer a bus~ness' conducted by the government to do
it, people would. unh itatingly say that their privacy was being interfered with. We dq oM' ~that there are problems of internal jusqce.
,~d this is not to su est for a mome~t that there i£~nyth~ng uncoIf
scionable or immoral bout the corporation.
.What I am tryitig sayis that we have moved into an 'era in which
no~ only d~es the c 'rporation regard itseif as a citizen of the com- muility (so that we ve a'problem of "corporate citizenship/' as Mr.
Gossett, once co ' I of the Ford Motor Company, described,;it) but
. there is a problem f the individual's citizenship within ~e ibrpora:
l
tion. We do, not ow, any of us, in what direction this new due
. process problem is oing-to move, but we ~e well aware that it is one;'
of the great challe <:s of our generation and of the n~ generation..
Now I shall mo e D\ore directly into the area in whi~h I !migh.t be
thought to have
at least some experience, and I am goi~ to' talk
::.
about the trial co in some of its aspects. ' , Ip' the volume ' nereas some. things that ~I have previously said
. ,lure whi~ ~ ~ve il'iore
, hav.e been pu~lish , including the CanI~ ICC
-than' a dozen yea ago on "The Freedom and Respollfibility of the
Trial Judge." Wh~ I'm going to say now i,s neither, Intended as a
r
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correction of what I said, nor designed to be a supplement in the,
ordinary sense. Like Santayana, I'm very, sure, and ~~r more rea·
son than he, that when one sits down to correct what~~ did before,
l)d up any
there is nogrohnd 'for believing that the' correction
better after ~ period of time than did the origin~I. But I echo the views
expressed by Rousseau .in , rather famous' letter of 1754, that if 'one
, has tIle courage to il~ow bne's' own errors, one may at-.l~t hope to
become the sort.o£.person one'would wish to be. It'can't do any harm
to conf~s. But I warn yOR of tl:te celebrated remark of Mr. Justice
I:Iolmes to the ~eatest of Solicitors·General, William D. Mitchell.
William D. :Mitchell- was beginning an argument in. the Supreme'
,Court of the Unlted ,States an~ was stating the weaknesses of the '
government's cas~~ ~r. Justice H'olmes leaned forward arid said, "Mr.
Solicitor General,! I see you have learned that candor is the best forril
" . . '
ofd ecepti·
on.
'
'. .
.But ,candor is
lopen to some objection on the ground of vanity.
Thete is no fOlll1 gfipllde which is deeper than concern about one's'
alleg~d shortcomingS~ost people who spend their time in.- con£ession~publicly at any rate-are· not very humble people. Brit sometimes ~ey' ~e ;very. interestrng, like Montaigne, my really .favorite
aut,hor. Of couI$e, today we know enougq about Montaigile to know
th~ some qf the vices to which he confe~ed he didn't really Pcfsess .
to the degree \I~ indicated; but it,was fun'"to talk about them. Anp he
'. has survived remarUbly well. And at any rate, he, too, was a ~tty
- m~gistrate. So,; uSin~,.him.as my excuse,~ I'm going, to talk a,~out \the
tria'l court.
. i'
.
'
I
"
We know v~ry little about the trial court. All learned men study,-th~
.Supreme Court of the United States. All law reviews 'have great and
po~derous articles about Justices of the Suprem'e Court.. Every word
, ,they write and some they say gets widely circulated. Gossip with
respect to tberp is the xerybreath of lawyers' lives. But the ~l judge
is a very different feI1O". .
.Of cours~, those who are truly perceptive might say that he whon~s
the whole of power is 'a ~eat deal more than he who has one ninth of
power, particularly when4>-all the others are, committed in1 advance. long
b..efore they have heard the argume~t. »don't mean that the trial
judge can be counted upon to have an'entirely open filind. There is
no such thing. Nor do we want our judges to be wifh.qut philosophy.
.One of the qlostacute rem~ks I ever heard about a very great ju~~e
(great in, spite of this tale), was the remark that Dean Aches,on made
.~
many.
ago about Mr. Justice Roberts at the time wlien Mr.
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'justic~ Roberts' o~es were fluctua?ng fr9m left to right. Dean Ach~l

>

son SaI~, "Mr. J tice Roberts remmds me of the 'cannon on the decld
in'Victor, Hugo's Ninety'Three: he strikes with full force, bnt since he
,
has no philosop ,we don't know which si~e he will hit." ;)." "
It is a very da ·gerous business to pave a judge i~;povyer,who do'es
not h~ve a philo ,phy. One of 't he things with which we qugh~ ~o be
copcemedin th appointment of judges is what their otiltlookis. I,
~horoughly com end the kind of inquiIy which Theodord 'Roosevelt
, made before he pomted Oliver' Wendell Holmes, Jr.,eve~ t,hough I
happen to think at that President was guided by an erron~otl~j)hilos" ophy. He at any rate kn~w that .~t was important to cons~aer 'the out- '
" look, and the ,ltivation;" and the political standards; and, ,in th~
. deepest sense,. e moral views of a m~n to tie appoInted to the
Supreme Court of the United States. 1;0 pick a man because he is
. black, or 'be~us he is a CathoHc of a Je"', or'b~cause he comes from
Massachusetts New Mexico is trivial. To pick him because he is a
Repu~lican or Democ;rat or because he is believed to 1>;e liberal or
conservative is quallyabsurd. What one needs to know about a judge
is what one~n ds to know about a person to whom one is going to get
who(measures by the obvious WI."11 ge~ what he richly
mayied. And
deserves-;-the 00 .ous\ "
', .
'One of th,e thin which lnow know that I, certainly did not know
when I delivered t e Cardozo lecture and had 'never mown before the
Warren Court js. e importance of that aspect of my function w}1ich
is concernedrWith e criminal1aw. You may thirtkit strange that: if.
taok so Wfor m to learn. When 1- went to the ll~ivard Law S~hool,
out of my.fifteen
r ~ocourses I took one in crimfuallaw, and that as
~
. '
-a first-year law s dent. ~t~sgiven by a man '!Iho deserves,well for
many reaso~s, bu not because he kneW anythil1g about clfminallaw.
When I. entered Ropes and Gray-whieh then was and still is the
, largest ~w firm'i ',New England-I do not believe that I ever saw a,
criminal case, eitli r when I was'a junior or when I was a partner~'
.When I was la clerk for Augustus N. Hand and "Learned Hand, I .
e that each of those judges had (exdept that :
worked on every
neither o~ them
uld let me work on a patent case, on ~.the verx '
proper ground ~a I didn't know the first thing~bput it and:it wasn't t
worthwhile teac . g me. Of .cours~,they didn't know I was going to
become {Q fedexal udge or they might have thought the i.nvestment
was worth somethi . I think 1 have a pretty good memory of what I
learned from the . ,0' Judges itand. At any rat~" I know I treasure
th~ llJoJe than I ,
ur~ anybody except people of my mo~t imm~;,
"
i'
I ' ( 'i
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,-diate family. I cannot remember 'a single criminal case. whi~h, came
befQie those judges d1,lring the years'u was their law clerk. ·Not Qne.
The chief impression I have is what I once' said of Judge -L~rned
Hand..that he' hael no, patience with a. plainly guilty nian. That was
the- kind of criminal law of t~at da,y in th~ best court in the United
.. 1"
States, at least i~ my view.
,.
. ' __
~
When I was first a United StateS qistrict Judge (I was ~~min.ated ..'
on December 1, 1941, the week before Pearl Harbor, so It s qUIte a .'.!
while ago) 1"~ haq so little c~inalbusiness that I ·60 not .believe I
tried a total of five criminal cases in the first thre~ years I· was a
federal ,judge. Ninety percent were cases in which the defendant
pleaded guilty, and the remaining ca es have left no residue in my .
mind.
~ .
,. ' "
. 1' .
.' Now all ,thi~ is changed. Of coqrse, those of yO!! who follow the
,1Supteme Court of the United, States will have no doubt that first and
, -foremost among the causes of change IS the most powerful and in
some respects the most gifted ma~ who'.has sM upon the Supreme
'Court of the United States since John Marshall. I mean Mr. Justice
Hugo Black'-I'a~ not an unqualified admirer of·Mr..JJlstice Black's
character~ I have not forgotten his silence at thetime of his ~bnfirmation. I do' not think that in every respect the form of his opinions
reveals that kind' of concern about absolute accuracy of, statement,
historical and fact4al, which does the 'highest honor to a' judge. But in
sheer power; -~n, intellectual, strength, in ,'imaginativ.e, \insight, Mr.
Justi~e Black need,bow to nO'man~ living or dead. And what he has
.
done, with respect to the crimin;1l law.-:cIirectly, by habeas corP s
cases,. and indirectly, by reinterpretation of the United Shtes.,Co~s tution-no ,one' qm,match. And every one of tis who is in everyseps '
his subordinate, -not merely in the hierarchy but 'in talent as wel"
..
knows what we owe to his influence; .
Of c~urse, there have be~n other factors in the change. When [I
, was in law I school, ,people were still talking about two studies which
~ad been made. of criminal law: the Cleveland Survey of Crim~'1
Justice which Rosco Poupd and Fel~ Frankfurter led, ana the
tional Commission on Law Enforcement headed by Wickersham a d,)
ord~narily referred to as the Wickersham Commission. The Clevela ,d·
Sury,ey had correctly p,pinted out the important, and central role,of the
- pl'osecuto~. in the criminal law. The Wickersham Commission, -in
.additi&1'l'to dealing with what was politically the most important problem of Prohibition, concerned itself to' a large eXtent with arbitrary'
poIi~e methods, with third degree, and with other kinds of abus~. But
~

I
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I think I state f:rlrly the' fa when l say that the impact of both those "
, coriunissions{and the reall anemic efforts of the Harvard Law School
with respect \to criininal w amounted 'to almost nothing in tile
thought of the bar, not to ention the lay public.
;
It is qUite diff~tent tp ay. ~ot only Miranda and ~ host oj other i
S~p~eme Coun: ?fses; b' t the ,suggestions made by the Ie.ce;t co~
miSSion fo~ which' Prof or James Voren'berg ,served as head~ of 'tliestaff, the Crime Co " sion appointed by President JoJmson,' are on
the lips.9f every reader ,s well as every writer of'editorials.-Todfiynot
, merely'Crlme on the seets but the handling of crime by the courts is
a matter of grave can
. I do not_ ~ean juSt the kind of thing one
hears overthe radio' his community about criminal law, recent arrests, and recent . .. I'm' talki~g about the basic 'problems of the
criminal law.
,
Indeed, have we ot moved Jrem a law primarily concerned with
property to a law' creasingly concerned with pov.erty and with per· sonality? Is not on of the total effects df the welfare state into which
consciously or un nsciou~ly we have moved that th~ .reach of the law
.; seems to all 6f us ot.merely to concern theprobfems of the Capitalist,
and the small bu .nessman, but to include tpatters of t:he health an:d
· education of.eV~ .membe~ of the com~riity? , ','
~ .
Once 'one begi to think broadly of ptoblems of criminal la~ one
· cannot -help -asking . self what he believes about respC?nsibility. Of
course, there are the a
vated cases of mentaJ unbalance, where' we
h~ve in the last generation
ved a long way. The Duth!lm rule of'the
District of Columbia, which has in so many plac,es s.upplanteCi the
M'Naghten rules, and the American Law Institute's, Model Penal·
Code have set forth different standards of measuring insanity and that
,kind of responsibility ~r lack of it. But· that is only a fragment of the~
que~ti9n of responsibility. i
'.
.
, Do you in your heart believe that individ~al men. are responsible?
Or do, you believe that nature and nu
e in combination are the
determin'ants, so tha
Win at an rticulai'-juncture is ~n illusion? .
lMany.of your chil en do bel~eve that. I do not. But I -3_m'weIJ aware I
that theCdtildren ave on their side most respectable -authority. Bar~
bam Wootton, aroness Wootton; who is by far the greatest criminolo~st known t me-her~elf a magi~trate;' herself a member of the
H.ouse of Lor ,herself a great academician, the author of important "
'* - 'books":"b,eli~ that the c:riminallaw is .r~y founded . on a m~take;'
that people ay be subjecte~ .to confinement or deprivation. of rights
'.~: for ~e ~e , fit of:their ~eighbors; that they may be subjected tc:» trainI
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ing and education for their own benefit and the benefit of others; but
that the no~on of punishment is ,an absurd residue of early religious,
'and pagan·peliefs. I prefer the doctrine of the American Law Instit1,1te.
I ani persuaded that although men at point C often have no choice,
this does not mean that at points B and A they had n,o choice. To.
punish ~em for what they do at C .may deter them from wrong
---.choiceS at points'A and B earlie~ ~:tli~ game. ) .
. ';
,
At any rate, personal responsIbilIty IS a fundamental Issue, and those
of you wlto would like to explore it might best begin with the,.Qurham
lectures given by Sir Walter Mobedy called "Responsibility/' a wonderful set of parallel inq1,1iries, as to what responsibility means to th~
lawyer, to the..dot1or, to ,the clergyman.
..
Another basic "ques,ij'pn ra.~sed by' anybody who stops and thinks
about criminal law is-·this: IS vicarious good a s~itable consideration
in connection with punisfupent? MjlY yoq justly, from :;l moral point of
view, punish A in order to '~er Bpmm~nuel Kant said, "NO,th.a~ is
un-Christian." It ignores, ~n his view,. the sou~, the !pdi~dual, the
. spiritual. nature of ma~. ~olmes, in The Common Law, said the
opposite; and I 'plead fot Hblmes with an example he did not giv.e but
, which certainly would havJ occurred to him. SU:eP0se you are :l front" line commanding officer. One of your men, '~n good m6iEi1 condition
so that that problem doesn't arise, endeavors to betray the front· line
contiguous to the enemy. He js caught before he succeeds, and his
.repentance is genuine and complete. He needs no reform;,' he has
:refonned himself. Would you, as the commanding ofjicer, the judge
,. ad .hoc in this case, have any dou,!?t that it was your solemn duty to
,punish him to deter others from doing the like?
,When the dajnger is sqfficiently great, and the crime sufficiently
" 'serious, repentance and refonn are not enough. The social order is too
~.~ much at stake to take into accou~t ,only the one man and his personal
:, refonn \
.
, \' The ·problepls which a District Judge faces :require h~ to remember
that'crime is not all of a piece. Morris R. Cohen said (and I quoted
.him' with approval in the Cardozo lecture, but now I'm' going to
modify my approval) that we know so little about individuar~ and
their motives that judges ·do well to ·treatpeople according to classes
, of offense. In other words, Morris Cohen stood against the nineteenth~ cenquy effort 'to personali,ze icriminal justice, and he qid so ""'the'
ground of our ignorance with .respect to individuals and their 11].otives.
There is much to be said for that position, in fact so much to J:>e said
that I accepted the view fifteen y.ears ago. I confess my ignoraQce about
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individuals; recognize the tim,e~savin~i~volved in nice c'onvenient ,
rule; I- ~ow the}'irtue of pr,tcedent inithe law in making people feel
,that they are being treated equally. But I ·have come to -see~~e ~
thing~ which I did not observe e a r l i e r . .
.,
In the first place, I know that not only are there classes of off~nsesl
but there are classes of. offenders, within the offense. I bad a most,
dramatic experience a month ago which I am going to recite to you,
~ecause it illustrates my view that t~Qugh we hear much apout the
'fidentity crisis" of the young, there is often in middle age an even "
rll,ore serious identity crisis th'rough which many of us }.1Dexpect~dly
pass. - "
. .'
' _
,"
bn the.:z.3~d of December, 1967, I was sitting in the MaryMbone
.Street.Crimi'hal Court in ~ London,' an .experience ' I JV~uld like to
recommend 'for aU' qf y~>u. I do not say this jocosely. There is no
theater in London, 'there is no museum ~n Lqndon, that is as reward~
ing as sitting in a criminal court. I do not mean a court of Appeals, or
the High Court, or the Privy Council, or the House of Lords. I mean
the crimimil court: the Old Bailey,'Bow -Street, MaI¥lebone Street,
and so forth: Those of you who know London know wh~re RegentStreet is,.know Where Liberty's is, will have an idea where Selfridge's
is. Marylebo~e Street Court is right in that neighborhood. ~ Walked in
there on tl!e :z.3rq of December last and I took a seat an~ll·Hsl:ene.d to
the magistr-ate disposing of caSe$. In each case,' the' defendant was
scrupulously treated. His constitutional and other rights to an attorney, to a trial before a jury, ana the like were observed. But, believe
it or not, I was listeni~.& qn the :z.3rd of December to cases involving
offenses which occurred on the :z.:z.nd of December, the day before.
In one of the cases I listened to, a~d this is the one I'm concerned
wi~ at the mom~nt;, a man. had pilfered two books, scholarly in
nature, With. a,total value of £7, from Liberty's Department Store. Tll(;
man looked iyy age but was in fact,fifteen years younger. He pleaded,
guilty. T4e ni~gistrate said to him, "Would you tell me how you hap;
pened to ste31 two scholarly books?" He replied, "I used to .be the assistant curator of, tOe Ashmolean MUs.~um at Oxfora, but I had a
nervoUs br~kdown. I lost my job,
I'~ been trying-to get back into
sc~lar1y work. I haven't Deen able to tel't.my friends what's happened'
or to get any moriey.' I just took the bqoks heedlessly as 11 kind of
g"'esture to reestablish my connection with scholarship."
The judge put t;pe man on the equivalent of probation, but ~harged
hhn With the costs of the cas'e. I walked out of the courtroom at about
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the time he did, arid when he told me, in answ~r to my questions, that.,
he still had no job and no money, I was impelled to gi(re him enough
to buy decent lunch and dinner. I also ;made ,3 telephone call later
, 'that I hope 'has resulted in his being given employment suited to his
education and abilities.
'
l
The ~t(jtal problem. of ',classes of offenders and awareness of w~at'
their problem is, is of the first importance. It's relatively easy for those
, of us in midd;le ag~ or beyond to understand middle-aged people. It's
much more difficult for us to understand the young. I was in -Lond<:,>n
last year 'in, June when' a very good friend bf mine (I say.this because I
am going to be extremekcritical of him) , Lord Parker, the, Lord~Chie'f
JustiCe' of England, had before him on a charge of pos~ession of mari~
juana Mick Jagger, one of .the RoIling Stones. The magistrate below
had imposed the incredible sentence of three years on this fellow, who
had in fact got in France not marijuana but relatively Iiarmless drugs
and brought ,them in without having an English doctor's prescription.
And Lord Justice Parker, although 'he cut the sente~ce and in effect
placed tpe man 'on proba~idn, ghY.e_..h~_~ lecture which the English
press printed in full about h~s and"hi~ ass&iat~ cri~iIial nature.
There is nothing more p,angerous than what I. am now going to .do.
A, judge .is not supposed to comment on legislative policy, I am going
to. Indeed, those of you. who r~d the New Republic know that this
isn't t}:le first occasion'on which I have'done it recently wi!!} respect to
the drug laws. 'There is no ration~l basis whatsoever for the bndatory'
minimuD;l five,.year sentence imp,osed. by Act {)f Congress upon a person who has possession of marijuana which the jurY' fine-s, had been im- ;'
ported and which the jury fi~§ the defendant J<new,!lad beeD im..
.' ported. All mandatory minimum sentences deserve scru'1)ny and this '\'
one deserves outriglit condemnation. There is a conspiracy of silence
between-the young and the old as to what marijuana'is about. The
New York Times has just priJ,ltedra seri~ of most revealing and in my
.opinion accurate~rticles. Limited use of marijuana-I ani' not talking
\bout excessive use-has not been proved to be any more dangero~
than ~lc?hol or cigarettes. Its use. by the young is directly connected
Wllh sexual pleasure, ·more.than.is admitted. And this is the real nub
of the conflict, though it is not discussed. Th.e elderly, aware of waning powers~ ~ave always looked'with envy upon the young. . :
With respect to all kinds of offenses, a very-careful discrimination is
reqiIired. Some years ago,lthe Institute of Criminology at Cambridge,
England,-made a,ca~eful distinction between armed robbery of banks
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, not involving defendants' use. of weapons ahd robbery f ban1cs involving such use. Sbme of you may h.ave seen in the Bri.ti h weekly, llhe
Economjst, a good ,summary of that analysis. The Sfa,:tes do distinguish, -blit not enough judgeS have become aware 0 ,the degree to
; wbicn a precise discrimination with respect to types 0 . ro~bety is appropriate before' people are sentenced. ,
. :'. I
If one mqreS from robbery into other ki~ds of isdealing with
prope~, the study wl;1ich isr~quisite has~been entire lacking. One
. Qf the ilarg~t classes of federal offenders involves th juveniles who
ijolate,·the federal Dyer'Act by 'interstate transportatio of stolen mot9~ vehicles. How many federal judges know that ~ S ndinavia and
in certain o~er ,European" countries such theft by juv niles of motor
vehicles is a tort\and not a crime? Some thoughtful ersons ·~broad
have come to th~ .c()p.clusion that this kind of mislea 'ng is in many
. cases not so much b~slcally wicked as part of .the int' inpe.rance and.
want~of disc~line in the young_at a particqIar stage i their developm~nt.
',',,,
.
.
Consider another class .of offense involving ptoperty~~bezzle
inenl ~t de~on embezzlement is a~use of trust. ~obqd~ is an embezzler ~nles~_,somebody first trusted hIm. He mllst }lave had,~at ki,nd
. of character a~d persoi;lality which seemed to warrant confid~nce, and
generally it did warrant it despite the subsequent breach. :The embezzler who' is ·detected in and in~cted for his first offense lis, among
the most contrite people who ever walked into a fedenllciourt. H,is
wife,' his childten, his friends could not believe he would· nave done
~
'"
such a thing. He-has been tortured long.before the federal j;udge~ees
,him. The 'publicity has made him shamefaced at his family: table. In
twenty-six years I have never sent to jail.afiist offender wh{J had coni~
. ~itted embez2!lement. I have always placed him on probation, and
since 1 have' hjd-before me in that period of time approaching, one
,'. th0l\Sal:ld SU~J?Iersons,. you may,pe interested to know that so far as I
!lID aware, a.n4J am quite aware 'because I'hav.e had diligent inquiry
made, only que, p'terally one, has ever either violated his probation or .
l>ecome a recSdiviSt, a,repeater.
_
.
"
Wha~ about the tax evader? For a-longtime I subscribed to the doc,trine which e~~lD~tes from Washington that tax evaders must uniformly, be sent to jail, because if they are not sent to ja.i1 the deterrent
effect upon th(: ,rest of the community
be far less than i{shouw..be.. I was at Le~burgprison as a visitor with thirty other judges about
and ah;tlf years
and we heard a lecture by somebo~y:, in the
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Internal Reven~e Service' on the i~poctan~~ fO! all j,!~g~s sending tax
evaders to jail.
!'
" ' - . - ",,_-,'..
.
I said to this lecturer, when he finished, "I happen·toi~~'in a s,tate
in a district in which\ on t:IIe whole' we have been following ~xactly .
your. practice and your reC<>nupendation. I.. am well awareithat there~
are other states in which that h& not been done, that there are districts
in the United StateS where tax evaders are generally.;not sent to jail.
. ¥ay I ask whether the I?epartment of Justice in cooperation with the
..D
. _~. eparbneBt of the TIl'3sUry has undertaken to find out. whiter. there
js any difference in the degree of tax compliance in the distil s where
the judges.send tax evaders to jail and those where. they on't?" No
~nswer. The government isn't in.terested in finding out whether their
theory is acqurate, and we supine judges have'so far too often accepted
the view presented to us.
.
. !.
. How much experience do we have with fines? There is someth~ng
about t~e present generation which makes people assume that f\n'eS
are not ~ very good methodi of dealing ~th offenders. We live in a
welfare state where so :many costs are publicly horne and people so
easily get'aid that'we wonder whether money is~much of a sanct~bn.
But I suggest that the carro~nd the, stick have not ,lost their tqtal
force, and their total appeal. -.' e ought to utilize ~o a large~ ext~nt
fines deliberately. made payable' ve~ an extended period,so that the .' .Rj~?
offender/is const~tly before onr :eyes,,~nd our watch over him isc nstantly brought to his attention. ,
'.
'
, ,
So much for the criminal side of my business. Let me nClw talk or
a while abo~t some of tlte miscellaneous p~oblems of a triaLj~ ge
'.
\
,
about which'he is often·aSked.
"Do you believe in ~he j~!y. system?" I am ~ that I believe i a
plurality of persons making a qecision. That is to say, I know I hav a
bias which I cannot fully discQunt, try as I will. And I know that i is ~ ~
advantageous indifficult casesi and particularly, -of course, in crim·; al
cases, to have; a person's fateLdetermined by me~ of different b bkgrounds and degrees of cultivation. But do I bel~eve that they fiUS be
laymen, or will it do to have a ~bul)31 of several judges? This is 9t
easy to answer, but truthfully I fear the bureaucrats, and the judg _is r
a. bureaucrat. No matter how sensitive a man is, he does become h rd. j ~ned. He could not- do his job ~t every case were a fresh anguish.
d·
yet men are entitled to have emotional as well as rational respons ~o
their causes, within limits-of course. So I do favor laymen.
. I favor them for another reason. As Daniel Webster said, "J ustic
;

"
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. man's highest 'interest on earth." For 'ariy 'layman to share in the pr'
ce~s of justice is ~o be a participant in a noble and worthy undertaking
and.to gain a,great insight into the total meaning ollife.,
'
Wh~t d<:» I think about the capacity of.a fried arid experienced judge
to pass on the credibility of people? I have plenty of vanity, but I do
not think I know when every person-:is telling the truth~ What I thitik
I know is,the truth of statem~ts made by a 'man of Iby backgrotin~,
of roughly my social and economic and educational position. I think
, I have a fair idea of whether such a man is telling the truth. ~'ut whttn
. I, to ,mIce the extreme- at the other end, listen ~o two persons odm in
. Chin~ trying'to inform me (one on one side and one on th~ olIter)
whether a person born abroad in China is the sqn of an Ame~can
. citizelf-of Chinese ancestry or is the son of a Chinaman who neve~
was o.litside of China, I haveQ't the slightest idea, as I watch their impas~ive Oriental countenances wh~ch of them is telling the truth. My
mind is an absolute blank. ADd I view with desp~ir th~ statement of
1l
one of my predecessors (an othe~se distinguished judge) wh;o said
he never believed Italians because, Italians don't tell~the truth. We're
not all quite that prejndiced, bnt we all are somewha.t .prej~dic~... d
I know that cr~dibility tsrnot anything like such a simplct-questio\~~
''ll is sometimes s~pposed.·:
. ''
,:.;
Also I have learned something else-that a story may be true though
evel1}" d~tail is false. The fellow who tells you about. how fas,t he was
driving Of ho'Y slow, who tells you what he saw or didn't see, who tells
you.
. the cfrtumstances of the whole automobile accident, is probably
,
as inaccurate as a child. Yet he may tell what is, overall,. correct
- enotlIg;h. Some Of you have read the splendid. article' on the Warren
Commission and its critIcs which appeared in, the Tim~s Literary-,Supf
plement. Written by the Warden of'All Souls, John Sparrow, once a
junior of Lor<l Radcliffe, it devastatingly 'demolished, the critics while
I at the same ti~e pointing-out how false was a lot of the testimony
whicll the Warren Commission believed. Of course, I am not praising
the way the Warren Commission went 'about its work. I said contem.ponmeously to the Chief Justice and 'tp my coneagu~, John J. McCloy,
that- it was inexcusable to hold those hearings in pdvate. 'It :was inex..
cusable -td'~ely up0l;l othe~ people to do the work. But I thih'k the
~ Commissioners reached the right result.
What,about the use of other people? When I first we~t to Washington, Mr. Justice Brandeis said to,'me, "The reason they think .so
much of the Justices of the Supreme Court in WashiIlgton is that we
'
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to~ay

· are the only people
do our own work." Which' of fue nine
could say that? I, as a matter. of policy, with one or two exceptions~
hav~ not had a law clerk. I did have one very important law clerk, C'arl
Kaysen, then an\economist at Harvard and now' director of the Insti.:. E.
tute of Advanced\ Studies in success~on to Robert Oppenheimer. Cad
Kaysen's name is ~n anagram on :Keynes. He is the most gifted man ,Of
his, generation ~nd~ to me, aR4J...unhesitatingly sflY that he wrote
under the name of Wyzanski in.the Urlited Sh~ case. I do not mean
that the words were':pis; the music was. Bet!1U~ Webster, a colleague
of mine on the board\'of the Ford Foundation, wrote or, spoke a piece
in opp.osition to .my u,e of Cprl Kaysen; an4 Webster was 'r,ight and' J
':"3s wrong. No, judge 9ughtfto have at his elbow a man who is not
subject to examination and cross-examination by counsel and who has
, . intelleetual1I1astery su~cient to control the judge. Bracton 'long ago
said, uHe who has compa~i()ns has a master." It is true.
i
, 'I can testify that, in .al~ the opinions·.of Judge Augustus N. Hand
· while I was his law clerk t~ere is only one paragraph that I wrote, and
I don~t remember which \one that is.~ When l worked for Judge
Learned ·aa~d, he would ~ever read anything l wrote. He kept me
only for the purpose of listen~ng to his ideas and criticizing them ~she
expressed them. That u~e of ~ law ~lerk is all right and is a wonderfu~
.education for him. It's better\\than being at the other end of the log·
· from Mark I;I~pIdJls.
~ .
,"
%at you can do when you are a judge is, in obvious external ways,
to lise experts. I had a patent ca~e, for which, as I told you; I was not
appropria;tely trained by Judge Augustus N. Hand or Judge ~earned
Hand, which)nvolved the most r~conditelearningwith respect to ra.:.
dar arid like matters. I 'am no m~thematician, no physicist, and no
. competent 'scholar in those Qr rela'ted are~s. Ho~ was I to deal wit~ ,
the case? .,
.~ ",
I got hold of my friend, Dr. S~tfltton, who was th,~ president of
M.I.T. at the moment, aQd I said, ~~Jay, I have a problem involvi~
radar. Who are the greatest ~xperts in, the field?" He gave me a list of .
names, including a fellow named Chew; who was on the M.LT. fac· ulty, a man of Chinese or!gin, who has ~oo American patents to his
credit. Then I said to the parties, uWruld you each suggest to me;
please, five possible masters in thi~ case."\The name Chew wa~ on each
list. I,said, III am goingto.name.Mr·.:Chew as the master, and} 3m
going to give him a 1rather unusual authority. I'm going to tell him to
going, to have
· talk with each of you in the presence of the other;
I

I

•• 1

,

.
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ydu ·show hinr ~bsoluteIy' everything you want tq show him in th
presence of the Qther; I'm going to have you talk to him at length al
ways in, the pr~e~ce of th~ other; I'm gojng to as:~ him to write a re
. port of wha,t hi$ vi~w is; I'~ ~oing to.hav~ him "sl1bmit the report to
each of you; anti then I'm ~gomg to put hIm on 'the stand, and I ,am
. going to have ~ch of you cross-examine him." The procedure worked
even better thaq I c:ould have expected. He wrote the report and they
settled on that H{asis. But the technique was fundamentally sound.
. I have appoil1;ted as clerk of our Court Russell Peck, ~ho was until
> . recently secretarY of the faculty of the Harvard Law School. I have appointed .as th~ dIaftsman of tJ.1e rules of our District Court ProfesSor
Lloyd Weinreb,Ionce law clerk to Mr. Justice Harlan anti cnrrently a
professor at the Harvard Law School. I have authorized work' on the
historical records of the Court to be don~ by Professor Zobel, who- is
known'to some of you as the co-~uth6r of a very great work on .the
status of legal business in the time of John Adam$.' ,. .
This kind of as~istance a judge can use; and should use. But when
it conies to the Uusiness of judgment, there he had better wal~ a careful line~ He ought to learn, but how? He ought to learn by reading.
.And I do not ;dean reading the _cases in the Supreme Court of the
United States add in other tribunals which Mr. Justice Holmes correctly charactemles as the "srttall change" of the'law. Nor do I mean
to' limit the list Ito those books 'that Learned Hand talked aboutThucydides and Dante and Acton.~nd the othel naines which.:would
qualify for the hdndJ:ed greatest books. They are very useful,'and more
. th~n that" ~nlar~ng. What judg~' need is ~hat ~d ~f d~~ern~ent,
, whIch I tlimk cdmes best from the llJ.ost gtfted; lIDagmati\IC wnters.!
Peopl~; like the Hrench n?velist Flaubert, OF ~e Russ~an povelist Dos- .
toevski:.-men who make us see, as a psychologiSt would want to make
us see, what really motivates' people and what kinds of problems.all'Qf
us must deal witH. The law is incorrectly depicted when the only form
in whiqh it appea~s are two tablets of stone.
..
The :poet ArchJbald MacLeish spok~ of law,J( and he k~ew whereof
he spoke becausel:qe was the first scholar in his class atUarvard Law
.School before he ~e~me a poet) as a "lpose-fitting garment, worn 'by
the liVi~g so,ciety~'I' And we who are judg~ are engag.ed i,n part: .in the
study of men-a:. what Sophocles descnbed when hewr-ote In the
at is mOre wonderful than man, who has mastered
. Song of Man, "
the art of speech} of wind-swift thought, and of living together in
neighborliness?" i .
, .
'
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The New Laws,
I
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1

Bartolome de las Casas (1474-1566) was a great au.d controyersial figure in"
New Spain. 'As a practical reforIher- he waged a half-century crusade for the
rights of the Indians in all of the Americas. His central ac~evement was
the in~tigation and defense of the New Laws of the Indies, wllich today are
cited fJequently by various ethnic movements in the Southwest. The filst
fuII-scale modern biography of Casas is The,Life and Writings of Bartolome
de las Casas, by Henry R. Wagne{ with 'the collaboration of Helen Rand
Parish (University of New Mexico Press, 1¢7),frbm which thd- folIowing
excerpts ~e taken.
,
(.'

-

in J 54'1-1543 led to the famous New
Laws of the, Indies. Some modern writers have tried to minimize his
influence, but I find-iffully substantiated. '
2\s a matter of fact, Fray Bartolome put on a sensational campaign
along three main lines~ He denounced the "destruction" of tlie natives
iIi lurid detail. He apparently charged members of"the Council of the
Indies with venality. ,And he presented significant proposals for reform legislation. On the "destruction~' and the "remedies," his actna'
memorials pave survived, in abbrewiate.d form, as two of his most celebrated tracts. Furthermore, the events leading to the New Laws are r~,.' ported by a nmriber of sixteen~h- and seventeenth-century chroniclers
. ':""C6mara, Herrera, Le6n, etc.-all of whom stress C;lsas' decisive....role.
- The most elaborate cQntemporary, account is givenhy Alonso de
Santa Cruz, the royal cosmographer, 'in his Cr6nica, del Emperador
Carlos V. Santa Cruz begins With' a special chapter About ~ a certain
account give:{J. by a friar named Bartolome de las Casas, concerning the
CASAS' W9RK FOR THJ<: INDIANS

I

~.

•

\,"i

\
.'

I .

, destruction that the Christians had wto,ught on the Indians of the
West Indies. And how the Emperor ordered an investigation of the
members oEhis Council of the Indies:
,.'

/
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"In:tl;tis year [~f 1542] Fray Bartolome de' las Casas, of the Order 0
St. Dominic, caIhe to court. He had been more than forty years in the
West)ndies, fr~m the time that Don Christophtt Columbus dis_covered them (dlthough he was not then a friar). And he informed
His Majesty in a comprehensive summary of the great cruelties'and
destructiCj)DS .wh~h t?e .Chr~tians had visited on the Indians.
~e Empero WIshIng to be more completely informbd of those
matters, ordered octor Guevara and Licentiate Figueroa; of his Counc~ [of Castile], a ong with the,Grand Commander ,of Le6t;t [Francisco
de los Cobos], t~jOin with the Council of the Indies to hear wpat the
"', friar had to say. ' is, they. did for many days at a fixed hour, t~l Casas
had read to them I ompletelya certain very copious acsount that he had
in writiQg." An~ 'e also informed them orally of many things pertaining
. to the welfare of the Indians.
. At this point Santa Cruz' pauses to resume this "very copious account" at cODSid~rable length-his sketCh corresponds closely to the
celebrated Brevis! 'ma relac'i6n de 1a destruci6n de Jas Indias that Casas
himself printed i :1552. Here:in abbreviated form, is the familiar bloodctitdIing tale of I .dian extermination in region after region conquered
by the Spaniards.,' ut the chronicler gives details not,found in the published version. . s, 'in Santa Cruz's~~ummary, the "tyrants" are care-,
fully named-Ped1arias, Cortes, Guzman, Alvarado,,M6ntejOr Lerma,
Heredia, Ortal-s~bwing that Fray Bartolome'char#d the;m person~ly
with crimes beforbthe Emperor's expanded Council, whereas in the
printed tract the, ~ames are prudently omitted. Again, near the end of
the Brevissima re~ci6n, Casas s~ys he finished it at Valencia on December 8, 1542. That 'fas three weeks after the signing' of the New ~aws, so
the date caniefer~only to this abridgement written after the oral.pre:"
sentation, ana. giv~n to foung Prince Philip by his ~utor. The original
mem.orial, Santa druz informs us, was presented at the s~rt of ~e pro'. ',.
I'
'
,.ceedingsin 154~' I
, "A~d after Casps3 had given 'this relation to the Emperor," Santa
Cruz's narrative ptoceeds, "he also gave his advice~bout ,what should',
be ord.e~ed to rem~dy matters for the ~uture....'.
.~dvised that all
==;: the Ind13~ should! be taken away from those Chnshans:who held them
. under encomien~s, and shquld be put under His ¥ajesty." Thereby
the King would obtain marty millions in revenue, and the natives would
be well treated and instructed in the faith. ~
,
. 'fllis correspon~ precisely to the fundamental Eighth Remedy that
'. - ' Casas himself lafer priJ1ted as another of the.l552 tracts, El'1ue los
,. -
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mate title, the sia~'.
es should be freed: and adv.ocates shquld bt;u,lJhed a
royal expense to r, resentthe slaves ~t the hearings.
., , ,
Furthermore"r dians could. not b~. ~sed'as'<:arri~rs,exceBt in som
places where this \was unavoidable, and then, they had to be paid 'an
not .be overloade; nor used against thei~ will. Similarly, about pear
.fishing, it was ord~red that no Indian be taken theretq- against his ~ll.
After these pre~minaries came the real bombshell"":the laws abolish·
ing the encomien9a system by slow stages:.
,
For the presen~ all encQmiendas held by officialdom were revoked
o'-!tright, and the~e In~ians were. ordered placed.. under fhe Crown at
once: Thus? the fqIlow.mg were to lose theIr IndIans' eve, though they
might beg to keep~hem and resign their offices: all public officials from
the viceroy down~ -the clergy, monasteries, hospitals, the mint; the
· treasury, etc., alsd. private encomenderos who held Inidans without
due title or had mIstreated them. Furthermore, in Pe~u, the "principal

persFns" :invol~ed lin the recen~ rebellion w~re to be. ~eprived of th<;ir

. IndJns forthW1th~In New Spa~n, the ~cess1Ve encomlendas of certam
persons-nine are pamed particularly--' were 'to be reduced to a moderate siie; and fIoti the tribute .of the Indians thus removed and placed
under t~e Cr~wn, ~0t.De support should be paid to the "first conquistadors" WIthout encqmlendas.
. ' , . .
_ .For the future, ~11 priVate en~omiendas werejo be \uppr.essed. a
gradual process-n9 new epcomlendas could be ~4eated, ahd all e;nsting
ones would eschea~ to th~ Crown on tlJe death 'of their holders. The
crucial law was mo~ explicit. '~urthermore: we order that from now on

br

tv.i€eroy, g.o.vernor, r audiencia, d~fovere.r, or any ~ther person. tclD P.ll
.. t
" Indians in encomi da, neither by our royal provision nor by renuncia- .
r
tion nor donation, . e nor any 'othet form, nor by vaCating title nor in· .heritance-'-butr wh' n the person holding the sa~~ Jadians dies, these
sh.all be p.. ut .uhdeJ., our royal ?rown." [Italics ~<ld~~. J...Any· sU~ivi~~
Widow or children other heIrs could, upon exammation and rep?tt
by the audiencia, ~e paid a moderalepension.7 if necessary, from the
tribut~of~he eschefte~ Indians
. All In~lans thusqu~ m.the Cr~~ mus~ be well treated. and'ms~cted
m the faIth. In appomtmg theIr corregzdores or Spamsh supeniltell, dents, preference sHould be given to qualified first discoverers and mar~

t:
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. FolloWing this''f~imax,' the \orCli~ances-\VoJJ,D~4:J!P'with a sorto£ final
shock ~~ve about~Horations.
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There was a sez:ies of new regukItions for expeditions of,disoovery,
with special regard to the treatmeht and tribut~ of the' Indians: Dis- .
coveries could be made.only und~r license- of the andie,ncia, and po .
slaves could be brought back np!. ~nything taken from the natives 'except by barter. Religio':ls must go along, and discoverers must report
back and start settl~ments only when authorized. No viceroy pr governorcou~d take part in future discoveries. In discoveries now in progress,
moderate p-ibute' and personal services of the Indians were to be as- ~
" :sessed forthwith, to be turned· over to the encpmendero where th~re is
S • one. But Spaniards were expressly forbidden to have power over the
Indians or to make any use pf them-they must enjoy'only the tribute.
Those' holding contracts for discovery were obliged to corifolll} to all .
these new ordinances and to suitable instructions from the audiencias.
Lastly/the surViving Indians in Espanola, Cuba, and Puerto Rico
were to be exempted from all tribute and royal or personal services, so
· that they could rest and multiply.
.

.r

!~
~

I

.
Casas apparently was not satisfied with the New Laws as .originally promulgate.d. For the rest of his life, he worked for the strengthening of Some desir· able aspects and the .elimination of those he considered undesirable.
,

.

J

.

WHEN ~ WAS NEARING NINETY, Casas completed his last major Writ.ings: a Latin tome On the. Treasures-' of Peru and a Spanish 'Tract of
Twelve Doubts ·based upon it. Sincelhey embody his fina] thinking on
the Indies, I shall examine them in some detail.
Both works apparently grew out of problems submitted to him by' ,
• PeI;,uvian misSionaries. Very possibly this custom had started with the
.letter of his former co-worker, Fray Tomas de San Marn. Anyhow;,
'the first treatise was addressed tothe spd:ific question of who owned the
'.vast tre3.§u.res'fol,ind by the colonists in I~ca sepulchers. As for the s,econd, the Argument told how.a longtime Dominican missionary to Peru,
appalled by cpnditions there, returned to Spa:!n and propounded his
doubts' to the l~rned of various faculties, starting with the former
Bishop of Chiapa. So Casas probably composed this answer for Fray
Domingo de Santo Tomas, who had come from Peru before 1559 to
\yorkwith him o~, the caciques' counteroffer and 'Yas back t~le~e in 1562
as ~e n~w Bi~hop of Charcas.:
.
~
f.
Yet in content, The Treasures of Peru and Twelv¢ Doubts!are r~lly
conc1tidirtg summari~ of Casas' total doctrine-he himself ~Ued 'th~m
i
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his 44bequesf and "codicil." Thus, in his dedication to Philip, he sai
, .that pe had only a little while to live, and in order to complet,e his mis
sian after fifty years' work he had to divulge an important secret tha
would correct a climgerous past error:
'

i"

i

. !

\
J

,

,

, This I wrotb in Latin~ in a treatise entitled De thesauris, which I pro
posed to offeJ Your Maje6ty as tho~gh I were bequeathing you much
wealth in my ~st testament, if perchance I had the wherewithal to doso.
'. . -. While 11 was awaiting the time and oppo~ne season to present
it . . . a cert4in friar of tl\e Oider of St. Dominic, de$irous of le~lrJling
'justice or ,njustice of t}\is matter . . . and of \serving Your ~ajesty
in relief of thpse Indies' " oj • required me to answer twelve doubts of
great importafce. . . . So, jWhat I had said in sum in the treatise De
thesauris in Uttin, I explained particularly in Spanish. . . . And it is
this [Spanish tract] that can serve almost -as a codicil to it.

t?e

t

•

i

.,

And of this "codi~il" he declar~dfurther that
.!
~

.

, Bartolome qe las Casas . . . resolved twelve doupts . 4 . congeming
hIe welfare of ~he consciences of the Kirigs of Castile and Le6n and of
, the Spaniards ~vlpg now and in the future of the Indies, and the spiritual
health and gopd government arid preservation of the Indians, native
inhabitants of those lands.
I,

1 So I feel t~at CJsas wr.qt~th.~e works not priIl}arily as Peruvian tracts,

bu~,as basic guides for all I'nd~~ ref~~ers. In fact, I think he intended
!t~1J~thesauri~'_~n~ Dace duda~
b~ e;irculated among ~merican
and select offiCIals, as was hl~:l1e1 UIllCg modo. The Latm of De

-tp

mars

., -

thesauris suggestsla mC:)Dastic'atldi~nce, alld at least three manu,script
copies are known ~f both works, including several made by or'for Fray
Alan.so 1a Vera,.rrnz. p~rh..aps Casas also expected his two last treatises
to be read in the fCcturejhalls of the University ,of Mexico, just as his
oth'~'bOOkS ~ere fFld in the courses of Alcala and Salamanca aQ•d Valla.doli . Anyhow, thete is evidence that these final views of his were'
back d by the new gJoupof Mexican missionaries who wOJked with him
at cart.
,. ..
.
What was this concluding: doctrine, on which Casas labored sO,hard
in his great age? De th'esaJilris ~as not been E,ublished, and ,I infer that it .
contained some material Qf a historical nature not found in the shotter

de

\
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work. But in -Doce dudas, as he himself assures us, Fray Bartolomereiterated all that he had to say on the subject.
•
The.Twelve LJoubts opens 'with a scathing review of the Spani~h con,
quest aild exploitation of Peru, and a series of questions or "doubt~'~on
the restitution ,of ~he we,lth thus. obtained: Atah~alpa's ~ansom, ·trib.j
utes to encomenderos, .gold and-sIlver from the mlDes, tomb and tem- .
. pIe treasures, and sq forth. Casas, as might be expected, resolves thes~
doubts by insi~ting on the'restitution to wh,ich all, even the King, -an;
\ bound. He does so by laying down eight guidirig principles' on Indian
rights, 'Spain's title t? t~e Indies, an~ her conduct there.:
.,

!I

'!
,I
i

r

$y natural and divine and·1,Iuman law, the Indians-as infields
of the fourth category, who never harm~d nor were subject to Christians
-freely possess and' rule their own lands, and no I<ing or Emperor or .
Pope can make just ~ar upon them.'
'3-6. The papal Bull of Donation was issued solely for the conversion
of the India,ns and did not dispossess the native lo~ds. Rather, the Span-.
ish kings must payth~ costs of this conversion,--and they need the free
cOl)s~nt of the natives to acquire justly the sovereignty granted them
over.t~e Indies.
. 7-8.\ Frem the beginning till now (January 1564), Spain's'entire in-,
vasion\ and.misgovemment ~f the Indies has ~een wrong. and tyranni~l;
and frbm 1510 on, no Spai'llard there can claIm good faIth as an excJlSe
for wars, discoveries, the slave q:ade, or the munitions business.
1-2.

I - ' .

;v.

~J

I

. ,

Applying ~hese rules; Casas de~~lops hi~final doctnne-a reaffirciation of h~ lifelong viewS, but 'brought to- their logiCal ~o~clusion. For
,instance, he $lenounces the e~comienda system as Ife did at the start of .
his crusade in 1515, and l!e reiterates his continuing opposition to all
conquests. But the doctrine of restitution, though dwelt upon in some
of his earlier writings, is here carried further than ever, indeed to point
almost entirely impossible of realization.
.
As before, he insists that all encomenderos!are bou~a to restore tribute collected from the natives. But now he fol1ows-this,'hibu'te from the
encomenderos to tlleir doctors, merchants, wives and children, masons,
carpenters, tailors, 'aiId even priests who h~d accepted money to say
masseS for the souls of the departed. MisslotlCtries alqne are exempted;
their services in spreading the faith entitled them to some moderate
support. But the rest had endangered their souls and should not be ab.
solved until\!!!ey h~ made restit~tion_ " j
•

a

I

, ,
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I :find this unrealis~ though no- doubt 'imany were moted over th
years by,Casas' entreaties and threats. A ntImber of conquistadors di
give up their Indians and join monastic Orders; in 1594, one ReboIled
who had ~~encomienda in Nata, wrote to Casas that he was making
r~titutiOJ.1 to his Indians of three thousand' pesos worth of catt1e~ Bu
these were isolated cases, and apparently Cas~s still hoped to for~e un
versa! restitution by means of qis confessioI)al.
Even more extreme were his final views on the necessity of restitutio
by the Cr<t>wn itself. ,Casas contended that the Spaniards had unjusti
depIlived the native lords of th~r sovereignty, and th~ Iqng was ther
fore ,obliged to restore the living heirs of the last Inca ruler to p<?sition
of authority over the land and the ,people. These heirs were 'f1idden i
the And~s, but had expressed'willingness to become Christians in retu
J.
fO,r freedom and maintenance. Casas accordingly proposed to send t
" the Tito a Cuzco priest who kne~ ~im, armed with sealed letters fro
-, <'j th6 King. A province where the Incas could live safely was to be as
Lsigned to Tito and his followers; ~nd the Inca was 'to recognize the Kin
. of Spain as his overlord. The/inhabitants were to be returned to the 'In
gradttlal1y, Crown town~ first\md then encomiendas on the death· 0
thcirholders; and for his part,the Inca was to!pay an annual royal tribut
to the King of Castile, who could thus legally acquire sovereignty. "
One doubtful problem in this visionary scheme was hoW full restitu
ti~n c.ould be m~de for the gold and silvertaJ<en from the temPle in
Cuzao and later from the mines and tombs. The Spaniards, -of courSe,
had to give back everything. But the King had receiv~d one-half or more
of the;~omb ~~s.ures an~ the'~~yal fifth. from war and m~ni~g. I~ view
of the lDlposslbillty of HIS Majesty sendmg back all the wealth shIpped
.- to him and his predecessors in Spain, ~asas suggested that t~e Inca remove the entire royal burden of restitution. The Kin,g, howe\7er, was
. obliged,to pay the co~ of missionaries to tJe Indians, and
natives
_ ~oulli not be sl1bjected to church tithes.'
,
~
.' In thi$ treatise, then~Bartolome de las Cas s set forth the culmination
_Vie~lo~ltis lo~g care~r. H~s.successive ideas il~e echoe? he~e-extincti?ll!
of the encom\enda, illegItimacy of conqucltr Spamsh tItle based on
peaceful'l::onversion and the conseBt of the Igovemed, full restitution,
. restoration of native lOt-ds-all ca.pied to their logical if extreme CQn·,
elusion. A few points dcral especially with Peru, notably the vast wealth
"stolen" from Inca tombs, since the Spaniards had found only negligible
amounts.in the tom~s of New Spain and what is now Ecuador and I
Colombia:Of course, Casas thought these tomb treasures should bel

the
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returned to the natites-perhaps he spe~ified the Inca, when elaborating,
the topic earli~r in De thesauris. BuNn general, the questions and conclusions~treated h~r€ could apply to the Spanish occupation of"Mexico .
:01' the other'territories. So I have no doubt that Casas was here'laying
down his parting guidelines for the future use of. all indies reformers.e

e
I

I, .
!

~I

'-,

W Ii.L
.
.Fray ~artolome'sJfinal writings had a mote direct goal, too, though 'it

CASAS' DEATH AND

was not' pursued till he lay on his deathbed. By means of them, i:-~ .
venerable old man hoped to instigate one last royal junta tq refdrn?fhe
Indies.
.
Both works were add~essed to the, King, and 'there'is evidence that
Casas finished'De theastiris in 1563 anqDoce dudas at the start Of'1564'
I infer the .nonagenarian Bishop of"Chiapa became serwusly ill aJ~ouBd
~at time, f01:he' dre~ up his wi.Il at" t~eend ofFebruary; an~ qn March
\'i7, 1564, he delivered it, sealed and before witnesses, to a notary who
dame to the monastery. Anyhow, the
treatis~swere appareptly not,
presented to Philip till 1566. That is my co~lusion from a petition
Casas to the Gouncil in the latter year, referring 'to his two books given
"these past days" to His Majesty, and renewing his request that a junta
be convoked to consider the principles set forth and take appropriate
action.
.~
, In his dedication, Casas had asked Philip to summon theologians and
, jurists to consider his tr~atises and -then end the destruction of the
, Indi~. Now, in this last memorial ,to the Council, a sort of epilogue to
the Twelve Doubts, he formally repeats his request. Rehearsing the two. 'fold tyranny whereby Spain has devasted the Indies, i.e., conquests and'
encomiendas, and the duty ofrestitution that burd~s the consciences
. of King and Council, he ~egs for the. appoi~~~nt of a j~nta SUCh. as I .
, the Emperor used to conSke. Let .this commISSIOn, he cnes, examme
-: the e~ht conclusions he ~s. prepared for the -purpose and pqwed in
: the b~~ks he gavf His Majc 'ty:
. '

two

?\

.I

.'

1

All the wars~IleJ ~onquests were and are most u~iust aIid truly'·
tyrannical.
.' 2. We have usurped all the kingdoms ·and lordships of the Indies.
3. The encomieridas or allotments of Indians are most iniquitous,' .
evil per se and therefore tyrannical, as is such a form of government. .
4. All who grant them sin mortally and those who ,hold them are always in mortal sin and cannot be saved unless they give them up.
1.

-

=--

•
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,. iThe King our lord, whom God prosper and keep, with all the
G?d:gave him, cannot justify the wars and robberies against these
people, nor the said ~llotmentsor encomiendas, any more than the wars
and robberies of T~rks against Christians can be justified.
•
6. AD the gold and silver, pearls and other riches, brought to Spain
and traded a~ong. Sp3niards ,in the Indies,all is stolen, save perhaps
a veJY little that came- from the islands and .places we have already
_dep~puIated.·
,
, 7. Those who stole it and today steal it by conquests and allotments
or encomiendas, a~d who participate there~~, cannot be s~ved unless
• theyrestorei t . , '
. 8. The nati;ves in any or all the regions we have invaded in the Indies
have acquired right to 'make just war UpOD',US and erase us ~om the face .
of the~rth, and thi.~.right will last until the Day of Judgment.
po~er

...

.

: If these~oncl!lsionsare declared valid,'confessors in the Indies can be
so ~dvised-and thereby Spaniards brought to themselves, the Indians
freed, the King made. ~n fact 'universal lord of the lndies, and ~pain
• spaDed from divine punishment. "With tlIis supplication to Your Honors at the €ull and close. of my.life, and the said conclusions in the two'
treatises I .g~!ye His Majesty,. I believe I have fulfilled th~ missio'p given
me by God."
'.,
:

I,
,"
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GeorgeP.Hammon1
and Agapito Re.y

Leyva'and Humana
.\

After Coronado returned from New 'Mexico with disappointing news,
slightly more than a half century· passed before Oilate jouqIeyed north to
establish the n,st genuine settlement. In the interval, five small expeditions
ventured into NeW'Mexico, The stories of these~are told in The Rediscovery of New Mexico (University of New Mexicq Press, 1966), by George
P. Hammond and Agapito Rey. This excerpt describes one of these liftleknown attempts to seek "gold, God, and glqI}'." . • .
....~
T~ MISfORTUNES

[of predecessors] did not lessen the magnetism of
the. northern frontier in the minds of others. [By 1 593] we find another
! gropp .of adventurers making an expedition into the ~am'e region . . :.
I· without the sanction of viceregal authorities. Unfo¥unately, we.have
only the most meager record Qfwho took part in it and where:they
went, but it is enough to show the enormous seductive power of this
this new frontier. Otherwise, how can one explain the risks·tl;J.ese men
took in launching' out on such distant exploratio~s and ·under such.
circumstances? This n'ew expedition began in 1593, it appears, w~en
Governor DiegoFemandezge Velasco of New Vizcaya.. sent atorce
under Oaptain Francisco Le}Ja de Boni~la to punish ~erta~n hostile Indians, especially TobQSOS ana Gabilane"S; including any: ren4gades w~o
might be hiding out on the frontier, robbing the cattTh ranthes of the
province. Taking advantage of th~ opportunity gf4taving art organized
party under his command, Leyva. de Bonilla' eJetermined on bigger
things, namel~to invade NewMe~co .... -~ .When the goverritlrheard
of this develoPfllent, he sent a ~aptain Pedro de Cazorla to forbid him '
from going inl~~d, under pe~alty o.'f,being declared a trai~or ~p the king..
'\hough some ~f ~is men ~efus~d to go along, .~e~a p~rsisted and went
.•hIS dreary way ~o mfamy and disaster.
';;~".'
'. <'

I

I,
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.: - This account comes from the Histona of Villagutie~e Sotom'ayor,
,'buit the sequel, even more interesting, was told by an Indian,' Jus~pe
. Gn-tierrez; one of the invading Earty ~hp escapeE1 when the rest were
, . de$troyed during an exploration of the buffalo country~ called .by some
.' th¢ kingdom of Quivira. From the meager details that have been preseI\ved,w~ learn that Jusepe managed to find,his way back to New Mexl.,r ,ic~ where' he W3:s questioned by' Don Juan de Ofiate at the pueblo of
':-San Jclan ;Bautista in 1598,
'.'
:. '.' A~cording, to Jusepe's story, he was a ~ative of Culhuacan, a town
sibkated ~~h~rt distanc7nor~ ~f Mexico city, where ~~tonio <f.utierrei
deiHumana I,nduQfd hIm to }om the proposed expedItIon, probably as
hi~!se~~~~~-Sant;l Barbara, others were recruited, s~ Jusepe testi~ed~.
a~4 tlfe group e~tered the pu~blo'country and wandered about for;4.'
. year. They made their headquarters ~t San IldefonsG; one of the Te~)
to,wns,
the Rio "Grande some twenty-five miles....north of modem:
Santa F~.'EvidenHy~trigued by reports of the lands and people in the
-. 'vast regi(}~ b."Yllnit .they "went inl.n~ th~ough the.puebloJ. of Peco!l
and the Vaquertr In~ians" to the ~uffalQ PI¥ins..They crossed two large
ri~ers, and beyond them saw many densely'inhabited nincherias'. One
of. tlhese was a very large set~eme~tt through' which they traveled for
twQdays. It was situated on one,o(tlie tworiveIs they had crossed', The
hOUiSes of the inhabitants Were puilt. orpoles, "covered;witn straw, and'·
.stood close together; and 'there were fields of cOip,calab~shes,andbeans, ;
Continuing in a rioltherly direction froni:th.~· Greaf~e,~tlement for "thr~ dayS, they "were startled and amazed" at 'the' ntitilQer of bt;lffalo, '.
which seemed to blacken the plains, but farther on they ·saw no more
ranone'rias and but few of the humpbacked animals.
,
In some way, discord developed between Captain Leyva an~ Hu~
mana.
Indian said it occurred three days after -l~ving t;he Great
,SettJement., He testified that one~fternoon,,after spending the day jn
his tient,"occu~ed in writing, Humafia sent a sqldier to summon Captain Leyva~ AS the captain approached, Humafia drew!l butcher knife
and killed hdli.. Humaija now ca.lled the men together, .ook command, ,
and showed them some papers, said Jusepe. In fact, he ~ad heard of no
reason for the killing except Captain Leyva's threat to give Humafla' a
, beating. Later, as O~te l~rne(J. on his exp~dition to, Quiviia in 16~1,
the Indians had destroyed Ilumafia and his' followers. In the melee at .
the iettl~ment, five Indians had managed to~scape, but got l~st on the .
Buffalo Plains, only J\iJepe and one other recfching an Indian rancherla' !
in .safety. ,EventuallyJusepe, taken prisoner by the Apaches'and kept .
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jar a year :after his companion was killed~ hea~d that there were Spaniards in New ~xico, and made his way to one of the northern pueblos,
-(rom which he, continued to San Juan Bautista.,
The' Great Settlement visited by this Spanish party appears to have
Jbeeq. the same one that attracted Ofiate on his expedition to Quivira in
'1601. Bolton'(1916) thought it was located on the Arkansas river,a\t
"Wichita, Kansas. Wedel ,(1942), an archaeologi~t with the U.S. Nanonal Museum, concludea on the basis of extensive field studIes that
·"this .!n<¥an civilization, ,which had proved~ such a lodestone'to these
several expeditions, was situated near fbe junctio~ of the Arkansas and
'Walnut rivers, i.e., north and east of the Arkansas river and south of the
Smoky Hill, covering several counties of southern Kansas.

f

'I'

-,

Accou~ GIVEN BY AN INDIAN

OF THE FLIGHT OF LEYVA OO'HUMANA
FAOM NEW MEXICO
AT THE PUE;BLO of San Juan Bautista, New Mexico', on February 16,
1599; Don Juan de Ofi~te;governo~and captain general',leader, colon-.,
izer, and pacifier of these kingdoms for the king our 10£<11, said that he
'had received· infounation "that Jusepe, an Indian, a 'for~er' servant of
Antonio, Gutierrez de· Humafia, had fled from his servic~ a.nd was now
in thisptieblo, and therefore he ordered the following ihquiry so as to
,l~arn frQ~ him what he -had seen and what places-he.had visited '0th
Antonio Gutierrez' de ,Hrimafia, and also what informati6n he had
gathered, 'in order that all pf this could be brought to the att.ention of
the king our lord, his, royal:councils, and others. DON JUAN DE ONATE.'
Before me, JUAN VELARDE, secretary:'
'
Witness: At the pueblQ, at San Juan Bauti.sta, New Mexico on
February 16, 1,99, his 10r~hip,.Jhe governor, or'd~ed an 'Indian to appear. before him. With. tnih~\prof Juan de Caso Barahona, interpreter
on this expedition, he sai4ffi.1lt"'his name was Jusepe Gutierrez and that
he w~s a 'native of Culltu1can: ~e took his oath by God our Lord and
a crQSS in due legal manner and promised to tell the truth.
On being questioI}ed in tegard to the,above inCfuiry, he said thaf
approximately six years)go, a Spaniard named Antonio Gutierrez de
., Humafia spoke to 4in:t athis own p'ueblo and took him away undei an
agreement whereby he was to serve him in some entradas that he was .
tgoi~g to make. Accordingly he f~llowed Humafia as f~ as the valley of
<

I
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Sa\I1ta·Barbara, where some people wete reC1;uited. With these forces he
entered this land and traveled:among the pueblos,for about a year, the
/'
greater part of his~time being spent at the pueblo"Qf San Ildefonso,
-which lies about three leagues from, this pueblo. From there they went
.inland through the pu~blos of ~he -Pecos and Vaquero Indians where,
, traveling slowly and resting ocCasionally, th.eyJteached the buff~lo in' a
month. Here at. vari"ous 'places they came "upon herds of buffalo, and
Indian ranchedas, some of them uninhabited.' Along their toute they
saw also many marshes, springs; and arroyos with abundant water.
.
11'roceeding on their way in a northerly direction~ the farther inland
· they went, the larger ~as the number of buffalo they saw. After traveling' for 'fifteen days more by short marches, they reached two, large
rivers, and beyond them many' rancherias with a large. num~ of inhabitants. Farther on, i~ a plain, they came to a very large settlement
which must have extended for ten .leagues, because they., traveled
"thr~ugh i! for two ~ays, and it must have been two leagues wide, more
or l€~s. One of the two rivers they cIossed eatlier £low~ through this
pueblo. The houses were built on frames of poles, covered with straw,
likejacales (huts or tepees?). They were built close together, along
· narrow streets, like alleys. However, in some places between the houses
there were fields of "com, calaJJashes, and beans. The natives were very
,num\erous but received the Spanish .:peacefullY' and furnished; them
· abundan~ suppJies of food. These Indians obtaihed' their livelihood
.
from the buffalo. .
Ouleaving this pueblo and proceeding in a northerly dir~ction, after
°threedays' travel the soldiers came upon such a multitude of buffalo
that the plain-which was level, fot there are no mOUIltains of any
kind-was so covered with them tha~. they were ,startled and a~azed at
the sight. Contin1.\ing farther on the'yt could not see any more Inqian
ranQberfas, b.ut.only the usual number of buffaloes. This witness 'says
that after they left the pueblo of Pec-os ~hey found great numbers of
plum'trees at five or six places'and that they resembled the plum trees
of Castile. They found also ~lnut trees with small nuts. Near a large
river some ten days' travel frofu the said Great Pueblo there were numerous plum, walnut, and some white ~apodilla trees. The climale here
was n:;tore temperate. This river was aDout one-fourt.h of a league wide, '"
deep and sluggish. They did not dare to cross it..
.'
This deponent saw that· after going th.ree days beyond the said Gr~t
. \' PueblQ~ discerd arose between Captain Leyva and Antonio Gutierrez de
Humana. The lattef remained 'alone in 1)is tent an ~tire afternoon and
I

. ,.

I
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'morning, writing, and at the end of this time he sent a soldier named
Miguel Perez to caU Captain Leyva, who ,came, dressed'.in shirt and
breeches;,·B'efore he reached the tent, Antonio Gutierrez de Humafia
. w~nt out to meet him, drew a butcher knife from his pocket; unsheathed
it, and stabbed Captain LeYva .twice, from which he soon afterward
died. He was buried at once. Then Antonio Gutierrez. de Humafia
brought out some papers an~ showed them to the other men. This witness heard that because Oap~in Leyva had said that he was going to
, give Antqnio Gutierrez de Humafia a sound beat~ng with a stick, he
killed qim. 'When some Indians who were'With tlte soldiers saw this,
five of them, together with this ~tness, ran away when they reached .
the aforesaid great river and retu~'ried to these pueblos of New M,exico.
Some of tJ:1em became lost on the pla~ns ~f th)puffa~o because they got i'
,separated from one another: Only thIS WItness and another man found
their way to ,an Indian rancheda, where they, killed his companion.
: This witness escaped, and in another rancheda nearer this place he was . ~~
taken. prisoner and remained there for a year\f:ith the Apache and .
. Vaquero Indians. Then he fled and reached ~ place near a pueblo of the·
Pecos. There he heard that Spanish' people had come to these pueblos,
.and so he came to this pueblo, where he now resides. .
.
This is what happened, under his' oath=. He ratifieq '~is'~testimony
when it was readto'him. The generaI.questions of the law did not apply
to him other than tllat he had been a servant of Ant6nio Gutierrez de ... ')
Humafia.This fact did .not prevent him from telling the--truth,·which
he did, nor was he coached by anyone. He did not }mowhis.age, but
appeared to be twenty-seven years old. He did not sign because he did .
not know how. This s~atement was signed by;his lordship and tAe interpreter. DON JUAN DE ONATE. JUAN .DE CASSO. Before me, JUAN VELARDE, secretary.
Decree: After the aforesaid, Governor Don Juan de Ofiate, ha~ing
examined the account that Vicente de Zaldivar had made for him of his
trip, to the bu£Ifilo country' in which h~ told of finding the stopping
lit.
~. places of Leyva and Antonio de Humafia, ordered the sa~gentp mayor'
. and others who made the journey with him ~o declare how many camp
sites of these men they had come across .and how far from these head~
quarters they had found them. So he decreed and signed.~ JUAN DE
. ONATE. Before me, JUAN VELARDE, secretary..; . .
Witness:' Then, on February 17, 1599,:,hislofdship,'the governor,
ordered to appear Qefore him the sargenfo inayor; Victte de Zaldivar,
Diego.de ZubIa, purveyor general, the caudillo, Francisro Sanchez~ and
.
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. \
J:Iern~ndo de Ynojqs, all of whom took an oath by God our L~r.d and a
cross in due legal manner and promised to -tell the truth. Qn being
questioned regarding this inquiry,' they agreed ~nanimously that the
governor had sent them from these headquarters to the buffalo~country
in lSeptember of the preceding year, 1598; that the first campsite of the
. saitl Leyva and Antonio de Humafia which they encountered was some
. twehty~fo1:lr leagues beyond, more or less, and that at ,about thirty-s~
leagues theY' came upon anoth~r known stopping place. ~fse were
thought to be the places used by Captain 'Leyva and Ante~io de.
.Humafia, Which tb~y learned by questioning a former serVant of the
latter,. one who had act:ompanied their party as guide..aPd..interpreter,
and by finding horse dung and remains of their fu~.·
.
,
This is what they saw and learned, under their oath. TPey reaffirmed
their deposition, and' those 'who knew how affixed their, n€lmes.. DON
Jum DE ONATE. VICENTE DE ZALDivAR. Dmco DE ZU:8IA.- :adore me,
JuAN VELARDE, secretary.
,,'.
. '. . .
.'
Corrected and compared with the origimil by order of the governor
[who here si~ed his name]. Copied at the pueblo of San Juan.. Ban- .
tista, New Mexico, on February 20, 1599. Witness: Ar.oNS9NllNEz,
CRIST6.~AL DEHERRERA, and _CRIST6BAL GUILLEN. In testimony of
which I .affiX~d my name and the seal of his lordship. JUAN VELARDE, ,
~ cretary.
-

...

'.
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Marc Simmons.
Spanish Government an,d Colonial·Land P!actice~
.

.

Spa'nish' Government in New Mexico, soon to be published by the Uni~
'versity o/New Mexico Press;. describes political government in NewMexico
during the lastfifty·years of its ~xistence as a province of Spain. Tb~ excerpt:
. explores 'one phase of this govermnent
in the eighteenth century.
,
.

~~ ~ M~ITAR:Y authori~ in New Mexic~ was vested in a governor'
who direCted affairs of the province'with the :lid of his agents, the al. cal~€&mayores. It is diffiJult for th,e modi'rn student to appreciate properly the complexity an'aenormity 'of the problems which beset Spain's
officers in this farthest corlier of the empire. The tribes which investe4
the frontiers on all sides engaged in alternate"trade an.d war with the
. Sp~niards and Puebl? Indians, exacting duri~g times'orhostility a cq,t¥
siderable toll in human livesJlild suffering. The economy of the region
d~veloped slowly, because of the defe~se effort.''fPe general feeling of
crisis promoteq by. the uncertainty of life and limb was itl~en~fiedby
the poverty of the people. With hardship a salient characteristic of life ~
in New M~xico,. the office of governor needed a man of consid~rab.1e
fortitude and intelligence.
. ' .
Jt may fairly be reckoned that the go;'ernor~ coming from Spai,n and
Mexico, especially ~n the eighteenth century whe'n raiders from, :the
plains had aCCcleraljed t,heir'aC,tivities, looked with considerablemisgivi~g upon their assighment to New Mexic9. Some, such as Pedro. Fermin
d~ Mendinueta, and. Juan Bautista 4e Anza, were men of excep"tional ·
vigor who me~ considerabfe success in defeating or bargaining Wi)h the ,.
I~dians. Othep displaye~ less forceful traits :of char~cler; a~~~ some
were blatantlY.'weak and dish~)Dest. As Scholes hels SUCCInctly remarked,
"A governor's"powers were wide enough to permit an honest and energetic man t~1l1aintain discipline and secure justice, or to makeJt possi.ble for a seu··seeking official to become a local tyrapt."
,
.
,
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In theory, the governor h~cied a battery ohesser officials who assi~ted
in the conduct of provincial business. These included a lieute~ant gOY
ernor, the members of the town council, or cabitdo, of Santa Fe, a secretary of government who served as notary as well as personal advisor to
the the' governor, and a clerk. Administering' the separate districts or
rural subdivisions into 'Yhich the region was divided .were the alcaldes
mayores, together with their subordinate lieutenants and 'an assortment
'0£ petty magistrates among the PueblQ Indians. in actual practice, the
eighteenth century witnessed a decline in the numbet= of fmlctionaries,
mainly, it seems, becaus~ of1he dearth of, qualified candida~t to fill the
varigus offices':
'
Toward the end of the century, for example, the governor was withoUlt the services of a .secretary and a notary, and seve-ral districts laek@t}
for a ti~e an. alcalde mayor. Moreover, the lieutenant governor was far
to the south, administering the district of 'El Paso, and the municipal
council of Santa Fe, which ~aditionally had aided the governor in the
.. diJ!ection of provincial affairs, had ceased to eJcist $ometime befqre
mid--century. As a c'onseijueJilce, the governor came to rely upon·the advice and assis.tanc~ of the officers of the capital's presidential garrison.
.~e g?v~~or:s ~uties enco~passed directly or inqirec:tly a~l affa~rs
Wlthm hIS Junsdiction. As a mIlItary rttier, he was resppnsIbleior mamteIiance of the peace, t~e m9st demanding of all tasks. Tied to this obligation was the supply, training, and command of the regulhr presidential
. troops and the citizens' militia. Moreover, his constant.dealings with
the native inhabitants, po~ peaceful and hostile, made hi~, in effe~t,
the .Indian agent for the district-:-the personal liaison between the
.
Spanish gGvern~nt and these subjects.
9utside thelcity of Santa Fe, few local administrative dl.!ties were
in tlhe hands 06 the goyernor since these he delegated to his agents, the
alcaldes mayores. They, in addition, dispensed justiee at the local level,
the: g9vernor retaining s!Jpervision over their activities and sitting as a '
• court of appeal fro~ their decisions. Generally, his sphere of action incluaed both ciVIl ~nd criminal cases and litigation involVing the military
£uero~
.'
In absence of a treasury office in New Mexico, the governor ~s concerned with the collection of taxes and the 'promotion of such meager
croWn revenues :;is existed. Similarly, he encouraged the economy of the
country·whenever possible, although this and the administration of
finances remained minQr Rhases of his total activity.
. . .I

•

'"
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_ The governor1as vjce-patron of the Church1was responsibl~ for mainttenance arid welfare of the entire missionary program~ The work of con. version1 however1 was weakeijed after the Pueblo· revolt of the late
, seventeenth centuly1 and it never re'covered its ~arly vigor.
.'
~eyond these specific obligatio~s1 the governor was impelled to foster
: the gener.al welfare of his province. This implied a wide range of author. ; ity1 and1 in fact1 empowered him to perform whatever acts were neses. sary to ·ensure the proper functioning of the govermnental machinery1
subject' always1 of course1 to the aRproval of his immediate superiors.
~e governor could issue appropriate ordinances and. decrees; he arranged for division of the province into lesser administrative districts;
he appointed civil officials at the local level and nominated persons for'
,~ .' .IEilitary positions; he supervised the foun~ng of new settlements, the
concentration of the population.for defeD$ive purposes, and taking ()f a
per-iodic cenSUi; he controlled t~e assignment of land andwat~r rights
out~ide the Villa of Santa Fe; c:lr:ld he regulated'public travel within the'
pmvince. ' .
- ' :i .
" ,
The governor was eIIlpowerea to mai~tain public buildings, including
his residen~e (the casa real) , the cuartel,or.instal}ations and barra.cks of'
the presidial troops, frontier outposts, ~upply depots, roads and communications. To insure his familiarity with the province.hewas expe.cted
to conduct a general inspection (visita) of his jurisdiction, seekil!g out
and remedying injustices and providing necessary changes in:the local
administration. To all of this was added an inordinate amount of-paper
work, the governor,being re'iuired to composea host of reports through-'
. . out th~ !ear t~ be submitt~d in 4uplicate- or triPIicatl tol the ce~tral
authOrIties.
.

'.
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THE~Gui.ATIONOF SETTLEMENTS. From the first dayspf the founding

of the province of New Mexico, jt was recognized thatl strength lay in '.
the clinging together of colonists for mutual protecti n. 'The natural'
tendency qf the titizens, however, was to disperse o~er he country~de
in pursuit of t1te few economic activities which were open to them.
. fVicemy Luis de Velasco observed as early as 1 ~cx), '" have been informed that the small population of that country [New exico] is very
scattered over it 'so that t:Qey are destitute of adminis .ation because'
very few reside in each pla& and they. also are too far apart to be helped
and protected." This situation remained, an abiding probletp to the
end ()f the colonial period, although sP7cial efforts were made in the
. .
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seconcl half ofthe eighteenth century to cO,ncentrate th~ people in
easily defended settlemen~. .
'., ,
,The governors were empowered to select sites for new settlementst to
m;ak~ arrangements for and: certify then- ~stablishments, and to provide
the support needed in their earliest stage of development. Related to
~this-authority, the.governors were obliged to see that no settlers a~o/
. doned their communities, or, for the matter, left the province withbut
hi~ expressed permission. Spanish law was explicit in this latter regard.
A ;per~on who left ,his place of residence without the proper license
might forfeit any officeS he held in addition to his h.ouse, lands, and
other possessions. The.'prohibition against{ traveling without a· permit
. was rdterated sp'eCifieally for New Mexico in,a royal order of 1784 and
was ]?roclaimed throughdbt the area by the alcaldes n;tayores acting,
., under orders of Governor Anza. .
,
/
Increasing Indian preSsure upon the Spanish settlements in the
eigpteenth century accentuated the need for'assembling the people of
New Mexico to better resi~t the enemy. Governor Mendinueta, in 1772,
bewailed the fact that a~ong "the Spaniards there is no united settlem~t, so that to the dispersion of their houses, the name of ranches or
ho~ses of the field is properly given and not that 'of villas or villages."
A,ntonia de Bonilla, four years lafer, echoed the'governors complaint
and warned of impending ruin, for "the force of settlers is di~ided, and
, ~elY~n,Iieither pr,otect tliemselves nor co~tribute to .the general defense of th~ country." By contrast he extolled the merits of the Indian
pueblos which "are defensible because of their excelle~~ and qnified for"
mation." In 'addition, he supported an earlier proposal by Governor
Mendinueta which would havt:;.forced the New Mexicans tq congregate
jn well-organized settlements.
'.
,
.
"
_.
Fxay Juan AgUstin de Morfi, writing som¢~e in the 1780'S, enumera~ed th~ injuries to government and society resulting from' the
people's'tareless habits of ~ettlement. Some of these appear as follows:
citizens, because of the isolation' of their homes, felt free to act with independence and insolence in a manner which they would D,ot have dared
in
presence.of the au~orities;for the same reason, great c,rimes were
committed since the wrongdoers heldlittle fear of being puni~hed; set~ tlers were deprived of the benefits of the sacraments since the few priests'
coulij notI-each those in the outlying areas; the men lived so far apart
"that' when the governfnent sounded the call to amis, the e.nemy had
,ample time to escape befor~ the,militia could assemble to give cha~e;'
and since many ~ved' without neighbors to observe them, they were not.

the
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ashamed to go about nude sG-that lewdness was seen here more than in'
the brutes, and the peaceful Indians were scandalized.
. Modi decried the fact that not a single Spanish town was well organiZed for defense. In particular h~ sing\ed out the Villa of Albuquer-. f.
que, complaining that its. inhabitants were distributed for a dozen .
leagues along the banks of the river.'If the people were brought together, a large town would be the result, common defense would be pro- "
moted, and abundant lands fOffrultivation add pastUrage FOU~d be had '
by all.
"
'.,
.
'.
, " The arrangement of the VilJa lOt. Santa Fe appears to have been in , similar disarray during the entire colonial period; As earlyas16:z.o, there'
, was official concern expressed over the poor de,fensive qualities of the
cuqent site, and a proposal was advanced to move'the capit~l to the,
mri!"e, favorable lo~tion. The sacki~g of the outlying districts of the
Villa in the several oays preceding its total aQandonment by the:, Spanish during the Pueblo revolt emphasized the'weaknesses inher~n~,in'1f1e
haphaz~rd growth hitherto permitted in the San~mu.nicipality.
NotWithstanding, the capital was subsequently reconst?ueted on its'
former site, and disorderly sprawling over the surromiding countrysid~
. was resumed by the colonists.
.
- The sad spectacle of the Santa Fe defeqsive position again became a
subject of conc~m in the second half of the eighte.enth century. Criti,cism the capital's' condition w~s implied in the remarks by Mendi- ,
,nueta.and Bonilla. It was during the administration of governor Anza, \
howeyer, that overt: action -on the questiol} appeared imminent. Involved was.,IlOt only an active propos.al to reorganize Santa Fe, but the
remaining towns of the 'province, as well. Indian incursions had, de'{a~·tatedthe large areas, so that Miera y Pacheco's map of New Mexico l
~~es~e year 1780 showed more arumdoned settlemenjthan OCClIpied\)

ot

Anza re.ceived instructiont from the commandant general to devote -"
himself to the tas~of implementingthe ideas originated by his.predecessor, Governor Mendinueta, with regard to reform of the settlement
pattern~ adopted by the New Mexicans. Although he set about enthusiastically to fulfill his Charge, Anza was· able. to achieve results
which Were only partially successful. Albuquerque and Santa .Cruz de la
Canada were apparently reduced, to some order, but the citizens of
S~nta. Fe'~emained ad~man; in refusing to ,me~t the demands ~f the
governor who was seeking the transfer of the V111a to the south Side of
_the
Twenty.f~ ~f these fled th! province withont his pennissiol1

D
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and presented themselves before the comma,ndant g~neral in Arizpe t
state their grievances.' This ~old action won an order restraining th
gdvernor from moving the capital until all complaints.. . could be judi
cious]y heard,. and in the final outcome, Sel!1ita Fe remained on itS
o!iginalslte.
.
.lIn 1788 the commandant general approved a project by Go,:,ernor
Cqncha to ~eform the Villa of San~ Fe, b~t this concerned mote the
copstruction.of a cuartel or presidial barracks than an attempt to con'"
centrate the populace. A proposa~ current at: this. time, however, did
advocate the shifting'bf the capital to a site neaf; Santo Domingo Pueblo,
but the hostile attitude
of the Villa, not to mention
that
. of the citizens
of the Indians, caused the idea to be hastily abatildQned. At this ti~e two
thousand pesos. was assigned for'work on the barracks to provideObadly
neede~ impIQvements.
.
-. ''The Spanish king was proprietor of all territories conquered in .his
name and was at liberty to dispose of them as he chose. They were distributed in several ways. Lands were conceded to the support of new
towns and ~eir citizens, ,for India,n pueblos, and to vassals who had
sened in the conquest of a new territory. Certain pr?~rty was re,tained
- by the -crown UI¥ler the title of "vacant or royal l~n~s." It was' these
lastwhic,h were made as grants to individ~als'; but with the understand.:
ing!tha~ finar~tle was 'retiii~ed by the kiJ\ig. Grall~s \\rere made for oc-·
,cupatioiJ, and use, the subject.taking the rents and profits, and normally
a ~e iimit was specified: The'ambunt of land given varied according
to the needs of the individual.
..
'Uhe governor of Ne~ Mexico was emp0'Yered t~ make ~oth Span-'
ish ~nd Indian lana grants in the name of the king. Spaniards ~ho desire<1l1ands presented' a .formal' petition tQ the governor who then -instituted an an invest,igatiori, fo determIne 'if the land requested would
produce a conflict ~~h o~er.c1ai~s. Th~:.al~ldes ~~~ores ~ere actua!ly .
m charge of exam~nrng apphcations whlch'fell Wlthm then respectIve
jurisdictions and they pla~d grantees in possession after the governor
had drawn up the appropriate tille.
.
"
Acommon occurrence in the New Mexico province was the frequent
aba~donment of settlement.s and lands ~rider pressure from hostile Indians. $!1ch removal was often hastily taRen by terrified colonists without lh~official sanction r~qu'ited frqm the governor, who was hard,
pres~edsOJ:netimesto force the peop~e to return to their homes. Gover""nOr Velez'Cachupln, fo~ example, eclared in- February of 1766, that
''the lands in the region orOjo Calie t~ which had recently been aban-,
.
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doned be~~se of .the Indian ~enace had reverted to the CroWD, and
were available to other subjects of the king who might applY for them.
Pedro Bautista P~no mention~ his part in a case involving land distri..;
bution.

~

v •

\

,

During the admiIiistiation of Seilor ;6n, I was commissioned to'
found twoset'tlements and to'distribute 'ds to more'than 200 families
at Pecos ford. After I concluded this opera ion, and upon taking leave. of
them ..• my heart was filled with joy. Pqrents and little children surrounded me and" thanked me with fears' in their eyes .for the land I had
given them for their subsistence.
;~.

.

. .

"

I

. ~

\ .

Related to the governor!s
land grant powers was
his oblIgation to pror
' , .
*t Indian properties from trespass and encroachment by Europeans.
Carefully wrolfght legislati~n'was designed to safeguard all nativela~d
which ~s actually used Or occupied. 'Unfortunately, as one authority
has noted, the laws were honored more in the br~ch than in the observance. With increased European population, the eightee~th century was a time of stress for the Indian communities, as the governors
and alcaldes may~>res at best ignored the laws while whites impinged
upon J?ueblo lands, and at worst conJ;l~ved openly to exploit the natives..
t>
I~ ,17,05. ~.~ver~or Fra~cis~ot Cuervo y V~l?es .had ~roc1aim.ed ;n '
order prohIbltmg all Spamsh CItIZens from :resIdmg In IndIan pueblos or
. even entering them with'out ,eJqJressperinission of the governor. This
, .was.merely a restatement of the law that had long prevailed in New
, Spain and though it was reiterated on !subsequ~J.1t occasions in New
Mexico, it did little to stem the tide of white encroachment. The aggrieved pueblos might 'formally petition tpe governor or they might
send repte$entative delegations, to appear before h4n with their complaints, 'but in the end it was. the personal feeling of the governor rather
than Spanis4law which ~ecid~~ the issue i~ a~y given Case.

. 1"
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The followir,.g excerpt is from Chronicles of the Gringos: The p .5.
Army in the Mexican War, 1846-1848, Accounts of Eyewitnesses apd Com~
i,;. b,ata.nts, ~~ed 'bY.,George Winston Srnf.t.h ~d. Cli."a.rles .'u.dah: A-~alor
. waft of ~tary ~ry.on.one of Amer~ca~s II~le-~own\w.ars, phr~nicl~
of the Gnngos will be pdb1i~hed by the UmversIty 01 Nevi Mexipo Press. ill
the:summerofl.968..
.
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Kearny entered Santa Fe unopposed. Mter fif.!y-two
pays 'of marching New Mexico ha~ been won. 'The final d~f the
"conquest" produced eicitement ftuncled on ru~ors and fesigns for.
'battle, but there was nd battle. An 'o~c~r with K~ny recqrded these
days in his di~:·!..
.
~-

,

l'

S~AY, AUGUST

:.

'

16. Started at the usual hour, fmd at seven miles came'

to. the village of St. Miguel, built like the others, of sun-burned brick,.
and with flat roo(s. After much- delay ~e ~calde a~d P~dJ;'e were
found, and presented to General Kearney; but It was eVIdentthat they
, did not relish an irtterview with him. This village contains a respectable'
ChuIiCh and abouttwo or three hundred houses. The general ,expressed
a wish to ascend one of the houses, with the priest and Alcalde, and
to a4dress the people of the -town, informing thetrt of the object of his /'
mission. After many evasIons, delaYs, and useless :speeches, the Fadre
made a speech, stating that "he was- a Mexi~an~ but should obey the
laws tthat were placed over him for the time~ but if the general should
point all his cannon at his breast, he could not .consent to go up there
and address the people."
, .
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... The geneiaI veryJDiIdly told
through Je interpreter, Mr. Robideau1 that he had not come tQ injure him1 nor did he wish him to address the people. He only'wished·him to go up there a'nd hear him (the '
general) address th}ein. The 'Padre still fought shY1 and commenced a
long speecl~ which~ the general interrupted1' a~d told hi~ he had no
1
time to listen to' ~~sel.e.s.s remarks/ and repeate~ that he only wanted
him to go up and IJsten to his speech. He consepted. The general made
pretty m:uch the sa~e replarks to the Alcalde and people1 that he hadmade to the peopl~; of the other villages. He assured them 'that he had
an ample fo~ce and ~ould have possession of the country against all opposition; but gave them assurances of the'friendship and protection of
the United States. JIe stated to the~ that this had never been given
th~m by the gove~ment of'Mexic01 but the United States were able
and would certainly prote~t theni1 not orily in their persons1 property1'
and religion1but ag~inst the cruel invasion of the Indians. That they saw
but a small p~rt of ~e force thatwas at his disposal. Many more troqps
were near him on another road1 (some of which he showed them a mile
or two distant) a~ that another army would, probablY1 be thr.ough
• ,
, ,theiF village in three weeks. ' ."
, After ,this1 he sai~1 "Mr. Alcalde1 are you willing tb t~ke the oath of
allegianc~td the United Sfat~S.'1 He replied that "he would prefer waiting till the generafhad taken possession of the capitaLH.The general
told him, "~t was silfficient f'Or hiPl to know that he had possession of
his vilIa~e.H' He' the)! consented and with the usual formalities1he said1
'''You swea~ that YOll will bea~ true allegiance to the gO'iCrnment ot the
Unite'tl States of America. H The Alcalde said1 "provided I can be pro,- tected in my religion.'1 The general .said1 "I siear y6u spall be. H He
then continued1 "~rid that. )fou Win defend her against all her, enemies
and opposers~ in:the:name of the Father1Son1and Holy Ghost~Amen.'1
The general then said, "I co!!tinue you as the, Alcalde of this village1
and require you, the inhabitants of this village toklbey him as such. Your
laws will be,cotItlnued'fo/ the present1 but as ~pon as I have ~!me to
examine them1if any change can be made .that Will be for your benefit1
it shall be Qone. H After shaking hands with them he left. The Padre,
'then invited hiin to his \Louse1and.gav~ him and his staff refreshments;
,and after sundry hugs, jokes and profe~sions of frie~dship1 with, an ex~
preSsion from' the genenil, that1 "the better they became acquainted
the better friends they wouJd be/' a,nd an invitation to the Padre to visit
:Win at Sa~ta Fe (which he.promised), we 'left the village. The Padre.
was evidently
the ruIing;spirit
of the village1and
the Alcalde
was under
..
.
'
.

\

.~.i!

...
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~.gll'~at restraint by his presence. The vi~1t to the priest; and ~e frank an

friendly mann~r of the general had the desired effect, fti\d I believe the)
parted the best of friends, and have no doubt that the i~habitants of St
Miguel will soon be as good democrats as can be found in Missouri.
, The Alcalde informed the gene.ral that 400 men left the village t
join the Mexican army, but that tWo hundred had returnedJJo$e.
Soon after leaving this village an expres's arrived from Sq,nta Fe, in
fonning the general tha,t a large force would oppose his march 15 miles
fr@m that place, in a deep ravine. It was headed by an indiviqual known
as Salazar. That Gen. Armijo refused to command them, ~nd said he
w(J)Uld defend the town. The same infonnation was soon after brought
by Puebla Indians, who said there was a large fOI:ce of their p~ple
among :the Mexicans, armed with bows and arrows; ~that their people
had been forced into the seryice,-arnl"tneii. chiefs would not penpit
,
them to take their guns; ,=- ,··As it is not more than two days march to Santa Fe, if we have Chfight
it will probably be to-morrow.-Marched 17 miles.
Monday, Aug. 17.-Started at the. usual time. Our picket guard took a
priso~er, the son of the noted Salazar, well remembered by the Texan
pri~on:ers for his cruelties to them. He stated that the Mexican army had
left the cannon and gone hoine. The general told him he would keep
him a prisoner, and if he found tlJat he had told hi!ll falsely~ he would
hang him. We soon met others crOIn Santa Fe, who congratulated the
general 'on his arrIVal in the country, and their deliverance from the
tyrannical rule of Armijo.
They further said; that Armijo had taken one hundred dragoons and
his' cannon, and gone -this morning towards Chihuahua: 'We passed
today the ,ruins of the.,ancient town of Pecos. I visited it with some
Me\xicans, and an interpreter, w~o gave me a full account of it. It was
said to have been built long before the conquest. It stands on an
eminence. The dwellings were built of small stones and mud; some of
the:.buildings are still ~o far perfect as to show three full stories. There
were four rooms Q-nder ground, fifteen feet deep and twenty-five feet
acrQss in~ circular~torm~ In one of these rooms, burned the "holy fire,"
. which was kindled \inany centuries before the conquest; and when the'
Pecos'Indians were ~onverted to the Catholic faith they still continued
theilr ow"ll religious r~tes, and among them the "sacred fire," which'never
ceased to burn till seven years since, when the village was broken up.
The population is probably one thousand. The church is large, and
although in ruins, was evidently a fine building. It wa,s built after the
D
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conquest. The eastern roof ~i the ~ain building is still go'od-it is filled
, , with birds. As we caine in front of it the Mexicans took off their hats,
and on entering the building'we did th~ same. .
Th~enerallearned to-day that Salazf\r had been in co~mand at the
cannon, and that he had passed around us and gone to St. Miguel, the
town we passed yesterday.,
general sent him word that he had his
sbn a prisoner, and woUJ5f~t~at him well, if the father remain~d peace- .
able, but if he took up ahns, or excited the people to resistance, he
would hang him.
.
"
.
We encamped JK 3 P.M., on the Pecos creek,. in excellent grass, .
where there was a beautiful farm well watered-distance to-day fifteen
and three quarter miles.
'
An abundance of vegetables have heen brought.into camp this·evening, and we have fared better than since we left Missouri. Bread, coffee,
and bacon are excellent articles -of lood, wqen accompanied with other
little "fixings" whiqh ladies can only provide tfs\vith, but of themselves,
after a few weeks, campaigners become a little tired:
An American gentleman.has just at~ived ,in camp from Santa Fe; he
left at 12 M. to-day, and says that after the gdvernor's '\!Jdication, tht?
Alcaldes held a meeting,;@nd gravely discussed the proptlety of tearing
down the churches to prevent their being converted'into barracks, and
that the American ¢itizens interfered and ~ssurea. them, that they hap
nothing'to fear on fhat subject; and thereby s~ved the churches. A lady
also sent for 4im this morning, and asked him if he did not think it advisable for her to· leave the town, with her daughters, to save them from
dishonor. He advised h~r by all means'to remain at home, and assured
her that she and her daught~s were in no danger from the approach
of the army.
.
Most of the respectable people of the town ~ave left,. and many ..
country people are going to town i£or protection.
.
Tuesday, f\ugust lB.-Started as usual and at six miles came to the
cannon, where the Mexican army under Armijo had been .assembled.
There had been 3,000 troops there, but it seems that the nearer.we approach them, the fewer they be,came, and when we passed through they
had all g~:me. The position they chose was near the lower end, and it was
, one of great strength. The passage was not more than forty feet widein front they had made an obstrij'ction with timber, and beyond this,
-\
at 3ooyar~s distance, wa~ an emim;1ilce in the road, ~ which their
cannon had been placed; and it was thought by ~s, that their position
was equal to 5,000 men. We reached the hill which overlooks Santa Fe. 1}
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a~ , P.M. Major Clark's artillery was 'put into line,'and the mounte

troops and infantry were marched through the town to; the Palace (a
itis called) on the public square, whether [sic, where] t\he general an
his staff dismounted, and were receiyed by the acting governor an
otb.er dignitaries and ,conducted toa large room.
"
i

.

~_.

\

\ ... '

~. ~

1 ..1"

"'.

A. priv.ate in the Missouri Mounted Volunteers aIs,c, described th
hardships and the excitement of the 'final thrust through the moun .
gorges into the city of Santa Fe:

th~te

.~

",

~

/

$

I

ha~

You will see by
of this letter that we
at length arrived
at the long sought for place-Santa Fe€. On the 18th, GenI. Kearney
t00k formal possession 'of the capital of the province without having
'fire~ a single gun. On the n~ morning I with half of mx company was
sent to this p'ace on detached service. .
~l
~ Our march after the crate of my l~st letter to you . the same un·
vatied monotony untill within five days'havel of Santa' , ee-when the
wh;ole army was thrown into a state of excitement by t. e arrival of a
~ag and lett'er from Gov. Armijo. In the letter the Gov. iqformed.Genl.'
K. ~Itha:t he .had advanced as far into th~ Mexican territoirY as he could
wiffh safety.....:and that hecalle<lupon him to retire.immeaiately-'but if
he did not that he would meet him at the Vigas a stream bout 20 miles
off :and give him battIe." To this Genl. K. made a chara teristic reply,
that he would meet Gov. A. at the Vigas.
.'
.
You can well immagiQe the excitement created in cam' by the inter·
change of civilities. Everyone expect~d a pght [for] cert in. And sure
enQugh the next day the enemy a<!vanced to within thre miles of our
enqampment determined to oppose our passage through a narrow gap
in the Iil.ountains~ .
..'
.
Q~ the next morning after. this disposition of the e emies. forces,
Ge~l. K. marched out of his camp, in battle order, bo' him$elf·artd
ev.ery man in the army, from the nature of the ground nd reported
stiepgth of t}1e enemy (about 2,000 strong) anticipating. bloody bat·
tIe:.My·compahy~~ng armed with the H~ll Rifle a~d bayonet was un·
mounted to act as lnfantry and ~ such attached to the battaIIion of
Infanhy. About tent.p'cIock we moved out. of camp in the following
order, the GenI: with ,00 dragoons ip front, the- battalion of Infantry
\\jitl my company ifiached, a:bOl;1t 200 next, the artillery next with two
battieries of five pieces each-then followed the Regt. of Missouri Volun- '
teers under Col. Df!tliphan-800 strong-and in the rear the baggage
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~e enimy [sic ]-and on the 17tIi encamped within 4 miles of the p~
Here again we expected to have pad abattle, but on the evening of th

I

I
I

I

I.

17th'there arose a con~est in the camp of the enimy a~ to the'suprern
c<l>mmand, the resl!lt of which was that the enimy dispe~sed withon
attempting to oppose our passage.
,
On the 18th we struck tents and marched off not knowing certainl
w[h]ether w~ should have a fight or not Q~l: yet prepakd for every con
tingency. As we acWanced, the mountains' seemed to be gradually a
~ prpaching ,each other,until at length they seemed to have plac.ed them
s~v~s in front of us, an impa~sible barrier, hundreds of feet in heigh
aI;lid almost perpendicular.' Here by turning the point Qfa mountain
. you are suddenly throWJl into a pass through which the road was jusi;
wlde~nough for a waggon to pass or four m~n abreast and about'~ of a
mile [in] leng~t [sic], each side of .the pass having walls of rock, perpendicular hundreds of feet high-and 'entirely impossible for us, to ascend.
It was at this pass the enemy ha~ made preparations to resist our 'passage, and it.seems to me if they had availed themselves of the natural
adva,ptages",of. .the place, thrown, up a lSarricade, and up~n it planted a
batitery-with one sixth of their fOfce they could h~ve effectually resisted
every effort of ours to 'pass-but instead of doing so, although ,they
doubled us in numbers, and were p'ossessed of five excellent pieces, of
arti!llery under th~effe[c]ts of fear and discord, after throwing up a few
brush as a breast work- dispersed wi,thonUiring a sOlitary;:; in, defence of their homes.
'
.
;\
'
. l'b,t ev~ning as I.have said in the first part of my. epis e we took
, peaceple [SIC] posseSSIOn of Santa F~e.
'
'Lh~ people of this section [of] the country in Ou'r first appearance
wer~ the most abject contemptible looking-objects I ever saw. They had'
been frightened allmost to death by the stories<th,e priests and rich (for'
they are the two clas,ses ~hat rule the country). had told them <lfthe
baxlllarian[s] that were marching against them, but now we have min- .
gled a few days with them, they begin to look a little more cheerful!l)d
assuln{e somewhaf the appearance of men. They supposed our force was
much larger than it is and say that if they had known we were so weak
they would have fought us. Gov. Armijo sent GenI. Kearney word that
he intended attacking his forces and contending for the' country, that
when he dispersed his army he supposed that we w~re in overpoweripg
numbers, but that since we have con\e into the country he is satisfied'
that \he can drub us""-but it is the general impression that he cannot col·
!
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leet a force sufficient to effect anything of importance although it is
pretty certain that he will make the effort.
'
.
t
Yesterday a Spaniard came into our camp and infomi~d the Lt. Col., '
Ruff, that Armijo had concealed all of his·cannon ip a little'village about
1¥2 miles from 'the camp, and forthwith we started with two companies
about 70 men in strength in search of thenibut befOJ;e we arrived at
the town Capt. Fisher [sic] 'of St. Louis ~th a small body of men had'
them in possession. They proved to be very excellent brass peices [sic]six pounders, and constitute the whole of the enimies formidable armament~and depriving Armijo of one of his great dependents in a struggle .
for the supremacy of the country~
t
.~
I

OC~UP~TIONOF S~TA

FE]

~J

KeaII!-Y entered Santa Fe on A~gust 18 as a conqueror. A staHofficer.

I

wro,te a letter describing the dramatic scene to the St. Louis Reve~:'" .if

"

.

I

'

"

.

.

On w~nfthe Dragoons and Rangers, until at ~ngth we emerged f~om
the stunted pines and 'cedars into frill view of the yalley in which the
terminus' (for the'present) our long an.d arduous march is situated, and
of the country beyond to the western range of mountains. Reaching
a hill i.mmediately sIth-east of the city and from Whic",h the tops of the
public buildings wer visible, the General halted, and: waited some two
hours for the artiUe ; during VIlhich time th~ Stars !and Stripes were
observed unrolled infthe hands of a Sergeant, and cert~in inquiries were'
overheard to be made of American citizens as to the best means of
hoisting it on the palace of the 1\.rmi~os. We also understpod that preparations were making to 'fit ~p thep~lace for the ~ccupanc;y of the Ge~
eral, and that, in all probability, hi~ intention expressed at Bent's Fort,
_' to be in Santa Fe on the 18th of August. with his whole army, wduld
be made good. The s.un, which had been obscured in the moming; was
beaming forth gloriously, but going down a great deal faster than the
artillery ~ coming up.
..
.
,Some few· of the Mexican citiiens, prompted by curiosity, calJle out
in, their white shirts and wide breeches, with those everlasting big hats
on, and looked with gaping wonder on the advanced corps of th~ "Army
of the West." l'Jlr. Thurston [sic}7 standing about 6 feet 6 in mo~casins7
and other Americans, including Our never-tiring friend, Col. Owens, of
t

.

,
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J~ckson, were standing in groups about, while the General held con
versation with that prime ol~ soldier,'who never missed a roll-call, Maj
- Su.mner-and old Fitzpatrick: with his venerable silver h~~~ and kee
gtiey~blue eye, looked on as perfectly at h.ome as when gmdlhg us ov~
the plains, with n.ever-erring memory and sagacity. Horses went to sleep
for not a spear of grass was in sight, and men wo~dered what woul
com,e next-deClared the subsistence wagons would not come up-an
speculated on 'the price of bread and cards--in Santa Fe~.
At length:the~artilleryappeared-the bugle call to horse, and into the
to'iWI1 we marched, with drawn sabres, and taking as much care of the
little urchins in the streets as we would on parade in St. Louis-and, by
the way, children are everywhere the same, when soldiers or any other
show are on the tapis. The General took his position Wlth his guard in
the plaza or great square before the palace, where he claimed the capital
and country of the Alcalde for the American Union, and administered
the oath of allegiance, while Major Sumner marched us through several
streets, a;nd the American flag was hoisted over the palace, saluted by the
, neep voices of Major Clark's artillery from the hill where we had halted.
We were then marched out to the hill again, where we found that the
wagons of our company ba? not come up, and'that the prospect for supper was n~longer dubioUS-~tbut decidedly bad; while our poor horses,
tired beyond measure, had "no hope of a single blade of grass to stand
between them and starvation.
Well-supper or not-bere w~ are in Santa Fe-AND NEW MEXICOISOURSI
_ .
I

I1
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This was the shout of' the victors.~ut what of the peopl~ of Santa
Fe, who watched the conquering arIl1Y S}Veep into their capital? The
'same correspondent had this to say about their feelings a few cdays
W~
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9ui- march into the city, I have already told you, was extremely warlike, with drawn sabres; and daggers in every look. From around corners,
men With surly countenances and downcast looks regarded us with
watchful~ess, if not terror; and b~ack eyes looked through latticed win~
dows at our coluinxt> of cavaliers, some gleaming with pleasure, and
others filled with tears. Strange, indeed, must have b~en the feelings \
of the citizens when an invading 3:rmy was thu's entering their. hometheIPsekes useefonlyto look upon soldiers plagues sent to eat out
their substance~burn,.rayageand destroy-all the future of their destiny.
vagUe and uncertain-their new rulers strangers to their, manners, .lan- .!
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guage and habIts, and, as they had been taught to belIeve, enem\'es to
the only religion they have e~er known. It was humiliating,. too, tcHind.
their city tnus entered, withou~.gun bavjng been fired in its defence;'
and we thought that hu~ble, mortified prider'was indicated iIi the ex. 'pression of more. than one swarthy face. As the American flag was raised,
and the caimon boomed its glorious national sa1~te from the hiU~ the
pent-up emotions of many of the ~om~n could be suppressed no)§nger,
and a sigh. of commiseration, even for ~useless distress,escaped:''fi>m
many a manly. breast, as th~ wail of grief arose above the din of ~our
horses' tread, and reached our ears from ~he depth of th€ 'gloomy-Ibok" ing b1,lildings on every hand.
!.

I

;j
1

I

,

.

And wh'at impression did Santa Fe make em the newlyarriv~ conquerors? Some observations' were to be found in a letter wliic1i1M. L.
. Baker, ~ trareler. en route to Mexico, se~ack East:
,,:~ .
.
.

o

.

i

I am disappointed in this country. It is ~e ·qf wood' and waf.er~
mountainous and the only parts they can cultivale is a few of the ya:Heys .
that"are watered by springs and small streams from the Mountaint,The .
houses of town and country are built of mud brick dried i~ the suri, are
one story high and ¥ave no windows, so when the,900r is shut the room
is dark at inid.day. However, they are very warm ih winter & cool in
summer. The roofs' all flat They raise c,orn; wheat, onions, no potatoes,
have thousands of goats, sheep, some cattle, plenty' of asses & mules
with some fine pony horses. The silver and gold mines seem to be plenty
and n<tdoubt before long Yankee skill & perseverance will bring many
to light, as yet undiscovered. The American.s have heretofore' been
afraid td hunt for and work the miI\es on account of the Indiaqs, who
have been the Real masters of the country. But the American Dfagoons .
will so011 learn them to keep quiet.
'\
.
They have no mills for grinding wheat except some small hand conce~s, and they have' to use the sieve or what is commonly done ~t '
bran and all. They kill-dry both corn & wheat. TIley have some apples
& peaches as well as melons and their grapes equal those I saw in France.
They are fo~d as a nation of dancing and have Fandangos every nig~t in.
town Be country, and the way the Mexican Senora dances would be a "
caution ~o a Broadway.belle.. Th,e beauty of Mexican ladies is not
geniral1y [sic] gr~at, but in some ca~es is extraordinary fine and brilliant.
They become \Vomen very young and "marry early, but fade and become
Qld & haggard in proportion. Indian blood 'is' almost universally mixed
throug[hlout the population & the ~anguage is far from thepure Span-
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have given you some few ideas of thi~ country & people but cannot
dwell at length on the subject qpw. You know I ~ust have something
to talk a~out when I see you. I suppose you are anxious tp know when
that maythe. I cannot say for certainty when, for I start the 25th of this
month to go some hundreds of miles south intQ,the Country, to Chiwau·
WIu and then we~t into California, to Monterey, about.l'40o miles off.
This is the most healthy country in the world, and I am much larger and
heavier than ever before. It rains only in the .Spring & Fa~l. You would
"laugh to see what a complexion I have, bu~nt to the colour of Mahogany
and wear jmmense moustachlos.
t.
"
,
" . 'i ,
'

\

\
\

'

t
i
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~ I1!i THE RIo GRANDE VALLEY

L.

Having established' his command in Santa Fe, Kearny led a ,detach.
ment down the, Rio Grande Valley to visit the IndiaD; 'pueblos and
.Spanish towns. At mst 1;his phase of the' occupation wenf smoothly.
The Mexicans did not wel'come their "deliverers" and many' were reo
lriCtant to take the oath of al1egiance, but the American prophets of
;. 'manifest destiny had calculated correctly when 'they assumed ·that the
people of New Mexico and California would be unwi11ing to shed
much blood. A captain with Kearny wrote an account of his visit, to
the Ri9 Grande communities: .

\
I

i

,
,

.

i

I

-I
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\

1

I
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I
1

On the 2d instant,- [Septemper] General Keax:ny, iwith about eight
hundred men, left this town on an excursioll south~\ We went to a ViI·
lage called Tonie [sic, Tome], about"one hundred ~ilesdistant.We
struck the Rio Grande twenty·seven miles from this place [i.e. Santa Fe],
at a-village called San Domingo, inhabited by'the Pueblo [sic) Indians.
,Our reception at this village was quite a grapd affair; the principal men
and braves of the triPe met us six miles from the town, and escorted
us
.
in; the.braves were mounted on their best horses, and dressed in the
mQst gaudy apparel, ~nd armed and equipped i~ the same manriex: as
wmen they go but for Uie purpose of fighting. Whenthe ge~ral passed
the head of their columns, they fired off their guns, and then one file on '
each side of our companies proceeded to the rear, and then wheeled and"
caine down to close our line at the top of the speed of their horses, yell.
ing and going through all the manoeuvres of a regular charge;·they met
, again at the head of our columns, fired at each other with their pistols,
made passes with their lances, and then filed off, and returned to the

:p
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-head of our companies. This was repeated several times, to the great admiration and astonishment of all who witnessed it. I have never seen
better horsemen anyWhere, and from what I could "discover, I should
take them to be formidable in battle, if properly armed.
_
Th~y are fine looking men, and much superior, in every respect, to th~
.Mexican population. They have a very fine village, most splendid vineyards, and 'appear to be much more,comfortable, in every respect"than
the Mexicans. 'Yhen we got into the village, we were invited into, the
priest's house7 where ;;t most sumptuous 'repast was set out, Gonsisting
of the best grapes I ever saw, melons, apples, cakes, and liquor sufficient .
to wash them down.
.
. . Th~re i~ at this town quite an exte~siv~ church,\ fo w~ich is attac~ed
thepnest s house, where he keeps hIS WIves or concubmes. The pnest
at this place pas four-;-:-two of them are quite gc;>od-Iooking. After our
repast, the general made a speech to the citizens'l who appeared quite
well pleased. They then escorted us out: of toWn, \andwe went' on our
way rejoicing, .with full stomachs, and every nkn with just liquor
, enough in him tomake him feel patriotic., This was the only Indian,
village we visited.
, ,
Mter we left San Domingo, we passeq. through villages every eight
,or ten miles, until we reached the village ofTonie. Most of them, how-' .
eyer, were quite small, a~d the inhabitants, 'with the exception of two
or three men in each, are a ,poor misetab1e set.
. . .,
,
The only villages on the Rio Grand~, that we visited worthy of note, '
are San Domingo, San ,Philippe [sic; Felipe], Albuquerque, and Tonie·
[sic Tome]. Albuquerque was the residence of Armijo. We halted a
short time at the place, going and retarning. Gen. Kearney called OIlthe'
late governor's wife, and passed an hour" or two, as he told me, very
pleasantly. She is said to be an intelligent woman, and deported herself
with much propriety. Her husband (Armijo), it'is said,pas gone to the
Passo [s~c EI Paso], and it is supposed will continue on to the city .of
Mexico.
"
.
, Th"e people near the
town of Tonie an&A
the inhabita~ts'
of the dif•
·
ferent villages, have heard of our intended visit, apd the general so arclnged 9ur marches as to bring us to this town the evening before the
anniversary of 'their -patron Saint..,-a great day with the inhabitants of
that region ofcountry; and I assure Y0'\l it WaS a great day not only with.
them, but to all who were present~ There was an immense concourse
of people, men, women, and children, Me"icans, Indians, and white
folks. TheY' had prepared fire-works 7 ''Yhich were gotten up in a very
I
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good style, the town was illuminated, they had a theatre-that is, a play
in the open yard; which 'appeared to be well received by the inhabitants.
ney also had a fandango, which was not only crowded~ but jammed"
and crowded to over-flowing.·The beauty and fashion were there, 1IJid,
to P1Y astonishment, I found some of the women quite hand~ome. Quring the day there was mass· said, and the Virgin Mary was ,paraded
ar9und the streets followed by the principal men of the town, and also
,byeen. Kearney and his staff, with lighted candles in their hands.
The priest at ToniC' [sic] jqincd in the waltz, and appear~d as jovial
" andJas much, disposed to participate in all the amusements as anyone
else. Tht; country south of thi.s place (Santa Fe) along the Rio Grande,
is much better ~an any portion of the province I have yet visited; yet in
my judgment, no Missourian would ever thi~ of locating any where
here for the purpose of cultLvating the soil. The province has been overrated, ~pd our government'iias been grossly imposed' upon f.nd deceived,
as to irS, resources, commerce,,&c. I have not seen anything since my.
arrival here; that would excite the least desire for me to reside here. To
Sum up the whole in a few.words, the Mexicans ~'~e physic~lly, mentally
and mo!alo/ an inferior and "low flung" race.
• ..

RISING ~NS IN N~w Mroaco •

I1~

}

.

_,By tbe end of September, General Kearny was satisfied that his mis~ion
'in New Mexico was accomplished. It was time to get on With the war.
He decideq. to divide his fQrces into three parts. One would remai~ in'
New Mexico under the command orhis successor, Col. Sterling Price;"
a second force led by Colon'el Doniphan, MiSsouri lawyer by profession
,'and warrior by nature, wo~d occupy Chihuahua, soutb .of the Rio
;Grande. Kearny himself, following his origi~al insbuctions from Secreo,tary .of ~ar Marcy would lead an expedi~ion ,soutbwest across/tb~.
'desert to aid tbe Unite~.l~tates Navy in the conques~ of Cali!o~. He
.advised the Adjutant Gkeral of the United States Army that he would
:start for Califo~ onSeptember 25. '
.
Although Kearny was correct in assuming. that he had succe~sfuI1y .
carried out the assignment to "conquer" New MeXico, his succ~ssor,
Colonel Price, was to encounter grav...e troubles. In. a letter written only .
four
days after the general's departure,
Lt. Jeremy F. Gilmer, a young
I
.
engineer, reported from Santa Fe. He was unsparing in his criticism
of the undicipIined American troops and hinted that relations between
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the soldiers and townspeople were not cordial. Tensions seem to be
rIsmg: _
,

All the boys'here are volunteers, numbering more than 1,700 menand a sw~et set of boys are they. All do th,ey please, and demonstrate,
to the, Spaniards daily, that ,they belong to thej freest and "smartest:peo- '
pIe in creation.'~ The men are about as good as their officers-none have
learned enough of military matters to know that they are Ignorant. The
. Com[m ]anding officer has ordered daily drills of the conipanies-als~
.an officer~ drill each day. The order is observed to some extent-particularly on those days when his most dutiful "subs" do not find it too'
inconvenient. We have had'some improvement, however, within the
last two weeks over the former state of things~ The guards have been
ma'deJarger, and sentinals posted in all proper places. A gun is fired at 10
0' clock in the evening, and no ,one is permitted to be in the street after
that hour without the ,ountersign,-neither citizen or soldier. If this
system be kept up, it will be the 'means o~ preventing many of the rows'
and street fights, which unfortun~j:ely have occured too oft~n.

as

L
;

A correspondent pf the MissQlilri Republican reported further details
of a deteriorating situation;

. About a fortnjght ago, Ambrosio Armijo, was taken prison~r by Capt.
Burgwin, of the U.S. Dragoons, at Albuquerque, with two other Mexicans.- On Ambrosio (brothefto the Ge~eral of that name) was found'
~ a treasonable correspondence with, Gen. A[r]mijo', and letters were
found-on his person and in the rifle barrel of dne of the other Mexicans,
inf<?Iming Gen'I. A. Jhat all 'lIt thIS prdyince was ripe for a revoit, an~
needed but the assistance of some military display from below, in order
-/ to break out on the shortest notice. What will be done with the traitors, .
I. k~ew [sic, kJ;low] not. I learn that Don Ambrosio is as great a simple~
ton'as his worthy brother is a coward, and the whole matter may well be
'a fanciful invention of the old gentl~IJlan, to while away his dreary
hours. Others, however, think that ~brosio has been used only as a
. tool, in this contem]?latedplan for'insunrection, and that the matter is
.entitled to more con~ideration than I am inclined to give it.
.
It is clear that the Mexicans here are yer'y much discontented, and the
furth.er south you gel, th'e more this' will become apparent. The clergy
are our enemies~ for reasons' too obvioqs, and to palpable ,to need mentioning here; the wealthier 'clas-ses dislike our government, because the
liberal principleS of its institutions break down their power; the patriotic
... :;
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must neeqs feel mortification and pain, at seeing QUI people domineer
ing in- their homes; and theAIJower classes lived too long ilHl state of a .
ject slaveryr dependence, and ignorance, to be at once capable 01
appreciating the benefits conferred on them by the' change 'Of govern·
ment. AU are dissatisfied-the rich, the poor, ~he high. and the low; and
the Pueblos are the onli people here, whose protes~tions of fidelitY can
,be believed; but they are content indeed. But. notwithstanding these
facts, which would seem to bode evil, and entitle these plans of intended
in~urrections to some importance, I cannot be made to believe, that
th~se people are either so hardy or so fo?lish, to att~mpt any thing in
the shape of revolt; a~d must place these and all similar attempts, .at
.once' un~er 0~ broa~ head of Me~~can& braggadocio:
'

. THE T AosREBELLION
Although the author of the foregoing report noted unrest among, the
.MexicqIJ. people neither he, nor other' Americans realizd its' gravity:
~ even as he wrote a general uprising was being planned. The pl~t was discovereq in mid-December but the leaders escaped. After the artillery
under Major Clark left Santd Fe to join Doniphan, the situation exploded in February. Colonel Price report~~ to 0e Adjutant General

1

. in Washington:

I

I
1

"\

j'

i

I
I

1.

i

\,

,".;'

I have the honor to submit to you a short account-of the recent r,evoIu. tion in this territory, and a det~iled report ofthe operations of the forces
under my command consequent upo~ the rebellion\ .
About the 15th of December last I received infOrmation of an'atte~pt to excite tlie people of this t~rritory against the American government. This rebellion was headed by Thomas Ortiz and Diego
: Archuleta: An officer, formerly in the Mexican service"was: seized, and
on luis person w.as found a list of all th~ disbanded Mexican soldiers in
the :Vicinity' of Santa Fe. Many other person~, supposed tq be impli- .
cated,.were arrested, and a full investigation proved thatrriariy of.the
'moslt influential pe~sons in the ~orthern part of thi~ territory were engageil in the rebellion. AIl attempts to arrest Ortiz and Archuleta proved
unsuccessful~'and these rebels have, without doubt, escaped· in the directionof Chihuahua.,.
• '.
..
L
After the arrest above menboned r and the flIght of Ortiz and Archuleta, ~'the rebellion appeared to be suppressed; but this appearance '*'as
deceptive.

F. 1

I '
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On the 14th of January, Governor Bent left this city for Taos. On the '
jqth of the same month~ this valuable officer, together with five, other·
persons, were seized at DOH Fernando de Taos by tne Pueblo'S and
, . Mexicans, andwere murdered in the most inhuman manner the savages
could devise. Oil the same day, seven Americans were murdered at the
Arroyo Honda, and two others on theRio Color~do. /
It appeared to be the object of the insurrectionists to put to death'
every American and every Mexican who had acc~pted office under the
.-,'
. ".
American government.
News of these events reached me on the 20th of January; and letters
from the rebels calling upon the inhabitants of the Rio AbaJo 'fo~ aid,
were'intercepted. It was'now ascertained that-the enemy was apprpaching this city, and that their.force was :~ontinually being i:n~eased ,the
inhabitants of the towns along their line of march.
.,
In o,rder to prevent the enemy from receiving any furthe~ reinforcements in'toot manner, I determined to meet them as soon as possible.
Supposing that the detafhment of the necessary troops would weaken
the garrison of Santa Fe too much, I immediately order~d up £r,om Albu1
querque· Major Edmonson, 2d regifl,lentMissouri l)lounted volunteers;
and Captain Burgwin, with their respective commands, directing 'Captain Burgwin to leave onefo.mpany of dragq.ons.at this post"and to join
,me with the other. Major Edmonson was directed to remain in Santa

by

F e . ,

I'

.

On the 24th of Ja-nuary, at half-past one, p.m. gur advance' (Captain .
St. Vrain's cqmpany) ·discovered the ehemy in considerable fore.@ near
the town of Cafiad,a, their position at tJ:¥1t time being in the vallex bordering the Rio del Norte. Preparations Were immediatelymade by me to J
at~~k thel1l; and it becam~ necessary for the~ops to march more
rapidly than the ammunition and provision wagons could travel, in order to prevent the escape of the enemy, or to frustrate them in any at. tempt they might make to occupy commanding positions. As I entered.
, the valley,..J disco~ered them beyond the creek on which the town is'
situat~d, and in full possession of the heights commanding the road to
Canada, an,d of thkee strong houses at the bases of the hills. . . ; So
soon.a~ the wagon trainhad been brought up, I ordered Captain Angney
to chnrge with hj~.'bat~~ibn of ~nfantry, and dis!odge the enemy from
the h9use ~pposlfe the nght flank, and from whIch a warm fire'was being poured~on us~This was done in the most gallant manner.
. A charge was 1i!ten ordered to be-mad~ upon!all the points occupied
by the enemy in"any force. Captain Angney, with his command, sup""'~

'. I

'

.

,
"

;:
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'ported by Lieutenant White's company; charged up one hill, while
. Oaptain St. Vrain's company turned the same, in order to cut off the
ememy when\in retreat. The.artillery, supported by Captains McMillen
, [sic], B~ber, and Slack, with. their respective companies, at the same
. time; took possession of some houses (enclosed by a strong corral densely
wooded with' ~it trees, from which a brisk fire was kept up by t~e
enemy), and of the heights beyom:J. them. Captain Halley's company
wa.s ordered to support Captain Angney. In a few minutes my troops
had dislodged the enemy at all points, and they were flying in every elireetion. T1;J.e na~re Of the ground rendered pursuit hopeless; and it be~
ing near night, I or~ered the troops to take up quarters in the to~. The
·numberof ,the enemy was about fifteen hundred. . . .
On the 27th I advanced up the Rio del Norte as far as Luceros, where,
ear)y on the 28th, I was joined by Captain,Burgwin, commanding comPalIlY C, Isf dragoons, and company A; 2d regiment Missouri mounted
voaurrteers, commanded by Lieutenant Boone. Captain Burgwin's como,
~nd was dismounted, and great credit. is due to him and his officers
and me~ for the.rapidity with which'a march so long and arduo~s W?S,'
performed. At the same time Lieut~nt Wilson, 1st dragqonJ, who
had volunteered hissemces, came up with a 6-pounder, which had been,
sent for from Canada.
. .J '
My whole force now comprised 479 rank and· file~ On the 29th, 1
marched to La Joya, where I learned. that a party of sixty or eighty of
the enemy had'posted. themselves on the steep 'slop~ of.the mountains
which rise on each ~ide of th~ca,fion, or·gorge, which leads to Embudo~
Finding the road by Embudo impractica.ble for artillery or wagons, I
detached Captain Burgwtn in that directi'on, with his own co~pany of .
dragoons and the companiescommanaed' by Captain ·St. Vrain and
Lieutenant White. This detachment comprised 180 rank and file.
>I<

, jI

---~

>I<

>I<

>I<

.*

The rapi9 slopes"of the m9untains rendered the enemy's~position. very
strong, and its strepgth was increased by the dense masses'of cedar and
.large-fragments of rock which every where offered them shelter. The'
,action -was commenced by .Captain St. Vrain,. ,who, dismounting his '
mem,ascended the mountain on the left, doing much execution. Flan~,ing~parties were thrown out on either side: commanded r~spective1y
by Lieutenant White, 2d regiment ~issouri mounted volupteers, and
Liet!ltenants M~Iivain~ '[si¢] and Taylor, (St dragoons. The~ ~arties
ascended tqe hIlls ~apldly,\and the enemy soon began to retue III the
directi()R of Embudo, boundingalong the steep and rugged, sides of the
'.

I
_I
I
I

I
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mountains with a speed that defied pursuit.. The firing at the pass of
Embudo had been heard at La Jqya, and Captain Slack, with twentyfive mounted m~n, had peen immediaJeIy despatched thitl;1er. He now
arrived and rendered excellent service by relieving Lieute!1ant White,
whose men were' much fatigued.' Lieutenants' McIlvaine and ItTayior"
were :also recalled; and Lieutenant Ingalls was directed to le'ad a flanking Prrty on.the right slqpe, whi~e.Captai~ S.lac~ performed the same
duty on the left. lihe enemy havmg by thIS tIme retreated beyond our
reacb, Captain Bl1rgwin ma~ched through the defil~, and debouching
into the open valley in which Em1?udo is situated, reeallea the flanking
parties, andentere~ that town without opposition, several persons ."
. meeti~g him with a white' flag.,'
OUT loss in this action was one man killed, arid one severely wounded,
bqthbelonging to Captaiq St, Vr?in's company. The loss of the enemy
was~about tWenty killed alld sixty wounded.
''!pus ended the battle of the pass Q.! Embudo.
,On the 30th, Captain Burgwi~ marched to Trampas, where he was
dix~cte'd to ,await the arrival of th-e m~in beeJ.¥, which, on account,of the.
artIllery and wagons, was forced~to !ursue a more southern route. On
the 31St I reached Tr~mpas, ~ and b~ing joined by Capt. Burgwin, <marched on to ChamiSal with the·~whole command., On the 1st of.
February, we r~ched the su~mit df the Taos mountain, which was
covered with s~ow to the depth Of ~o feet; and on the 2d, quartered at
a small village called Rio ~hicito [Sic, Chiquito] in the entrance of the
valley of Taos.
marc1leS of the '\1st and 2d were through deep snoW. ,
Many o(the men were frostbitten, ~nd all were ,very rfiuch jaded with IP '
the exertions necessary to travel over unbeaten' roads, being m~rched
in front of the artillery and yvagons in order to break a road through the
snow. The const~ncy all(l patience with which the troops bore these
hardship~, deserv~ all c<Wf~e~daHon, and cannot be excelled Qy ,the
most veteran soldIers. .," -';
1.:.l
U
On the 3d, I marched!hrough DOI~ Fernando de Taos, and finding
that the enemy had fortlli<;:d themselves in' the Pueblo de Taos, proceeded to that place. I fo~nd it a place of great strength, being surrounded by adobe walls a'~(f strong picke~Within the' enclosure and
'near the northern and southern walls, arose two large buildings of ir- .
regular pyramidal form to the height of seven' '~r eight stories. Each
of these buildings was'qfpable of ~peltering five or six hun~red men.
Besides these, there were many smaller buildings, and the large church
of the town was situated in the nO,rthwestern angle, a sma~l passage be..
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iing left between it and the outer wall. The exterior wall and all the en
Closed buildings were pierced for rifles. The town was admirably caleu
lated' for defence, every ~point of the exterior walls and pickets bein
flanked by some ,projectipg building. .. . .
'.
Mter having reconnoitred the town, I selected the we~tern flank 0
the church as the point of attack; and about 2 'clock, p.m. Lieutenan
Dyer was ordered to open his battery at the distance of about 250 yards,
It fire was kept up by the 6-pounder and the howitzers for about two
hours and a half, when, as the ammunition wagon haq not yet come' up,
and the hoops were suffering from corp an'd fatigue, I returned to Don
'Fernando.
.
.", ~r
;
Early 01}. the morning 0 . the 4th, I agaiq advanced upon Pueblo.
Posting the dragoons underpaptain Burgwin about 260 yards from the
western flank of the church, ordered the mounted men uncler Captains St. Vrain and Slack to a position o~ the opposite side of the town,
w~ence they cOuld discover and intercept any fugitives who might attefnpt to escape towards the mountains, or in the direction of Don
F~mando. The residue of the troops tOQk ground abollt 300 yards from
the northern wall. Here, tQO, Lieutenant Dyer established himself with
thb 6-pourider and two howitzers, while Lieutenant Hassandaubel, [sic]
of.1M~jor Clark's battalioIllig~t artillery,\~emained with Captain' Burg~
WIP, In command of two powltzers. By this arrangement a cross-fire was
obfained, ~weeping the front and eastern flank of the cJ1Urch.
'
NI these arrangements having been maqe, the 1;>atteries opened upon
~: town at nine o'clock, a.m. At 11 o'clock, finding it impossible to
breach the walls of the church with the .j6-pounder and howitzers, I
determined to storm that building. At a signal Capt. Bur~n, at the,
t\.. head of his own ~omp~y, and that ofCaptain McMillin, charged theG;
we~tern flank of the church, while Captain Angney, infantry battalion;
. and Captain Barber and Lieutenant Boon[e], 2d regiment Missouri
mdunted vo~nteers, c~arged. the ~orthern wall. As soon a1 the troops
ab~ve mentIoned had estabhshed themselves under the western wall
of tlhe church, aXes were used iri th~ ~ttCrppt to breach it; and, a temporart ladder, having been ~ade, the ro~f was fired. About this time, Captai~ Burgwin, at the head of a small party, left the cover 'afforded by
thdflank of the church, and penetrating into the corral in front of that
buifding endeavored to force the door. In this exposed 'situation, Cap,taid Bur~n received a sever~ wound which deprived me of his valuable
se~ces, and of ",hi.ch he di,ed. On the 7th instant. Lieutenants MeIlvajine, 1St Unite~ States drago~ns,~nd Royall and Laekland, 2d regi-
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ment mounted vohin~eers~ accompanied Captain Burgwin into th~
com1!I; bu~ the attemp~ all th~ phurch door proved fruitless, and they
were compelled to retire .behmd the walL
.
.'
In.the meantime small fiol«s had been cut ipto the western wall, and·
shells were thr9wn in by.. hand, doing good execution. The 6-pounder
'was nowbr-ouglit around by Lieutenant Wilson, who at the distance of
two liundred Yards, poured a heavy fire of grape into the town. The
enemy during all this time kept up a destructive fire upon our troops.
Abo~t palf-past three o'clock the 6-pbunder was tun up within sixty
yard~' of the church, and after teq i~unds, one of the troles which.had
been cut with the axes was w~den~d into a practicable breach. The gun
was now run up within teI;1 yards' of the wall~a shell was thrown inthree rounds of grape were poured in the.breach. The storming partyI' among whom were Lieutenant Dyer of the ordnance, and Lieutenants
Wilson and. Taylor, 1st dragoons, entered and took possession' of the
church without oppositiQD. The interior was filled with dense smoke,
i
b~t for whichcircumst~ce our storming party would have suffered
great loss. A few of the~nemy were seen in the gallery where an open
.: . door admitted the air, but they retired without firing a gun. The troops.
left to'support the battery on the north were now ordered to charge on
that side. The enemy abaridoned the western part of the town. Many
took refuge in fhe large hohses on the east, while others' endeavored to
escape toward the mo'untains. These latter were ,pursued by the mounted men under Captains S~ack and St. Vrain, who killed fifty-one of'
them, only two or three meh escaping.
.
- It was now night,rand
troops were quietly quartered in the houses
which the enemy held abandoned. On the next Iporning the enemy sued
for peace, and thin¥ing tq~ severe loss they had sustained would prove a.
salutary lesson, I gi-anted their supplication, on the conditioll that they
shoulq deliver up to l1(le TOplas [Baca}-one of their principal men, who·
had instigated anld ~~ actively engaged in the murder of. Coyerhor
Bent and others. The number of the~nemy at the battle-of Pueblo\de
Taos was between six and seven hundred. Of these, about one hundred
-and fiffy were killed~wounde~ not known. Our own loss was seven
killed and fprty-five wounded. Many of the wounded h~ve since died.
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MISG0VERNMENT IN SANTA FE
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SuJpreSSion of the Ta~s Rebellio~ ended the conquest of New Mexico
but probl~s of oc~upation' remained. Colonel Price would not or
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cons~quence

could not control his :troOps. As a
those who chose
looked for and, abetted by the worst elements otMerican populatio
found trouble. A coir~pondent of the St.;Louis New Era observe
II
"Whep [Col. Price ~as] ,in command he~~ the ,place was a perle
I bedlam; no order in the streets and public places-no discipli1)e amo
I the troops-everythirig at loose ends. . . ." The St. Louis Misso
\ \ Repub1j.carradd,ed these details: ~,
'.
,p.
\
\
:
\

.\
\

1
I
!

9

'i

'

"i;

,

'

have b~en assured, i~deed, by persons who passed the winter
SJnta Fe, that all military di~cipline, all regard for propriety, [sic]
lck,t, by the r<;giment under the immediate command of Col. Price. I
wfs a commQJl occnrence, not restricted by any order of the Colone
t~ see OfIiC., of his ~egiment d~ling Mon~e at th~ gamb~ing hells 0
Salnta Fe, and the pnvat€;s of theIr compames bettmg theIr money 0
tIt tum of the card.
"
I We

eIs

.

,

J

'1':'

"

I

"

A reporter fot the same St. Louis newspafer was even more sever
1 in his critiCism:'
,', .
\

?

We arrived at Santa Fe on the 25tli of June, after a trip of 58 day

. "-'"

fr~ Independence, losing 51 head of oxen, stolen by the Indians, 0
C90n Creek, and some 20 were lost for wamt of grass ~etween Las
,:-,~s and ;thi,s'p~ace..And lo! when w.e arrived at th~ goal of our gestinapop, and domIcIled m a mud-house m the great City of Santa Fe, and
loq-k around at men and manners, we' see the most miser~ble'state of
soqety that exists tWon the wide globe. Lewdness in both sexes exhibits
itself in the most g1aring and shameless forms, and walks abroad mid·
day., as jf the human family had ~indled down to nothing mo~e than
brQte intellect and to less than savage r~finement. True,'there are many
ot ~e office~s and privates of Col. Price's regiment who are gentlemen,
and ~old themselves aloof from the vices and dissipation that are so
COD~giOUS, and of which the very atmosphere seems compos,ed, but
alaS! for the large majority, 'fhey have expended more than the amount,
of their wages and are, indeed, a reckless ragamuffin band, a disgrace'to'
~ themapie of American soldiers, and will return to Missouri, a miserabl~,
, ragged)set, with morals corruptedrand will, ere long, be a great acces- ·
sion to'our State Pentitentiary. .
' .
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First Attempts at Statehoo~ , •

This artic1 . from New. Meneo's Quest for 'Statehood, a book to be published in the s mmep-of 1 8 by the University of New Mexico Press, covering ~ore than
eats-from 1846 to ,1912-of the long, disappointing
struggle of the T itory of New Mexico to be come a State. .
I) >

,

F

THE TREATY-OF GU:AnALUPE HIDALGO provided for New Mexico's incorporation into the Union by stating that it ('shall be admitted ,at the
proper tim<:; (to be judged of by the Con ess of the United States)
ac~ding to ~e princiPle,..of the cOhstitut on. With t3iS. assura~ce,
several groups 1D New ~eX1cb began",to wor for some . e of umon
With the. American states. Territorial'status eemed most' likely, but .
statehood was not outside the realm of possibili y.' ,
Numerous 'and imposing problems were present, however,:aftd would
. cause endless difficulty for New Mexigans as the years passed. An immediate challenge was presented by military rule. After the peace treaty
was ratified, the legality of military control and the ~ivil government es- .
stablished by it'was questioned. The: Anglo-Americans in New Mexico:
particulary, began to protest openly against continuing military control.
-"There are numerous citizens, native and American[,] who' can run
affairs here. The anny
officers recognize no authority but their own'
c ,
•
. :. . ,'! wrote one prominent citizen of Taos.
Because C9ngress was deeply involved in the slavery cOl1troversy,~o
efforts were made to clarify New Mexico's status until Whig S~nat r
John M. Clayton, fro.m the Committee,on Territories, reported a bill 0
July
1&48, ~roposing territorial governments for ~regon'..Cali~ornia,
and New M~XICO. Outspoken Thomas Hart Benton, DemocratIc senatqr from Mis~qv.ri, offere¢! a similar bill on July 31, 1848: p'resident Polk
.apparently agreed with these proposals, for as early as December 7,1847,
he l].ad recommended the "early establishment of territorial governments in the areas occupied by American forces. Clayton's bill was
passed by the Senqte on July 26, 1848, but got no fmther.'
<'
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At'ihis point, Senator Benton, whose friendliness to lNew Mexico
steplmeclfr6m his state's long interest in the Santa Fe trade, offered ad·
vic~tp the people of the territory. In an open letter on August 28, 1848,
to the people of California and New Mexico, he suggest~d t~at because
Congress had failed to act, they might establish goverhti\~ts them·
selveS; ".. '. Meet in convention-provide for a cheap and ~iinple gov"erp.Inents-and take care of yourSelves ~ntil congress can provide for ,
you." 'Pqlk was very anxious to organize the new territories but dis- ;
'trnsted Benton's motives, feeling he was secretly plaiining to make his'
, sOh-in-Iaw, Colonel John C"Fremont, governor of California. The Presi·
'C1~t's cabinet~greed that he ,should send a message'to the people of
. C*lifomia warning them that such action would be illegal and that they
shpuld continue to obeY the temporary de facto military government.
!Despite presidential resistance and the opposition of New Mexico's
:new military, and civil governor, Lieuten?nt Colonel John ~. Wa~ing.
tOll, Benton's suggestion ,struck a re~ponsive,chord among the p~ple.
Encouraged by Captain Angeny, now a civilian recently returned*om
Missouri to persuade New MexicaIl$ to p~rsue Be,nton's suggestion, a
, DlUDber of people began to talk in favor of suc~ a course. Donaciano,
Vigil, who had continue~ to cling to his authority as civil g9Yernor, reo
sp@nded ~o this sentiment by proclaiming a conventionlto,.'niplement
Benton's Ideas.
.
~ccordingly, some of the most influential citizens of the territory met
at Santa Fe on October 10, 1848. ijistorian Ralph Twitchelldaimsthat
theSe delegates wei:e members of the convention to consider annex~tion
to the United'Stat~s, originally aU,thorized by ,the short-lived legislative
. assembly which [sterling) Price permitted to copyene in.Dec~ber,
1847. AlthQugh sch~duled to meet in February, the group did not con- \
velle until thiS. Oet~ber gathering. The Santa Fe Republican di~agrees .
with this reFor: and \states that a meeting was held on Feb!u~ry 19, the !
delegates td ,~~e gathering being popularly e~ected to membership. in ,
Janluary. wh~er these same members compnsed the October meetmg
is'"not clear, .~t whatever the method of selection it failed to achieve
,harmony. The ttart of the convention Was so disrupted by discord that
mapy members withdrew. As described by Spruce M. Baird, a critic
frol\n ifexas, certain members, "principally' if ~t entirely MexiCans,"
left: for a reason that he could not dCltermine. Those who relIJ.ained
ch~~ the intelligent and effective Taos priest, Padre Martinez, as pres~
'd~nt and J. M. Giddingras clerk. Members of the conventjon were
Fta~cisco Sa~acino, a former governor ~nder Mexican rule; Donaciano
I
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Vigil; Santiago rchuleta; two Anglo attorn~s, Elias P. West and
James H. ~inn Judge Charles Beau~ien; Gr gorio Vigil; Manuel A..
Otero; Ra n una; Jose Pley; Antomo Saen . and Juan Perea.
, On the fo h day of the convention the deleg tes drafted a memorial
asking Congres~ for '''the speedy organizatio~ by law of a Territorial
Civil Govern~~nt." Th~ signers petitioned for the right of judicial ap"peal to the Umfud Stat~s Supreme Court, the prompt appomtment by
the President-15f offi;cials to public office, and representation in congress
bya delegate.' The, .Kearny Co<Ie, with s~e few ~lterations, was regarded as satisfactory. Of particular importance were the unequivocal
provisions concerning the eXplosive issue of Negro, slavery and the
Texas claims to, eastern New l\4exico.
.
We do not desire to have do~estic slavery within our b0rtIers and until
the time shall arrive for Our admission into the Union, as a State, we
desire to be protected by Congress against their introduction amongst us.

.,
1

."

As for Texas, the nfe~bers'of the c'onvention' protested "respectfully

but firmly" against the dismemberment of tPe. territory "in favor of
T<exas, or for any cause." •
The memorial was sent to Clayton in hopes that he and Benton
would represent the cause of the petitionersiin Congress. Judge Joab
Houghton, the persuasive Kiarny appointee and resident.of New Mex- .
ieo since 1843, in transmittihg the memorial strongly endorsed its cqn- .
,tents. He emphasized the impracticability of slavery in competition
with "cheap native,labor," and denied the valiClity of Texas land claims
along the east-bank of the upper Rio Grande. If such territorial claims
wer~ recognized, ,he insisted, N~w Mexi:o\}x>uld lose about half its inhabItants. What would the nation do wIth"thewestern half of the ter~tory if Texas secmed to herself all on the east bank of the lfo Grande?
Clayton and Benton did not disappoint the anxious memorialists. Oq
December 13, 1848, the two legislators introduced the petition' for self.government in the Senate. Uncompromising John C. Calhoun of South
Carolina immediately branded, the petition as insolent. The newly ac- .
qui~ed territory "belongs to the States of Carolina and Virginia as much'
as it does to New York and Massachusetts" and the right of a Southerner
to go there with his slave property was unquestioned and Usupported by
the Constitution." He accused the inhabitants of New Mexico of trying
to exclude from the territory·the very people who ,had conquered the
, area, during the recent wa~ with Mexico. The provision of the iilemorial
. denying~exan c~aims to eastern New Mexico also was challenged. SenI
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ator Thomas J. Rusk of Texas defended ','the indisputable title of Texas
to all the territory lying on this [the east] side of the.Rio Grande."
New Mexico had supporters too. hi the North, antislavery societies,
friendly,newspapers, Northern legislatures with a bias, and citizens'
groups filed petitions which enthusiastically supported the New Mexico
memorial. The National Era, an antislavery newspaper in Washington,
c~mpared New MeXico's plea to "a similar prayer [which] was presented
by the people of Virginia, when a Colony, to the King of England.
Could a petition be more'reason,able, more respectful?" The protection
against slavery afforded by the Republic of Mexico prior to the acquisition of New Mexico als~ was cited .in defense of the antislavery pro- .
vilpion of the memorial. .. ~,
\The slavery question in America had beena'burning is~uesince Au- .
'gQst 8,1846, when Representative David Wilmont of Pennsylvania offered his famous proviso which made it a fundamental condition to ~the
acquisition of any territory from the Republic of Mexico that "neither
sht,very nor involuntary servitude shall ever exist . . . except for crime,
wllIereof the party shall be duly convicted." Wilmot's provis~.was never
accepted by Congress but it remained a"critical issue around which antisIawery people rallied. Wilmot was convinced tha~ the Kearny Code
pr~ved the existence of slavery in New Mexito because in 'prescribing
th~ qualifica~ons of electors it used'the term "every free male" for those
entitled to vot~ "Does this not imply that there are males there not
fre~? ... Slavery is'there, sir . . . . It i~ on the move, sir. It is in New·
Mexico," sho~ted Wilmottin a passionate speech made before Congress
some months later. .
,The Santa Fe Repub1ican.indica~ed tha~ New Mexicans were acutelY
aware of the significance of this issue. "... The-slave question and
fina'l determination is of incalculable importance," The RepUblican admitted. Yet it be~ieved that th~ resources of New Mexico

Is

. . . together with its most infinite commercial advaIJ,tages, will c.ause it
at no very distant day, to be thronged with its millions, Who actuateQi by
:the reStless and indomitable enterprise of the race, will cast theif [lot] in'
.the new laI!d that will be' opened to them. ,Ampng these, slave holders,
'from the fact, that it is n€arest and best known to a slave holding
population.
r

>

(

Some observers th,?ught the question of slavery had little practical,
relevance for New Mexico. Lieutenant William H. Emory, whose work
in d~termining the 'new internati9nal boundary between the United
."

' i "
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States and Mexico wa~ later to bring him fame, wrote in i846: ~'The
profits of labor are too htadequate for the. existence of negro slavery:
Slavery, as practiced by the 'Mexicans,u'ilder the form of peonage" has
all the advantages. It enables a master to receive the services of an adult
'while he is in the prime of life "without .the obliga1jons of rearing him
in infancy, supporting him mold age or maintaining hiS family . . . ."
The aridity of the area was also notiFed. "While the present orga?ization of material creation stands;African slavery can never find a foot]lOld in New Mexico," Senator John Bell of Tennesssee argued during
the crucial debates preced~ng the Compromise of 1850. Dani~l Web: ster; i,n his famous ·Seventh of March speech, said as much. There was
. then considerable consensus amoJlg knowledgeabJe m:en that because
,.of soil, climate, and native labor a perpetual par to the expansiom of
, slavery existed in New Mexico.
The suitability of, slavery to the arid Southwest and the right to bring
slaves into it were tWo different matters, however. To many Southerners,
the extension of this' "peculiar instituti6n,".at least in a legal sense, was'
of pril11e importance if the balance of slave states and free states was to
be maintained. Texas had a double interest in New exico. As a slave,slavery in the area,
holding state, its people not only wishe
but placed great importance upon their claims to eastern New Mexico.
Spruce Baird, agent for the Texan clC:1ims, no doubt had both of these.. '
interests in mind when he described the 1848 memorial as emanating
~ from twelve men' authorized to act for no one bJ.1t themselves. He asserted th~t the people oj New Mexico knew and cared very little about
, the controversial antislavery resolution. It was written in the hope of
giving "their application for a territorial government. ~st with the
abolitionists having no hope in any other quarter."
.
Texas' claim to part of New Mexico, dated back to the Texas RevolutiOli. After winning virtual independence from Mexico at the battle of-'
San Jacinto on-Apri121, 1836, the congress of the newly established Re..: '
.public of Texas made swe~ping claims. In the Texas Boundary Act of
,December of that year, the Lone Star ~epublic,insisted that its south- .
western border was located in the center of the principal sq,eam' of the
Rio Gr,ande. In so doing, she not only asserted Claims to a part of New
Mexico but to lands within Chihuahua, Coahuila" and Tamaulipas as ,
welL Th~s, the Cit);;. f Sa~ta Fe, as well as otEr
sett~ements east of-the \
upper RIO Grande~ were to be, under Texas a honty. Some of these
settlements had b~en in existence more than a cen ury before the founding of Texas. ,~.
.
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The ciaims of Texas were never successfully implemented prior to the
-admission of Texas to the Union in 1845. In fac~, a Te?,-as expedition
~ent against Spnta Fe in 1841 met with 'humiliating defeat. Conse·
quently, w}u;n ,Texas was annexed, there was no exact definition of
boundaries, the expectation being that these questions could be settled
later by negotiations with the government of Mexico. President Polk.
"aid, however, indicate in no uncertain terms that he would "not permit
~n invading enemy to occupy afoot of the soil east of the Rio Gran~e."
But the new state of Texas needed little encouragement. Texans in·
~nded to claim all of the unappropriated public domain within the
l!>oupdaries cited by the Texas Boundary Act, and, it was argued by
many, United States victory in the Mexican War had given these aspira.
t!io~ a solid boost. His claims would certainly be recognized sQoner by
, the United States government than by a foreign pqwer.·
.
'. Kearny's easy conquest of New Mexieo was particularly ~eartening"
a1lthough ,his proclamation was not. The General, upon takingsailta Fe,
announced his intention of holding th'earea ((With its original boundar- .
ies (on both sides of the Del Norte)" as part of the United States,and
~der the name of "Territory of New Mexico." But with Polk's"rebuke
of the Kearny' action, Texans became more aggressive,in asserting their
c~ims. On March 15, 1848, after the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo had
?~en signed, the ~exas legislature cr~ted Santa Fe Co~ty which took
In much,of ~e dIsputed area. Amenca!) response was favorable. The
# cOp1manding officer at Santa Fe was told by Secretary Marcy not only
to refrain from interfering with Texas efforts in this reg~rd, But to "lend
a~ on proper oScasio~s in sustaining them." Neyertheless, when Baird,
appointed by Texas Governor George T. Wood,'arrived to serve as judge
.ot the newly created judicial district of Santa Fe, he 'found Colonel
Washington most urico--operative.
· 4

MEANwmLE, NEW MEXICANS were becoming increasingly determined
tOlhave a separate, independent government. Lieutenant Colonel'Benjal\Din Beall, act\ng in the absence of Colonel W~shington,Jssueda proclal\Ilation to elect a full convention of delegates who wou~d consider the
pr9blem of a civil government. On September 24, 1849, the ninete~n
elected delegates assembled in convention at Santa Fe.F!ther Martiriez
"Wa!s~~gain looked to for leadership. He was unanimously e~ected presi.
dent, while James QUinn, an Illinois native also from Taos, was chosen
as ~eC:~~ry. De~egates were Manuel Armijo y Mestas: ~brosi? Al11!~jo
y Orbz, Bernalillo Ceunty; Joseph Naugle, the terntonal audItor,,~ij·
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vador Lucero, Rio Arriba; Gregorio Vigil" Manuel Antonio Baca, a former county prefect, San Miguel; Miguel Mtmtoya, Francisco Thomas _
Baea, Santa Ana; Man~~l Alvarez, E.;'Vaudry Derion, Angeny, Santa
Fe; Father Martinez, Ceran St. Vrain, ,the colorful early fur t.rader,
Antoine Leroux, Taos; and Juan Jose Sanchez, William Curtis Skinner,
Mariam) Silva, Juc1ge Antonio Jose Otero, Manuel' Antonio Otero, Va-·
lencia. At least seven -of the delegates had held an office in the government established under the Kearny Code.
"
On the evening of the first day, Father Martinez appointed a Gommittee of five to prepare a constitution to serve as the basis for a newc territorial. goyernm~nt. An,geny, Skinner, Naugle, Baca of Santa ~na"and
AntoDIo Jpse Ot~ro were selected as members. On Septembe}- 26, the
final day of the gathering, a majorit!yreport was presented by Skinner
proposing a plan .<;>f territorial gov~rnment" while a minority report,
which dispgreed,.in part, was submitted by Naugle. The minority pro- ,
, posal called for statehood if territorial government did nat se#m feasible,
t 9 sriggesting as~ a mo~el the constitution of the state of Missouri. If only
\ territorialstatus was attainable, the minority faction insisted upon an
, organic act like th~t of Minnesota Te,rritory ,or one with "provisions at
leastas favorable."ffhe convention, after an evening of deba~e, accepted
the majority report with ,amendments, thus declining the dpportunity
to request state government.
.
Meptbers of fh~ convention sidestepped those issues that had made
the 1848 m'emorial so controversial. The issue of slavery was not dealt
With directly, rath~r the delegates unanimously agreed that the right of
citizenship be conferred on all "free' white male inhabitants residing
within the limits :of this territory, not already citizens of the United
States, but who, QD the:id day of February, 1848, were residents within
,the territory of New Mexico . . . ." As Americans in the territory already enjoyed, citi~enship this provisidn pertained to Hispanos who
were to take an oath or make an affirmation before a territorial or federal
coqrt re;nouncing';"every foreignprince~ potentate,.state or sovereignty,
. whatever." Negrdes, by implication, were denied the rights of citizenship by thi's provision. A,stand on _t~e Te~as boundary qnestionalso '
was avoided. !he boundari<y>f New Mexico, as proposed by the minority and aG:cepted by th__~ convention, were simply defi~ed as being "10Ith
by the In~ianTeh-it9ry~! west by California; south by the boundary li~e
between Mexico andtlie United States; and east by the state of Texas."
, Another matter facmg the convention was the electron of a delegate
to represe~t the territory in Congress. As early as May, 1849, a move.
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Il1ent had been started to send a representative to Washington to watch
over the affairs of New Mexico, the expenses to be born by an association
of private individuals. Hugh N. Smith,was so designated by the group.
Smith, a man of very strong views, had formerly served as attorney gen-(
. etal of the miIi~ry-controIIed.governmenti n the territory. He defeat~d
Major Richard H. Weightman, ex-army paymaster and one of th~ most
ambitious of the new political figures, by an early convention vote of
1~ to 3. Joab Houghton received the lone nineteenth vote.)
.
. ;Interestingly enough, none of the candidates to represent New Mexiqo were convention delegates, although, on the last day, Houghton,
along with Donaciano Vigil and Colonel Washington, was invited to
hike a seat in the convention. The invitation was the result of a motion
p~esented bfArmijo y Ortiz of Bernalinuc~unty, who no doubt hoped
i tq soften Washington's attitude by including him in the offer. All three
gentlemen, including the reluctant Colonel, accepted, and on t4e third
a~~ final day were escorted into the conventipn to take their seats near
Father Martinez, the presiding officer. Aperusalof the record, bowever,
htdicates that~one of the three partiqipated in any of the voting, as the
b~llots cast on tbat day did not exceed ninetee~ on anyone question. .
IThe split vote represen.ted a growing factionalism in' New M~xico. AItn.0~~ national political ~~lhitions; ~ad n~f yet ?eveloped, continued
milItary supremacy had diVided pohticalleaders mto two camps. One
supported the preseI\ce of the .military, the other demanded unhampc;Wed civil government. The schism had been evident duri~g the 1848
gathering; and continued through the 1849 convention. Generally, the
o~ceholders, ~n such as Smith-and Houghton, supported the military
as 'a source of revenue, and favored territorial government in the belief
that continued control of patronage by Washington would ~nsure their
re~ention in public office. puring the 1849 convention, for instance,
voting delegates such as Quinn, Judge Otero, Manuel Antonio- Otero,
N~ugle, Montoya, Baca, and Lucero had been or were associated with 'i
the military-sponsored territorial govemIl1ent which wou,ld end', with .
s~ltehood. With the notable exception ~f Naugle; all of these men
l~ed' toward a continuation of territorial status. The opposition, on
~ th~ other h~a, had had enough.
.
. The convention delegates also dealt with questions concemil1g the
we~fare of the native element in New Mexico. As part of hi~ instructions,
Sniith was to impress upon the Congress of the United States. the neces. sit]' of a clause i» the territorial constitution wh!ch would insure New
,
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Mexicans of their religious rights as Catholics, and prohibit "aIr. possibility Q£ the interfe!ence of eith~r militaqr or civil tribunals with rights I
and privileges ,of the Catholic Church." Corifirmation of the master and
servant contract: the basis of the old Hispano system of, peonage, also
was'to be s,ecured. Important to all theinhabitants was a guarantee of
~ protection;from Indiin attack. Smith was to insist upon the permanent
~ establishment of two regiments of troops within the territory and urge
~, the constructioll of a fort in the heart of the Navajo country.
i~ The Indian menace was a very real problem to New Mexicans at this
time. Indian depredatioB had been:alI too common since the conquestr
f One American officer estimated that, in the summer ~f 1847al~ne, Indian attacks along the Santa Fe Trail had accounted for the loss of 47
Alperican lives, the destruct,ion of 330 wagons, and the plunder a,nd
I theft of 6,500 head of stock. New Mexico, the westein terminus of the
I Trail, was a particularly violent place because' of restless bands of roving
Apaches, Navajos, and Utahs. The J. M. White affair, perhaps tlj.e most
seIasational incident of Indian hostility, occurred in 1849, and affected
even the political situation in New Mexico by delaying Delegate Smith's
I mission to Washingtgn.
,',
l White, a proniinent merchant, was traveling fro~ St. Louis to Santa
Fe with his family and a group of emigrants. Upon reaching Point of
! Ro<;ks, a weU-kRo~ camping ground in the diy, open stretches of eastern New Mexico, they were set upon by a group of'angry braves, prob! ably Jica\illa Apaches. In the el}suing melee, White and several others
in the group were 'killed, and his Wife, little daughter, and a female Negro servant were dragged away. Mrs. White was almost rescued a while
later by a military force under t~ecommand of Major William N.
I Grier, ~hi9h approached t~e Indian camp in the hopes of parleying for,
! the safe return of the unfortunate woman. Ahnost in the, presence 'of
" the troops, Mrs. White was slain,; her body still warm ~s Grier moved . \
in,to the e~campni~ntju~t be~ind the .retreating India~s. A desperate
I
I effort to ransom the WhIte gIrl met wIth no success. KIt ~arson, who
i served as a guide for the unS1.icces~ulrescue missioR, asserted later that
lone of the chiefs of the raiding paIty caqIe ~into Santa Fe sometime later
wearing a necklace made from t?e ~eeth Of the girl's father!.
i.
A group of unfortunate Mexicar' buffalo hunters also cjlme upon the
I scene at the time of the attack a Point of Rocks. They too were set
upon, leaving only a few wounded, su\yivors. One, a lad no. more than
twelve yea~s old, savea himselfJ>y pretending to be dead. Crawling fr<?m
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~~ site of the massacre as rapidly as possible, he was seen and rescue

~y the

eastbound party of D~legate Smith. With such evidence of .
tned~at~danger, Smith promptly returned to Las Vegas to await furth
4evelopments. . ' .
r Referring to the White tragedy, the Santa Fe New Mexican angril)
d,emanded that Congress not lose a single chty in taking the necessal'}
zVeasures, including the movement of 2,000 mounted troops to th
area, the stationing of two companies of dragoons at Arkansas Crossin
ahd at P<;>int of Rocks, and the confinement of the four major tribes of
'tlearea within.tlcertain fixed limits ... c~mp~l1edto remain [there],
upder a penalty of utter annihilation."
.
l{fhe Indian problem was only one of many encountered by Sinith.
qpposition to him within the territory was strong. Colonel Washingtqn, even, though he had accepted the invitation to sit in convention,
refused tb recognize its proceedings. The territory's first governor,
James So' Calhoun, while 'still serving as Indian agent, expressed the
vi~w of many statehood proponents who wanted the delegate to ask for
, statehood rather than territorial status.
1
o .

.

•

,

.

I I understand this was a hurried affair, an9 manageable voters p~ck~d up

r

\•. at what ~ver place found.and this arose from extr,eme a· 'ety to s~cure
~ the sel'Vl.ces of an ~ce~dingly ~lev~r~man, the !Ion..Hu h N. SmIth as '
~ the delegate of certam mfluential CItizens of thIS temto . ."

D~vis

claims that Major Weightman and Angeny held several meetings
in \Santa Fe to oppose S~ith's selection. The New Mexican added its
voice. Feeling Copgress would do nothing because of the "ve~d slavery
question," it cried for action:
..
.
\ Our brethren all around us are acting for themselves, California . . .
, has adopted and ~amed a State Governmen~ and in a short,time her
\ Senators and Representatives wil~ present their Constitution and ere1.ictent:iaJs...nmd demand of Congress a seat in their CO~,·. neils. Who can
I d,ubt the result? The Mormon settlement upon the. great Salt take;
. j nqIth of us, are forming a State governmen~ they are;acting upon the
:Iknown detennination of Congress not to do anything;for them. With"
Ith~~ facts staring tPem-in the face, is it not strange that we, who are so "
'jdeeply interested",should sit quietly and fold our arms in repose.
I

I

.'

i

i

\

•

Aliliough o~posing his ef!ort 00 achieve territorial statqs, the newspaper
did fot call for the politi~ldes~ruction of Smith.

1 \ ' "
!
j

I.
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, We do not propose to take"anything away from him, our Repres~ntative" "
we only clothe him with additional power and authority', for we feel
'j~stified saying, that no one in this territory more justly deserves, or
should be so likely to get his present place, if we were to form :il State
Government, or perhaps be promoted to the station of Senator..

I

Smith had his strong support too. A circular signed by such influenfial
NewlMexJcans as Skinner; Padre Martinez; Houghton; St. Vrain; Beaubien; Quinn; Dr. Henry Connelly, close friend of former Mexican Governor Armijo;· Judge Otero; Jess Turley; James L. Collins, it Missourian
Ion~ engaged in the Santa Fe Trail; Donaciano Vigil; Francisco Saracino; James S. Hubbell; Pedro Jo~e Perea; and others b~cked b~th Smith
and his mission. They we're r~sponding specifically to attacks by the
,New Mexico ,Gazette, a new paper published by one of Major Weightman'~ closest aJIies, Manuel Alvarez~,:JQngtip:1e New Mexico resid~nti
and former U:S. commercial agent in Santa Fe during the ~exican rule..
Doubt as to the efficacy hf a delegate.in Washington-uhe will not be '
entitled to a VOTE upon a single question, he can only'by courtesy be
heard upon: questions relative to the ,Te¥tory" -also was dealt with.
"We havJe elected a Delegate, full Of~al, intelligence, and patriotism
to carry our plans and recommeQdafions to COl}gress," the supporters
of Smith insisted. He will attempt to sc;;~ure help in order to subjugate
, the Indians and acquire fu,nds for the 'apvancement and education 'of
the advancement and education of the,,1People.' There was confidence
in Smith's prospects, and a- b.elief. in the superior"~erits of te?"!torial
status. Ther~ would be donations In land and pubhc funds to the Territory of New Mexi90, but, wi~h statehood, all that could be expected
would be a smallidonation of land for schools. The alleged prQslavery
views of Smith's opposition were also belabored:
, Despite the best intentions of Smith apd the dominant t~rritorial
group, the ~ork of the 1849 conventiop. wis to come.to naught. Smith's
strong bid to represent New Mexico_was placed in the~ands of the imp01'~ant Committee on Elections of ~e House of Representatives. On'
April 4, 1850, a majority of the f,0mmittee submitted a report rejecting
Splith's bid: A favorable report supporting Smith's position; however,
was submitted eighteen days later, both reports being committed,to the
House to be made a special order of busilless on April 29.
,,
In th~ m€antime Smith tactlessly plunged New Mexico deeper into
the heated slavery controversy by authoring a phainphlet bitterly critical
,_0-

.

i

" I~

I

,

~
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slavery and of the slaveholding section of tHe Umted States. Appeal.
img to public opinion he accused the "decaying" South and its "selfish,
vbnal, and a\nbitious" NO,rthem support,.r§ oftrying to secure "an equal
,eight in the Senate of the U:nited States with 'the rapidly growing proessive population and multiplying free states of, the Union." He
c imed tha~ slave labor had des~oye? the i~dustry of the fre~ race, and
; e prospenty of the South by forcmg whIte Southerners to become
"Joke-fellows. wi~ th~ degr~ded African race." F~nally Smith~ anti~ipa.
ting the growmg sentiment m favor of statehood m New MeXIco, urged
h~ fellow New MeXiCans to establish a state government interdicting
sl!very, promising that the time would come when the people of the
Ubited Sta,tes w01,lld rally~ to their support.
'.' .
tHaving completely alienated any possible Southern supP,ort by this
attack and having offended many Northern lJloderates, Delegate Smith
fi*IIy received a recipfion in the House that should have, been no gr~t
S~lrise. on. July 18,1850, the H.ouse after debating the matter refuse~
to eat S~ith by a vote of 92 to, 86. The i~cendiary pamphlet was read
o .the floor of the House, which did not help Smith's capse or the cause
of! ew Mexico. But there were other compelling reasons for his rej~c.
tio~. The claims of Texas to eastern New Mexico posed a problem.
Soine fpred it 'might result in clash between Texas troops and New
M+xicans, especially if United Suites military units became ~nvolved.
O~e congressman warned of the o"dissolution of th:e Union" if such a
dis¥strous clash should occiIr. There were the constitutional questions.
If fjhe claims of Texas to the land east of Rio Grande were valid, then
ta~ng this territory a,way from th~ former republic would be diviaiilg up
the State of Texas without its consent. More basic, perhaps, was the
le~lity of House action on this matter without the concurrence of the
Senate or the approbation ~f the President. Other legal questions iti·
cluaed the legitimacy of Smith's bid. It was said that the would-be delegate wa¥ot-{elected by the people of New Mexico but rather by a quasiten1torial government. Recognizing the close association between the
miI~tary establishment in the territory and the leaders of majority forces ,
at tpe 1849 Santa Fe convention, one House member accused Smith
o~ ~~emp.ti~g t~ represent a government that ",:as military. rather than.
cIvilm opgm. FInalIy~ there was the news reachmg W ~shmgton that a
new and stronger movement had already resulted in a convention and
the lestablishment of a'state government. Does this not co~titute a
,
"positive rejection of Mr. Smith as a Delegate?" . "

~
I

a
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Smith's 'fate was sealed on a summer day in 1850' But he was to be
pne of many spokesrn;en for the territory to face dis?ppointment in the
years ahead. His reqtiest in beh~!f of New Mexico was a modc;st' one,
merely the extension of temtorial status. Others would ask for state-'
hood and meet a similar fate.
+
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Dorothy Dunn

/

A~ericanJn~ian Painting
1

\

:.porothy Dunn's ~ok, Arneri~n Indian Painting, was- published by the
uWversity of New Mexico Press ~n April of this year. In it~ she describes
and interprets American Indian painting as it evolved among the'tribes of
the Southwest and the Great Plains. These excerpts and the illustiations
areJrom. that book.
.

""

INDuJ

N..rERICAN
p.AINTmG not only is the first painting the tantinent
produced-it is the first American painting in which abstract style and
certain ~thCf characteristics now commonly associated with contempo. r~l\Y art were developed to an advanced degree. Centuries before Columbri,s, America had such an art; and she,has it now. Yet Indian painting
remains-comparatively unknown in its own land and among the arts of
the.w<?rld.
.' ' \
',
.
. Jp~an painting is New World conceived. It is not an outgrowth of
thfinature arts of other-countries. It contains a rich variety of symbols
ana fom'1s that are peculiarly expressive· of cultures ~lowly evolved
within ~ vast new land. It reveals the aboriginal concept of man's relationship with the unique American environment-the soil' and the
gig~nijc terrain, the powerful natural forces, the indigenous substances
and beings.
Withih the primevalcontinent, each major area eventually produced
a cI1laracteristic response to particular challenges and influences through
its own functioniQg art. Thus, during the long course of time, numerous
different arts emerged. They embodied, through peculiar symbols and
motifs~ the philosophies vital to regional peqples within a greatly div~sifi~d geographical setting~
.
I~ painting, the abbreviated rendering-the 'significant, concise abstraction-was summoned tOjconvey meanings too immense for detailed
statement. Symbols, concen~rating and unifying complex ideas, became
intelligible to all members Within, the respective tribes, and a predomipately abstract art finally prhraileCl throug4out Indian America.

1":,
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Although the odgi~al symbols were designed to fulfill particular
needs in those earlier times, they frequently were invested with such
basic significance as to, render them valid for intelligtnt appreciation
- far beyond the groups am} periods fOf which. they were.created. Partic;- .
, . ularly is this evident in the modern painting of the Southwest and
: Plains areas of the' United States. This art directly inherits ancient
! pative motifs a~d projects them through acquired media into the pres:.
: lent era where they have a surprising appropriateness.
; Contemporary painting of the Southwest .presents striking patterns
conditioned by an arid1 brillia.ntly lighted land. It is mainly an art of .
contrasts, without half tones; of fran~ direct statements composed in
;" pure1 flat color. It ,retains the essence of reality through devic~ un-.
associated with the reproduction of superficial aspects of natwe1 but
derived througli centuries of selective observance of natural construc(tions'and operations. Thus, earth and sky are represented in elemental
fonns and spare lines~terrace of mountain and ar~ of. cloud; native
. .plants and crea,tures are enlivened in graphic sugges~ion of their essential features; dance and drama are enacted in the conservatively or-'
dered motifs of their performance in life; and syinbols of· fertility1 •
genninatioD1 growth1 and. renewal are integrated withal. This ,art1
maturely deyeloped'in its own traditions1 produces an ingenions diver.sity of capricious' and sedate improvisations upon its ~undamental designs, and multifarious inventions within the genre. ,
Modern Plains p_ainting is at once charged with the vitality of authori\ative drawing and graced with the whi,msical decorativ.eness of exotic
color. UsuaUymore objective than Southwest art, it displays dynamic
portrayals of .contests, hunts1 ceremonials1-and mythical emblems of
the most sp,ectacular days in Plains h;istory. It perpetuates in new media
. much of th~ untamed spirit of Plains hide painti,:!g, the traditional art
which depicted Plainsmen,' horses, .and buffalo with origi~ality and
conviction~everequaled in any other painting inspired by the'region.
It recreateslthe wild aloofness of the unbounded western prairies and
proud sportsmanship of the men who rode and fC,lrlght thete, and it
recalls obsolete customs in chiuacteristic yet imaginative manner. In its·
forceful techniques-and difecf,compositions, this painting, while manifestly, mod~rn, offers a remarkable interpretation of an AmeriflD scene
~hat is g o m H o r e v e r . \
:
Since the. latter part of the nineteenth century, when the. modem
developments inJndian art began, painting (and drawing) .frpm both'
these areas:'has been making invqluaple contributions.to recept world
art. Far more of it undoubtedly has been lost than· has been pre~erved;

j
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example~s are presented here indicate thl
quality and diversity of that which ~mains and'continues to develop

t yet, such representative

"
\

In accordance with the depth to which one '0shesl:o appreciate thi
painting, he should become acquaintetl not' only with the suCCesSiVI
forms and styles.through which it hasev9lved, qut with American his
.t<>ry not yet written in the texts, and Ain~rican peoples rarely called bJ
qame, for it is these-which nave detenniited the nature and content oj
,J1ndian
painting.
.
.
.,
.:.

l

_

.

* * * * *

is a-future for Indian painting in the art of the world and ape·
cp~iar need for the ideology of Indian art in its own' land. As ~merica
. awakes increasingly to her indigenous cultural riches, lJ}4ian \p~inting
~ll become ~ore and more understood, and appreciated.Jts examples
~11 augment permanent collections of ~rt, and its fund bf motifs and
t~chniques will enr~ch ~e creative actitities of artists in the several
fi~lds··.f
.
;There ~re today, and for many years to come there will be, among
tlie growing Indian populations, artists who possess both the willing.
n~s~ and the capability: f~r. contributing toward this important ro~e
WlllCh the art of the a1?ongmal peoples has already begun to play In
~e.rica's art of the future. From the painters, such work.as has been
'prpented here is a splendid showing, yet much could be added Before
th~ time of the ultim¥e assimilation which seems inevitable for the
~erican Indian peoPle. It is. the painters who are yet near enough to
va~t, rich stores of native traditions to understand them who could most
. e~ctively and happily develop and project Indian painting in full
I ,.
I>
mqasure.
.
'jrhis does not mean retardation for the Indian artists, for they are
alr~dy abreast in the contemporary idiom; in fact Indian painters were
"Modernists" in the days of the Awatovi murals and the classic Mim·
br~ and Tusayan ceramics. ly.Iodern Indian pa.intings can 'eontinue to
spqng fresh and vital, entirely iridividu~l, from native sources.
.
The painters who wish to develop such art deserve understanding
SU~?ort from institutions, collectors, and the general public. In addition
to ~uch attention as has been given, juries could welcome Indian paint.
ings for consideration in group shows,'galleries outside the'Indian areas
might present Indian paintingwlJeie it is little known as modem art,
colJleges could inaugurate studies in In~ian art, and schools might hang
paiiltirlgs by Indians as well as painti~gs about them. Thereby, the
arti$ts would be given toteel that theirs is a sifific~mt art which it is

'THERE

:

.
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, very m~ch worth th'eir ~hll~ to advance,,:frOnl'sources in its ownJ'"tradition, within and part of the general adva~cement of Am'erica's whole
culture.
'
Much has been said about the achievemerl't of a'national art in America, one which becomes free at last from Europ~. It even has been suggested that Indian art might be strategic in such, an art, as Mexican .
paintings of the temples and codices became determinant in the modem pai1!ti~ of Mexico. But, in the first {place, America is still too
young €1nt~tfJltoo many selves to know theoIie" to have arrived at
significantart homogeneity. Perhap.s the heterogeneous national charac- .
ter o£ America is. to be reflected in the national art, lending it distinctive .
features .from many arts and various stocks of mankind which merge
,in a diveIsified oneness that is charaCte~jstically American. In the second place, as compan~d to' the populati@n ratios of Mexico, the Indian
populations of the United States constitute a small minority which,
although'capable of contr~buting a proportionately great lichness to the
. national art, could not~be representative in tl~e measure the native peo. pIes have been in Mexico.. Here, rathe~ the s~rain of Indian art must
somehow enter the flow of-the many§wafns toward a national art expression, not losing its own identityi but contributing identifying
~
h whQle. .
to te
" ,·.l
.,,"
,,'
features
Of this contribution, those who' ha~e long known of the valu~ of
Indian painting have already spoken; '~mong them:-'
Frederic H. Douglas: " .. -. a·search for the means of building up-a
truly American art which stands ;on its own feet in~tead' of ~ping the
art of other lands without understanding them might well inqlude a
study and mastery of the form~ of American Indian art."
.
Alice Corbin Henderson: "[The Indian 'is] 'a race whose art is itself
the finest possible contribution to our national life."
Edgar L. Hewett: "The best we can do is to>save what we can of
that priceless heritage [Indian art] and make every e~ort to comprehend, it; then '. . . avail ourselves eagerly of this which came from our
own soil."
I
Olive Rush: "We may well envy them their heritage, we may well
prOtect and foster and encourage it, for it is precious to our civilization.
We need its virility, its refreshing power."
,
,
Herbert J. Spinden: "In a world that grows mechanical he [the Indian artist] seemsab~ . to keep ~ontact with illusion. And this is well
because nations are made great by i~lusions which enrich the spirit and
~tablish. th~ int~rde~endence of individuals.in a social organism.'~
.
1
•
..
•
0'
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Walter Pach: "More than we realize, this soil has affected the chanicter of the American people. . . . The art of the ~ndians; so eloquent
of tm l~nd, is American art, and of th, most important kind." .
Ini 'another, aspect, the Indian painters have something of timely
pertinence to offer American'art, and that is a view toward a wider Con·
cept tof art. The Indian concept of art for life, art for everyone, art not
apart In an exotic world ~ight well be considered in America today
much more thanit is.
TIe modern American, as mu~h as did his indigenous; pre.decessor"
need~ art in his everyday life, for he needs art's insighf-sin more Jully'
r~IJing the peace and order that are in the designs of nature, and in
comwrehendlng something of the ~lements and functions of the giganqc... .
and ~inute pattems in a universe which, is comparatively as strange'*o
him,lwith all his technologf, as it was to the pre-Columbian American.
Wh$-eas the main function of art iIi primitive days was one of helping
to k~ep man from being destroyed by nature, that of art in modrrn
time$ may well be one concerned in some Way with preventing nat\1re;
including man himself, from being destroyed by man.
"
~Ipdern art certainly has the oppp~unity for as great a purpos~ as
had ~ny art before it, an~ artists are a;wa!e 9£ the challenges of the contemp,orary world. Some' painters' are producing groping or chaotic or
evasite work in the face of immens~ overpowering unknowns. Some
rema¥n purely decorative in their art while others are reaching toward
the Qonobjective. A number are seeing through superficial aspects to
,undedying vital elements and are seeking to clarify and interpret them.
Few attempt a completely literal statement about anything, for they
realizle tha,t the driving forces of the modem world have advanced'
beyond th~ things which are readily seen and understood. The largely
repr~entational painting, of fl past era seems inadequate for today's
more complex needs, and much of the modern artist's work is again
taking on many characteristics of primitive art. In fact, the modern .
pain¢r has upon occasion frankly gone to the primordial artist for suggesti(j)n,-anq, in. much of his most moving expressio~, there are indica,tions,of the ~aginative approach, the meaningful abstractipn, 'the
.direct, potent style of the true primitive, and a comparab~ functional
qualihr··
,
Ycf, much ,of contemporary painting is incomprehensible and un·
available'to the 'average American-that same individual who eageJly
accepts the most advanced design in material equipment. Something
I
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, hwrong in this situation~ ~erhaps it. is due to bqth the fr~quent, al-

though usually ip.adv~rtent,~lusiveness of th~.~rtist and to the inadequate system ~in which AD;lerican art exists. The genera, public regards artists as _~xtraordinary individuals and galleries as~!occasional
pl~ces, art ltseIt as unobtainable except in prints and· photographs. As .
for becom~g actively engaged in paintihp;. Clyde Kluckhohn has so
rightly said, "Americans usually are scaredjout. of 1?eing artists."
_
This sort oE-situation does not exist in Iridian society where everyone /
_participates in art in some measure and paipting is strange to no one. In
every painting the inner significance is invariably conveyed ~y the artist
to the beholder, for everyone understands anet' respects the purpose ) ,
and language of art. Painting is not set aside to be seen only on holidays
and special oecasions, but is very muc~,integrated with the daily life.
It is this concept of art which deserves consideration not only by artists
but by everyone who has anything to do with presenting painting to
the Americaripubl~c.
SJ,lch a-concept, which is akin to that of th& Indian's in its incluSiveness, is already beginning to function in some localities. There a~e instances where paintin'g is slowly moving·out from the congestion of the
art centers to people in other parts of the country, where: unknown _
artists working in the hinterlands are beipg sougHt out for representation in -certain of the major exhibitions,! and where outlying commv- .
nities are i~itiating distinguished art activities of their own. With such
beginnings,' it should be possible for individual par~icipation in painting-both active a,nd appreciative-to be extende~ through a knowledge of Indian art.
.
,
To THE INDIAN HIMSELF~ the advancing role of his painting in the art of
America can mean mqch. Through it he may riot only continue to grow.
esthetically,.but he may atlast have an Oppo}:tunity to make stat~nients
of his own about his owq culture, even to restore creatively in visual
form many of its extirict a~p~ts. Qountless volumes have been written
about the Indian, yet he has"'rare1y written; his truest record is in his art,
particularly his modern painting. Herein tbe record lives~ and is growing, from his point of view. yet it is far more than -a'record. Modern
Indian Rainting is a way of sharing beauty ana a philosophy of life, as
~e Indian k~ows i.t, in a form available to his ~ello)V Illen. Throug? t?is
art, thel IndIan brIdges a cultural gap" for hIS contemporary pamtmg
relates ~o both the old traditions and the new. It is at once of America's
primal heritage and of her most modern expression.
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Joseph Sommers
Through the Window
of the,Grave: Juan Rulfo ,,'
.
\
Tllzis selection is from After the Storm; Landmarks clf the Modern Mexican
Nov~I, a st!:ldy of the major work of Agust.&t Yanez, Juan Rulfo, anq Carlos
Fuetites. The book will be published by the~ University of New Mexico•
Press.

.,
l

I.

i

\

Pedip Paramo
cC~ICa~e to Comala because I was told that my father, a certain Pedro .
Para~o, w~ living there." So starts Rulfo's novel of rural J!llisto, de·
cept~ely simple and So different fro~ the Yanez work that-the' con·
trast lis itself illuminating. Rulfo found such elements as the dynamic
progtession of history and the complexities of Freudian psychology,to
be n(>nessential bqggage. Appropriate to his ~eltanschauu~g, l1is nar·
rat~v~ technique sJuins a sequence iliat might relate causality to pr~
~' "'gress~on in time, and his depiction of character is almost bare of interior
confl~cts.
,
:. R~lfo finds the key to.human'n1J:ure elsewhere. He approaches the
opaqpeside of man's psych~, where the dark imponderables reside:
"\vHy does the world press in on us from all Sides, and break us, into
piecdS, and water the ground with our blood? What have we done?
Wh~ have our souls rotted?" It is this zone; timeless and static as Greek
trage~y, which in his view decides' the vagaries of man's ene'ounter with
"
fate. ;
H~w to distill this bitter' poetic vision into novelistiC'form? The
auth~r's ch~ice of ingredients is a paradoxical combination of highly
Styliz~ folk, language on the one hand, and, on. the other, a daringly'
c.om lex st~cture which.de~ib.erately c,onfounds the read" in its Il!:",ehke .scunty. At moments It IS scarcely prose. "Be heard the weepmg.
That! oke him up, that soft,.thin sound weeping, perhaps because it
>

or
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was so thin it could slip through the mazes of sleep to the place where ,
the fears dwell." The result is a sensitive Mexican variation on the tragic .
. immutability?fman'sangrtish.
' ','
"
.
The nature qf. incident in Pedro Paramo is difficl}lt to describe, because Rulfo fraginents his narrative 'into tiny divisions (there are no
chapters) which are more often than not umelat.ed to each other in'
time or place, ~n4 are populated by divers¢ characters whq are rarely'
. introduced and almost always ,difficult to identify. The reader must
strain for connections, and is cOI}'lpelled to construct events and i,dentities in order·to wrest meaning from apparent disarray.
The novel begins in retrospective first person with an accortnt by
Juan Preciado of his arrival at Comala. On her deathbed his mother had
urged him .to seek out P'edro Paramo, the father who had abandoned
them. He finds Comala an infernal ghost town-dry, seared, and emIlY
except for a few mysterious inflividuals. Most,--or all of these creatures~
.$ it slowly becomes dear-are in fact dead, though their memories of
·~t~
Jl:lan's mother and Pedro Paramo are still vivid.
.
:'"
·~t~t~, .
Interspersed with the boy's strange encounters are sections of remel1lbered speech which present his mother's de~cription of Comala. Her
images of pastoral fecunaity contrast with the arid lifelessness which .,~
Juan encounters. Other sections, at first inexPlicable, introduce the
.memories of Pedro ·Paramo, recounted both in first-person musings and .
. in dialogue of scenes which he recalls.
.A visidn of Pedro Paramo begins to emerge, but only tenuously, for
identities are often in doubt. Gradually it becomes apparent that Juan
is communicating. with the spirits of dead people whoseb04iesare .
interred while llieir souls are condemned to roam the earth. Midway
in the narrative, Juan t~lls of his' own death and burial. By this time,
v.arious moments in the. life of Pedro Paramo have been described from
one source or another: his childhood love for· Susana San Jua~, his assumption of.the family's debt-ridden ranch, his revengeof thegratuitouS'"murder of his father, and his relentless ~scent to power. One of
Peq.ro's Jeast violent methods of building a,n empire was marriage to
Dolores Preciado (who later was Juan's'mother) in order to pos~s
her land,
The death of Pedro's illegitimate, wa~trel son Miguel also figures in
the narrative. Miguel is thrown from his horse during a nocturnal esCapade in search of women. Earlier, heliad murdered the brother of the
village priest Padre Renteria, and had seduced the niece of this hesitat'.
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ingjgl!i1t-ridden cleric. The Ialter. aware of Miguel's depredations. and
of .lfed~o's evil grip upon the region, is rendered impotent by his own
w~ness.

· I

the

~though these are the narrative threads of
first half, they reach
the ~eader ind#ectly. The story seems to center on juan's encourtter with
the iunreal atmosphere of!Comala-his strange meetings with livingdea~ characters and with a1few funereal ones whoappear to be alive, and
the ~andom, unexplained rememberings of Pegro Paramo, emanating
fro$ a source unidentified in. time and place. . ,
11he central n;,trrative device of the second half consists of, dialog9es
from the tomb, between Juan and the old woman Dorotea, ~th whom
he l&es' buried. It now becomes clear to a startled readet: that Juan's
earlier first-person remembrances were also part of this exchange betwe¢n two dead charaCters: A further narrative· medium is the series
of wonologues·which Juan overhears from the adjacent grave, where
Sus$la San Juan lies twisting and turning, remembering the~past. As
in the first half, there are also se~tions recounted in third p~s~n by aQ
unknqwn narrator.
"
,
. {:.
Th.e\diverse fragments contin~e to develop the,f~rtunes ot Pedro
Para,no, whose epic stature as cacique is matched only by his obsessed
love: for Suscwa,.. The~ latter had left Comala as a child, but P.edro
Faraino, throughout his rise to power, had sougnt news -of her, keeping
"trac:k of her marriage and subsequent widowhood. With characteristic
ruthlessness, he inii1:ed her father to return with Susana, and then
urged hhn off to a ~~earra:nged death. Susana, left behind, 'was to consummate the crowni~g desir~ of the cacique. Having felt genuine passion:in her marriage, however, Susana rejects further participation in
life, seeki~g refuge'inmadness. In this state she can take;solace from
remembered moments of sensual joy, withdrawing totally froni'Pedro's
love and from Padre Renteria's pressure for remorse. Within til novel,
she iii the only figure whose memories include a minimal glimpse of
happiness, although significanpy it is happiness encased in insanity.
Simultaneous with the. frustr~.tion of Pedro's life~ong desires is the
adve:nt of the Revolution, which serves secondflrily to relate events
to thb chronolqgy of the outside 'world. Through bribery and sagacious
maneuvering, Pedro manages to ride the waves of the upheaval. His
tactic is to ally ~imself with spontaneously risen bands of rebels, providing men and minimum of help, and channeling their marauding to
'adjaqent villages.

a

I

/
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.The ensuing death of Susana is not mourned in Comala. Indeed, the
incessant bells attract the curious from miles around, ,and initial ~x
pressions of grief-slowly give W'Ciy to a riotous ~esta. A!1gcl:ed and embit- ,
tered, Pedro Paramo swears to avenge hiJ;11self by anqwing the village to .
go to waste.
. "
'
:
This promise he fulfills, passing the remainder of his days on,.his
rancJ1, in sto~id meditation by the side of the road, calling forth the
memories which have ap~eared throughout the novel and which now
take on meaning in the context of his impending death. The fi:qal scene
is that of Pedro's demise at the hands of the drunken Abundio, griefst'ricken at.the death of ,his own wife. Th1scene is 'tinged with double
irony, for Abundio is Pedro's illegitimat~ son, who in his drunken state
:
. does not even recognize his father.
This brief resumecplaces into orderly relation~hip the anecdotal substance of the novel-the story that is ~old. More important is th<:;: spe,cific.
nature of the proces~-howit is communicated-for in the discussion of .
technique lie the cl~es to the, literary uniqueness of ·Pedro Paramo.
Point of view,·strucfnre, style, development of 'character, and amythi~
substructu~e all combine to project special dimensions to an implidt
world outlook.

~

NARRATIVE PERSPECTIVE

Es~ential to Rulfo's metlliJd of narratien is the perspective- from

which he. portrays people and events in his novelistic world. The fact
that we learn from the first few pages that Pedio,Paramo is dead, and
that Comala is some sort of ghostly village, imposes a particular color
\
,
.
upon the entire work. Indeed, by the s~conQ half,\ when it becomes
clear that Juan himself is in the grave, the specter of<leath completes its
.;
.
earlier, tentative invasion 'of life. .
Death as a narrative vantage pqint heightens the sense of inexorability. The fate of those whose lives .are recalled is 'viewed from\,3 perspec, tive' which reduces the impo!tance of anecdote and conffict, since
climax and resolution are cut off in advance. Rather th~n being narrated
as though brought to life, which is the case inqlost fiction, the es ential
contours of ~,e story are ~ncovered.as static, almost isolat~tl pheno ena'
seen from across a vast boundary in tim:~ One could even say, seen fr
the timeless perspe<;tive of the afterlife~eloss of suspense which thl
.procedure entails is compensated in the"lia~dli~g of st1"\lcture.

-
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A ~seco~d function of narrative perspeepve is t~ create a 'tone of apparept objectivity1 separating the' aut,hor from ms characters. Much of
this ~ffect is achieved by introducing a "witness~' narrator, Juan Preciad<1>, whom we follow as he gathers infor~ion about Pedro P~ramo.
Significantly, as Carlos Blanco Aguinaga has observed; Juan< never
evalqates or ponders on information, which the reader receives UDtouched by Juan's personal interpretation, and is forced to interpret
formmself. Also there are remembered occurrences, in which various
char#cters, such as Eduviges, Damiana, Susana; describe, particular
event~ to Juan, ·most frequently in language which is brief, uq5ubjectiVized and understated. Even the monologues and memories of
Pedrb Paramo perform ,a function whic~ is largely narra'~iv&, ratn({r
thanfone of subjective self-analysis.
Ali v.arious moments in the novel the atithor retUrbs to;aD already
knoWn incident, approaching it from a' new angle or point of view. This
proc~ss of multiple focus rOilnds ou~ the n,.der's apprehension of the
) events ,and their impact on various characters. An excellent example is
the death of Miguel Paramo. First it is recounted in the maiical-folk
versi9n of Eduviges, who tecalls her conversation with the dead Miguel
short1y after his fatal accident. Several pages later comes a report of the
funex:al mass, highlighting Padre Renteria's reactions: at first, morW
condemnation of the sinful deceased, then acceptance of Pedro Paramo'stfinancial donation and reNersal of his earlier refusal to bless the
, bodY~Jn the secom;l half of the novel, a third-person narration describes
how :pedro Paramo was notified of the death, and how he reacted with
i
the f~talistic observation, belying a sense of his own misdeeds: "I'm
begi~ng to pay. Better to start early. You finish sooner." Immediately
fo1l9~ng are the D:1epl0ries of Padre Renteria which serve to explain the
pries~s de~ guilt. Th~ interlocking nature of thesefour sections establishesltheir credibility, allowing the reader to piece together some of the·
tiles of a mqsaic which at first confuses him. The emphasis is not so
~uc~ on th~ .even~s themselves as on th~ interrelationships I' which ~he
multiple fOCI i l l u m m a t e . . .
.I
Thps Rulf~: employs !l series of techniques wnich endow With ap-' .
_ parent objectivity the narrative fragments of his lilovei. The dispassion- - ate "~tness" narrator; the nonjudgmental tone of othercharacters; the
reinfdrcing nature of versions of the same set of events-all these dispose \is' to accept as truthful the accounts w.e receiv1of Rul£o's Comala.
'.
Onl the other'hand, when plaGed in an order whifh permits synthetic
inteI!tetation, these components m,ake up a total world'\thich "is far.
<

•

I
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from clear and objective. The perspective of death, with its consequent
nullification of tempor~l seq~ence and the logic of cause and effect,
serves to attenuate reality and to affix a particularly subjective seal tq the
~
I'
anguished world of Pedro paraftlo.
The procedure reverses that of Yanez, who analr,zes thr,ough int~rior ..
monologue~ dreams, and descriptions of. characters' thoughts their paradoxical subjective nature; enabling him, as Manuel de Ezcurdia has indicated, "to approach objective reality by means of many subjective j~
pressions of diverse characters . . . ." Rulfo discards realism entirely,
seeking instead' to make an overall subjective statement about the
nature of man. Preds~ly because his goal is slIbjective, he resorts to the
t~chn~quesof objecti~ty to car~ the reader along.
i

"

•

I

\

.\
STRUCTURE

The structure of Pedro Paramo is one of the aspects .which immediately stands out as unique.
Though it may
make life difficult for the
.
I
reader, its distinctiveness perf(Jrms a vital role esthetically and conceptually within the n'Ovel..
'
The,very first impression is perhaps relateq to the elemental, laconic:
style of, the opening paragraphs, followed by the realization that all is
not in ~raditional order in, this first-person account by Juan P.reciado.
For one th,ing, on the second page, when he describes the road to
Comala, another description is juxtaposed, in italics and in present
tense:
I

,

...,

.

The road ':Vent up and down; "it goes up and down dependipg on
whether you're coming or going. If you're going away, it's uphil~, but
it's downhill if you're coming back.
Half .a page below~ a similar passage 'appears, but now the voice in
italics is identified ,as that of juan's mother. The identification must be
applied retroactively by the reader to the first fragment. This is the
• first taste' of the interpolation of unexpected material. In this case, explanation is withheld only for one-half page, thus softening the impact.
The second, third, and fourth narrative sections concentrate, along
with tbl first, upon the arri~al of Juan in Comala,.his jnitial impressions
and his encounter with Eduviges Dyada-~rinitiating the reader into
the novers.rarefied atmosphere. Gradually the customary foundations
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of tible and substance'are weakened: Pedro Paramo, Juan learns, is dead,
althbugh he is also tenned "a living hate"; Comala is seen both as a
. gho~t town and formerly fecund village; in its seqring heat apd airless '
atm~sphere, Comala, it is suggested, is an infernal-place; Ef!u~ges, the
first fpe'rson Juan meets, seems to straddle the boundary ~etween life
.and ~eath, and the lodging she offers him seems strange; ptost important~ she reveals foreknowledge of his coming; casually:referring to
noti~cation by his dead m o t h e r , .
.
11t~ ~owing incomprehe~sibility prodt=es in Juan a feeling of stupor t
an~ ?eWlldennent-a sensation at ~~stpartlyshared by the r~ader:
.
!

'

I thought the woman must be 'erazy. Then I didn't think any
thing at
.
, ~ll. I felt like I was in a far-off world, and I just let myself be carried
~long, My body seemed to be floating, it was so limp, and. you could
~ave played with it as if it were a rag doll. \
"

)

, At'jthis declaration of psychological weightlessI,iess, 'indicating the absenc~ of nOrWal bases for reckoning with time and reality, the full force
of strpc'tural innovation is brought to bear.1?e n~xt segment changes
abruptly in~characters and setting, providing no, clues for the reader,
Who, ~~deed;:for a moment is misled. If switches to a dialogue between
PedrQ Paramo as a boy and his mother. Injected suddenly into this interchange are fragments of the adult Pedro Paramd memories of boyhood,
and h~arly love for Susana, set off only by quotation marks, Anq then,
after three of these narrative sections in four pages, the reader is suq,denly~jolted back to the speech of Eduviges, in dialogue with Juan.
'
Soonlbere will be more sudden shifts. ,
Sudh is the labyrinthine pattern of narrative seq'uence, a pattern
which does not vary, except that the d~th of Juan occasions a clear and'
natucil division into two parts. The second part will now be narrated
from the "present" of death, as ~ and Dorotea )ie in their adjoining
grave~~ Although it becomes clearlhat Juan really-had been dead while
narrat~ng the first part, the autho.r. ~ad good reason to withhold this' '
informatiQn."
·,~i~' .
I
Juan's death actually serves as a dividing line between two, perspeflives,f ,narratioI?-_ Here structure and the technique of withholding ,
infonJllation are related to the vision of~reality. Emphasis was pla.ced, in
the fulst half7 on an apparently live Juap with whom the reader could
identify as he ~encounte~ed death, in ~he form of the infernal mystery
qf Co~a.la. The ghostly~ cadaverous face of the town was perceived by
, 1
I

!
,
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to live, but

increasingly

by the Qverwhelming impact of death on ,his senses,

. The second half-more in emphasis rather than uniformly-reverses
the process; and is a mirror image of the .first. From the grave, Juan and
- Dorotea, (and through Juan, Susana) now focus on fhe days when
Comala was alive. Once again, despite the reversal of pefspective, the
same pessimistic p~emise is clear: death predominates over life. In ~he,
first half, the presence of death contaminates existence; life is. a living
hell. In the secqnd life~ life contaminates death, making that cOndition
hell also.
'
\
..
In this static world the only thing that alters is the backdrop. Vie can, i
in fact, discern fotir stages in the process by which the impact Qf Pedro
Paramo changes the landscape. First, out of the past, is the lyri~ 'beauty ,
described in the memories of Dolores and Susana. Then, at about the
time of .Miguers death, Padre Renteria tells his priest confesspr: 'Tve
tried to raise grapes in ComaJa. They don't bear.-Only orangesfand berries. Bitter oranges and bitter berries. rve forgotten what sweet things
t ~el~.·
t l 'k "

,.

,
,

I

Years later, when social disturbances of the impe~ding 1910. Revolu~
tion compel his return, Susana's father describes Comal;t: '
"Some viiiages taste of bad luck. YO~,can tell them by drinking ~ little
~f their stale:·air. It's poor and thin, li~e everything else that's old. This
is one of those villages, Susana.
"Back at La Andr6meda ,you could at least pass the time watching,
things being born: the clouds, the birds, the moss. Do you remember?
But there' isn't~mything here except that stale yellow sm,ell where~er
you go. The village is bad luck. Nothing but Qad1uck:"
e

.' ,

, Clearly, the vi1l~ge is well on its way to total barrenness.
. \
. Fipally, Pedro Paramo's death, takes pIa" against a physical background ~hich corresponds to Rulfo's estimate of man's condition. Th~
,sterility ~hich the name Paramo implies, and which is the state Pedro
dictated for GOl;nala, is also his own fate, for of his three sons none is
. destined to survive 9r to have issue who survive. Miguel's capricious
death occurs within t~e novel. Abundio,whos,e wife and infa.pt son are
dead, dies after killing his' fa~er, for it is his, spirit w?ich~u;ides Ju~,:~
to Comala. And Juan, we realIZe at the novel s end; wIll amve af~e
subsequent point of time (the novel's beginning), committe~t6ra
search which will result in his death but will enable him to,co-fitinue to
reconstruct the tragedy of Pedro Paramo.
i
I

L'
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'fhile the two halves of the noveiswitch t~eir focus, as thohgh.the
.narration were projected by reversed'lenses, the dominant eleIhent in
· bo~ is death whether the focus be on subject or object. In the first
half: it ~ Juan the narrator-subject whose'devitalization we witness,
· against the background of the ghostly Comala, he encounters. In the
, seco~d half it is Susana' and Pedro Paramo, with them Comala-the
objeFts of narrative interest-which move inexorably toward absorption
ihtoltimelessness, while the state of the narrator remains ,suspended~ "
S1iructure plays a mul,tiple'role in contributing to the particular lithaiy tj1nity upon which Pedro Paramo is based. Most obvious is the fact
thatlsudden narrative switches in time, place, and phson destroy tIle'
noIJiIal process of tracing causality in its.rel~tion to the stately proces:
Jsion lof events in temporal sequence. Certainly the r~ader-will reorder
c( the diverse fragments, striving to reconstruct chronology. Nevertheless,
. . the ~overs structure, which forces him to view occurrences initially out
, of r~l context, s'4hnts his search for causalitY elsewhere.
, ~us, far example, our estimate of Pedro Paramo is first formed by
, eve~s whi~h' ta~e. place after his death. We are intro~uc~d. to ~i~
. ,through Juan's VISIt to the Comala strangled by Pedro Paramo, who IS
, ~ Ghar~cterized willi this posthumous view ate contrasting flashbacks of
s Pea¢'s 'p~st: a fragment "from his chilph(:>od, adolescent memories,
"~thenf the sequendes involving Miguel. Th~ result of this apparently
c.haotic -sequence is to isolate.events and ~~~ract~r fro~ the flo~ of the
wor1a about them, thus mptmg ~heqaditi()nal mterplay between man
arid his social and historical circumstance.
"
Squcture also contributes to a nonsequential view of time. The
dom~Iiant process in Pedro Paraino is neither development nor progreso:
sion,1 but tl;\e' revelation of final,ity-the static, permanent qualities inherebt in human ,existence. Events flow backward and forward, with
\ .the ~~re and present merged into the past. '
,
Sicture shnilarly helps to erode the divisions between reality and .
irrea 'ty, divisio~s which for Rulfo must be blurred in order to affirm
; the resence of qiythic and magical elements in man's psyche.
'
.~ Es betically,' tlie mazelike form stands in conhaposition to the el~
mentiality of its language. This interplay between simplic~ty and com. plexity is a ~tinct new quality in the Mexican novel. Certainly, .the,
·:·contt.;st wiill The Edge of the Storm is striking. Yanez relied on a structure which, if not ~ simple, was orderly and' time-related, ~hile major
attenltion was paid.to stylistic elaboraNon marked by profusion and reo.
•

I
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iterative
It is
surprising that Pedro Paramo less than
one-third the,length of the earlier novel.
I
'
, Mystel[Y is another attribute to which structure contributes. Bewild'erment o~ the reader is substituted for the suspense which freqpently
accompahies plot or character deye1opmen~. An example ~f this tech- ('
nique is ~he withholding of the name of the first. person narrator, Juan
Preciado, until page forty-six. If, when thlis fact is finally provided in
passing, the reader notices it, he is then able to establish the relation- .
ship between J~an~and the Dolo~es Preciado who had been lured into
marriage by Pedro Paramo. Further, he can recall With new ~eaning a
different versiqn of the wedding night which had been provided earlier
," by Eduviges..
~
.'
.
Jean P~ul Sartre was aware of this type of procedure in Faulkner, ~nd
his comments on Sartoris are in many
ways transferable
to Rulfo's
novel.
.
t
.

r'

There is a formula:- not to tell, to remain silent, disloyally silent-to
tell just a littl~. We are told furtively (some information). . . . Furtively, in a phi~se that risks passing unnoticed, and which it is hoped
will pass almost unnoticed. Mer,which, when we expect storms, we are
shown insteadljust gesJures, in long and ininute de¥til. Faulkner is aware
of our impatience, he counts on it . . . . From time to time, as though
negligently, he'unveils a consciousness, for us . . . . Only' what there
is within this consciousnes he doesn't tell' us. It is not that he wants
precisely to hide it from u,s: he wants us to guess it for ourseleves, because -guessing renders magical what er it touCh~S.
.

:

I

1

_

_

; Closely relate~ is the. qu~stion of r~ader involvement. Just as in the~
aboye example, we are called upon to make connection~, the essenye'
of Rulfo's technique is to deny his own omniscience, compelling us to
. sh~re his own imp1erfect view of reality, and to s,upplement it if we can.
Indeed) Rulfo ~oes to the extreme of setting out snares which entraps
us, first into confusion, then into esthetic reward if we. were able to find
our way.
'1
.

~.

'\

THE PRESENTATION OF CHARACTER

The figl,lre of Pedro Paramo is both poeti~ image and flesH.-and-bl~od
character in his embadiment of tragedy.
I

. I
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C~rlos Blanco ,~guinaga has indicated the fundamental lines of

Rul~o's character presentation:

, :' Among this world of people-echoes, Pedro Paramp ~s the only one in
Whom the double dimension of character is well delineated: with his
own life outwardly-individuality-;-and hi~ own life of interior iIlusionpersonality.-

.
.,

,

:

'. Through Susana San Juan, Pedro Paramo attains the double level of
, ~ complete character' which the others do not have in the novel. And it
. ~ this double level, the tension created in him by two ~pposed human
:planes (exterior violence, dreamy interior lassitude) which makes of
fedro Paramo a character of tragic dimensions: All his violence ancl his
~_old exterior 'cruelty are 110 more thari the vain effort to' conquer- the
'i!mpregnable fortress of his interior dream and pain.

BlfDcO Aguinaga also -observes that the two levels of character ~re
isolated one from the other, and do !tot influence each other until the
end Cl)f the narrative when the cacique'renounces his life, of dynamic .
activity after Susana's death. Further, the contrast between interior
sensitivity and exterior hostility is present as;a consistent phenomenon,
in th~ body as well as the man. There is no significant change or evolu.1'
ti,on ~ Pedro Paramo.,
N ~ only does the protagonj~t fail to evolve, in the traditional man. ner df tHe "round" character, his personality and individuality are discemilble pnly in the barest, most essential terms. The scope of his
interior life is limited tci his love for. Susana, in brief flashes which .are
magqified because there is no .c{)mpeting glimpse of other ar,s of his
psyclie, and because of their concentrated lyricism. An early passage
capNres the patadoxical sensitivity of an otherwis,e brutal man:

.

"I was thinking of you, Susan~. In the green hills. When we flew kites
iiI the windy season. We heard the sounds of the Village down below us .
While we were up there, up on;the hill, and th~ wind was tugging the
sPing away from me. 'Help me, Susana.' An(l gentle hands grasped my
nands.
'Let out more string.~
.
. 'i
.
.
, . "The wind made us laugh; our glances met while the string paid out
~ our fingers; but it broke, softly, as if it has been shud -by the
~n~. ~f a bird. And up there the paper bird fell in somersaults, drag. ging its rag tail, until it was lost in the green of the earth.
.
. "Your lips were moist, as if they ha'dbeen kissing the dew."
~

...
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The performance of Pedro Paramo in the world around him, conveyed in terms of its impact on others and therefore obliquely described, "'"
'is also narrated in fragments which cO,ncentrate only oil the highlights
necessary to apprehend the full fOfc€--Qf his destructiveness.
, The results of this diaracterization-process is" a figure of giant size
. but still a "people echo," as Blanco Aguinaga so aptly stated. One might
also descrilhe Pedro Paramo as a silhouette-all black and white with no
grey a~eas. His transcendentalconflict IS reduced to'its barestessentials:
violence, arrogance, and lust versus love and sensibility to beauty.
Pedro Paramo is the center of the novel, the. figure who shapes and
defines otbers. He achieves vast proportions betause he incarnates the
elemental nature of myth, because he is an abstraction, an essence. Bis
tragedy can be summed up in one word-death. His dream dies, and .
with Susana, his love. His offspring ,die, add he kills Comala. So pt>werfuUhat he controls the lives of all around him, he cannot make death
have mea~ng, not even through i o v e . ·
,
He had thought he knew and understood her. But even if he didn't,
wasn't it enough to know that she was the creature he loved besi?in all
the world? :And to know also, and this was the most important, t~at she,
would. help him depart from this world illuminated by the image t;hat"
'erased all other memories?
J

.

.That redeeming image' proved inaccessible to Pedro Paramo, becadse
there is no such image within -the tragic vision of Juan Rulfo.. '
The forces which drive the charac~er Pedro Paramo are independent
of any s0cial environment, transcendIng it. The rhythm of his life.j$tory
~oes not correspond to conditions outside Comala, barely alluded to in
historical references, for the clues to his behavior lie in more basic human traits. His brutality is made sharper by th~ ~tartling beauty of his
love, the very force of which, .convertedinto hate"determimes the depth
of his vengeances ag~inst Comala, 'the degree to which the village will
, he submerged into a timeless inferno.
.In contrast to Pedro, and serving as his foil, is the unatta.Jnable Susana. Despite their opposition, they ~ave much in c,?mmon~ for both
are obsessed with lyrical reveries of past love; "the impregnable fortress
of [their] interior dream and pain." In Susana's case, we know nothing
of the object of h~r distress other than sensual musings, for the crisis'
in her ~ife occurs outsi~e the novel. We can judge that her'lov.e was ~s
unattamable as Pedro's from such fragments as these: ". . . but he'
fe1t1oI)ely, even though I was there'with him." and, a few lines later:
,

~
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"g'I like to bathe in the sea,' I told him.

.
i"
..
.
"And the next momirig I was out on the beach again, to clea~ myself.
To give myself to the sea . . . ."

~ "But he didn't understand.
i

-------,

I

JOSEPH SOMMERS

up, . "'

l!/

I

Jhe polarity between Pedro Paramo and Susana is shown by the ways
they react to their misery. Pedro responds with violence; Susana retreats
to fl},e private hell (and joy ~ of madness. She becomes completely passiv~; while his energies burst outward against others. Susana rejects
Pedro Paramo and the comfort that religion offers, while he adds the
bu~en af her suffering on to his own. The tWo' counterbalance each
oth~r, ~lthough Susana is scarcely mor~ tha~ ~ charcoal sketch.
The, lack of conventi0!lal character developme~t in Pedro Paramo
is striking when compared wit;h The Edge of\t!:JtyStorm. There is, ~o
phYt$ical description in th~ former, for example, while every detail of
Do~ Dionisio's appearance was carefully descri1j>ed, every nmhlce of his
observable actions ferreted out. All this wealti of description help~d
. co~ince us of his authenticity. With knowledge of his reflections, the
rea<ler moved with him as he tried to resolve, unreconcilable conflicts.
Yaijez showed the changing process of character as well. Don Dionisio
lea~ed from experienqe, and his responses va,ried depending on the
n,atnte of the other characters. He lforked quite differently with Father
Re~ than with Father Islas, f?r'e.xample. He was also fit~ed into a
s~an>ly focused background, whIch III tum bestowed upon hIm greater
coh~rence. In sho~ he was h.uman, a flesh ami blood figure, in a real
settling.
Juan Rulfo's protagonist is all bony structure and spirit. He is an
abstraction, not a human being. Instead of explicit descriptions there
are IStory fragments and ,'Scraps of conversation, and most of,these issue
froxin illusory sources. Althpugh th(novel encompasses the.~ame y~ars,
exterior events are of minor importance, and his Jalisco village has little
res$lblance to the one described by Yanez. We are dealing now with
t

magi~.

Myjrmc

.

UNDERPINNINGS
....

A key aspect of Rulfo's creation is the aura of myth which invades it.
Carlos Fuentes noted this quality in a recent statement: "Juan Rulf~1't

\
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[proceeded] to the mythification of the situations, the character types
and the language ofrural Mexico....." Fuentes went on to discover.
. links with Gr~ek mythology, finding correspondence&. between.Juan
Preciado's search:and the Odyssey; between Dolores Preciado and both
Jo~sta and E~~idice, mother and lover-suggesting that Juan Preciado
embodies elements of the myths of both Oedipus and Orpheus.
,
d Actually, a better case can be made'for Fuentes' sharp perception ;by
observing the quality of myth than by following vague suggestions of
speci~c Greek tales. For Within most cultures, including,that of ru!al
MexiGo, are motifs of search, of an underworld, of love unrealized. As
a whole, Rulfo's novel J:tas the flavor of myth, combining the elements
of many. There is the timelessness, the lack of a beginning or an end,'"
an,d the negation of history, which leaves the legend suspenged. Pqetic
images suggest symbols for the reader who wishes to search ~or them.
Most pertinent of all, the tale i~ removed from the reality th~ r~der
knows to a supernatural realm where life and death have no bou,ndaries.
Pedro Pcltamo's mythic aura flows organically from its soure;ie. Here
a clear distinction must be made, eliminating the term "folkloric," With
its literary connotations calling to mind descriptions of indigenous 'Or
regional customs and idiosyncrasies: The stress in Rtilfo falls rather on
folk motifs endowed with vast symbolic referel)Ce, broad enough to
approach universality.
.
The very substance.of Pedro Paramq is fashioned from the concept;
current in the folk belief of rural Mexico, of "animas en pena"-souls in
pain, condemned to roam th.e earth, separated from their corporeal
origins. The suggestion is that Eduviges, who we later learn has long
since committed ~uicide, is in this state of being when she serves ~s thed,
vehicle by which Juan is first introduced to the present and the past or
Comala. One of the few "live" persons Jua;n en~ounters tells him:
". . . the village is full of spirits, a whole throng of wandering souls
that died in sin and can't find any way of getting pardon.. '.." Indeed,
one of-the spirits whom Juan briefly meets, Damiana, says to hi111,: "Poor
Eduviges. Then she must still be suffering."
,
By contrast, in the second half of the novel, it is in dialogue with the
, soulles,s b6dy of Dorotea that Juan completes the 'process of bringing
to lig1tt the final phases of Pedro Paramo's life. In a Inoving answer
which establishes in her the same sense of.gu~lt which envelops every
character of whom Juan has learned, she tells him,of the separati<>n of
bodyandsouI:
I'

,
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~ "And your soul? Where do ~ou think it's go~e?"
· "It must be wandering around up there on earth, like all those others,
; looking for people to pray for it. I think it hates me for the bad things
•I did, but that doesn't worry me any Iij.ore. I'm rid of all the pain it used
: to give me. It made me feel bitter about everything ... and it made the
1nights unbearable, full' of terrifying thoughtSo . .... . When I sat down
•to die, it told me to get up again and keep on living, as if it still hoped
·for some miracle that woulq clean away my sins. But I wouldn't. This is
the end, I told it . . . I <pened my mouth so it could leave, and it left.
I felt something f:;tll into my hands. It was the little thread of blood that
had tied it to my heart."
1,
)
Such folk beliefs are so' much a part of the structure and so important
.J\t~fo's. assumptions;oncerning ~xiste~ce that .they constitQte the
bVII\lgreabty of Pedro Paramo, supenmposmg.magIcal elements ton the
"re~istic" narrative process. In this sense, the' unearthly ComaIa falls
witl\lin the bounds of myth as defined by Richard Chase:

(. t?

f

,

Literature becomes mytlJi.ca1 by suffusing the nlltural with preternatural
force to~ar~ certa~n ehds, by capt.,uring the impersonal forces of the
\V0rld and directin~them toward the fJ.I1fillment of certain needs.
!l'"

e>

!Myth performs the cathartic function of dramatizing the clashes and
iharmqnies of life in a social and natural enVironment. But myth can be
lunderstood as the aesthetic leaven which hea~s or makes tolerab~e those
~deep neurotic disturbances which in primitive culture are ocqasioned
:~y the clashing attitudes of magic and religion.
'J1he dramatiYjng of "animas en pena" underlies the device by which
a m~jor section of the story is conveyed to the reader, rendering the
narr~tive perspective of death authentic. It is made more complex by
a th~rd state of being, also a common folk motif, the animated corpse.
, Dorotea~ in the passage quoted above, lying in the grave and, at l~st, free
~ of the soul that hates her, says, "Heaven is right here whereI am." Susana'$ corpse is not as satisfied. Her Qody continues to writhe as it did in
life, ~.mtiI the coffin breaks.
'
Alnumber of sub-motifs reinforce the pattern of superimposed folkfanhllsticelements. In each case they contributwto the elaboration of
a ce~trai theme-"the blurring of the lines betwe~n life and· death, with

i

J

:

.

I
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a resultant fusing of ~he two states. On several odc:asions there are passing, casual references to communication between Hving and dead as a
nonnal pattern, references which fill out the context of Juan, Preciado's
initially strange and mysterious encounters.
Other such magical ~lements are the dead horse which gallops at
night in search of its dead master; the room in Eduviges' hostelry in
which the screams of a hanged man continue to r~sound years later; the
ass~p~i~n~t Bartolo,me appeared afte.r his mlnder in. the form of a \
cat, to VISIt hIs daughter Susana. _
' .
'"
.
On one level, all the above occurrences
defy logic and confound ra\ .
, tional explanation. On another, they exemplify 'the supernatural system of belief which, for the rural folk of Mexico, is necessax;y in order
to reconcile otherwise insoluble phenomena. The novel's oscillation
between what for the reader are reality and irreality is consonant with
the mentality of its characters. This matter-of-fact treatment of magical
elements enables Rulfo to absorb the myths of" furalMexico into the
~otal picture he paints. To ca~ry Carlos Fuentes' insight to its logical
conclusion,~uan Rulfo has used the situations,the character types, and
the language of rural Mexico to create the new myth of Pedro Paramo.

-

.

~

WORLD VIEW

Agustin Yanez, we hav~ seen, manifested confide.nce in' his capacity .
to integrate individual. peculiarities and conflicts into_a basically rational
novelistic structure. Rulfo, in large measure, refuses omniscience. His
disconnected views of events an~ people, separating interior co~£lict
from exterior action, are part oj his denial of responsibility for an objective-overview of man in society. H the author, considers himself
imperfect in his grasp of man, 'So that he 'must insist~ remaining on
the same earthly footing as the reader, ratjher than above and apart. Thus
he requires the reader to suffer with him, to participate in the superhuman attempt to render chaos orderly.
,
For Yanez, man in the twentieth century is distinct from his ancestors
of several centuries' distance. Now he is able to avail himself, in striving
for self-knowledge, of the new tools of science a-nd philosopryy, and of
new approaches to examining history. Man peed not deny the intuitive
or the irrational in his psyche, but can ,assume at a minimum his capability to achieve equilibrium with these elements of his nature-at ieast
to understand them and to live with them.'

x'
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Ruifo, on the other hand, finds no evidence of change, of evplution,
-or ~ew self-knowledge. The qu~t for power in Pedro Paramo, ~nd the
evill which overshadows his love, are reminiscent of themes in Greek
tragedy. To choose another point of referenc~Hugo Rod~fguez-Alca.Ia
fin~s points of contact between the suffering exisfence of eomala and .
th~ I~rno of Dante.
..
.
,
. .~ulfo's is basically a fatalistic view of existence. The novel's struc~re, '
. pieFing together the shards of an already pre~rdained tragedy, drama-'
tizes Rulfo's cosmic pessimism with regard toman's' ability to control
his !oWn fortunes, to master himself, to achieve love, or to evolve ameaningfUl morality. Existence, in these terms, is a closed' system, cycliciIl .
in ~ts ,repetition of past patterns and in its reliving of basic mythic
th~knes. R~lfo cl~ly demonstrates' much more affinity for Jung than
forlFreud..
Written in post-Revolutionary 1953, .Pedro Paramo condenses ex-.
. treJ1ne bitterness into its evaluation of the Revolution. Implicitly, it runs
directly counter to the widely circulated versions of the past two decades
of progress and reforms. The fortunes of Mexican man in the novel
shqw no signs of progressing as t,e nation evolves. On the contrary, the
foqnation of the protagonist's ~aracter antedates the Revolution, remains oblivious to it, and surviv¢S it unchanged. Within .the novel, the
Re~plution symbol~es the futility of all history in its ineffectual conseq': ences and its essentially barbaric nature.
ulfo's tragic vision implies the deep inadequacy of Christianity. 1')le
wei ht of a burden closely akin to original sin oppresseS not only Pedro
I

•

the i~eutral observ r Juan. But, in opposition to Chris~n ;cbncepts,
RulWo's characters ~ this burden through life with no prospect for
rel!', no effectiv~i,sa~r~ents to ~ct as ~ount~rvailing forces, an? n~
hople for redemption In a~other world, SInce hfe and death constItute
. a continuum. Heaven is beyond the reach of all. Neither religious faith
• nor Ihumanistic solidarity offer any antidote to a mode of being in which
man· in condemned ~o suffer and to cause others to suffer.
. 'Ilhere could' be no m~re pitiful a creature than Dorotea, w~o tries to
exp~in h~r frustrated'maternal instincts in terms of sin-ridden ~reams.
The lyricism of Pedro's deep longing. for Susana is movingly beautiful,
as are the memories of Dolores Preciado of a formerly. blissful pastoral
life in Comala. Yet in each case, an instinct for love and an awareness
of b~utr are inevitably ground down by the abrasive effects Qf ,sin and
guilt in the characters. themselves, as well as in their fellow men. Sus-

. .
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ana's question, "And wh~o you think life is, if notsin?" underlies the
eqtire conceptual fabric of the novel.
In·these terms, Rulfo's world contrasts sharply with that of Yanez,
whose anti~lericalism implied the need for refomi, for new adjusb'nents
, of moral norms., Rulfo projects doubts so deep as to question any foundations of belief of modem society. On an earth where life has the characteristics of hell, and beauty in effec~ serves as a gauge of suffering,
man's fate is abj~ct and final.
This contrast in world views in Rulfo and Yanez also relates to the
question of the authors' implied attitudes concerning' the function of
literature. Yanez, as we hav~ seen, seeks to realize his worl.d, incorporating subjective ele1nents~sounds, fears, desires, m,llsical responses,
esthetic reactions-into a total structure which has meaning because it
can be viewed, even in its complexities and contradictions, against a
framework of reason and hUmanism. For him, the novel is an artistic
form for seeking-useful truth in the world'about him. His recOI~struction
of the past in elaborate, neD-baroque prose,.assumes a close relationship
between the esthetic expressiveness of the novel and the light which
tq conterpporary dilemliterature can provide in the search for answers
,
mas.
Rulfo proceeds to disintegrate his universe-then he plits tpgether
, enough pieces to form. a. coherent, -highly pers~nalized expreision of
despair. His image is magic,.po~tic, "irrational. The novel for him is a
means-of expressing, .in origj~alllerms, his own subjectivity. Literature
becomes, in Rulfo's .sense, a highly individualized art form, and the responsibility of the creative artist is to affix his own distinct seal upon the,
. world;i~ an act of creation which may well be his ~nly recourse.

.
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Eight Poems by N'. Scott Momaday

.T'hi$ marks the. first time that a major selection of N. Scott Momaday's
,poems bas appeared in 'one place.' Of the eight pqems published in this issue, flrree-"Buteo Regalis," "The Bear," and "Before an Old Painting of the
CruQifixion';-were singled out for discussion and praise by the late Yvor
Winlters in his book, Forms of Discovery. The editors wish to e'fPress their
than1cs to t~e Southern ,Review for allowing us to reprint "Angle of Gee~e"
and "Before an Old Painting of the Crucifixion," both of which origincllly
appeared in the Spring 1965 issue of that quarterly. With the J:exceptio~ of
"Siniile~" whi~h appear~d in Sequoia, and "Raiz?y Mountain Cemetdr}',"
whic1J. has not been published before, the other poems appeared in New rytex.
iC9 Quarterly.
;,

:

Ai

.

/'

~,

{

~

Pit Viper
,

.

.The cordate head meanders through himself:
Metamorphosis. Slowly the new thing, ,
Kindled to flares alo~g his length, curves out.
From the evergreen shade where he has lain,
Through inland seas and catacombs he moves.
Blurred eyes that ever see have seen him waste,
Acquire, and undiminished: have seen death. Or simile-come nigh ~d overcome.
Alone among his kipd, old, almost wise,
Mere hunger cannot urge him from this drowse.

,.{

.

t

...

1

1
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N. Scott Momaday

'I...

The-Bear
What ruse of vision,
d'carJ?ing th-e wall of leaves,
ren.ding incision
into,Countless surfaces,

, I:

.would cull and color
his somnolence, whose old age
has outworn valor,
all but the fact of courage?
: Seen, he does not come,
move, but seems forever there,
,dimensionless,dumb,
in the windless noon's hot glare.

\.

More scarred than others
these years since the trap maimed him,
pain slants his witliers,
drawing up the crookedlimb.

....

Then he"is gone, whole,
without urgency, from sight,
., as buzza~ds control,
imperceptibly, their flight.
~.

Buteo Regalis~'
His frailty discrete, the rodent turns, lookS.
What sense first warns? The wingingis unheard,
Unseen bU,t as distant motion made whole; .
Singular, slow, unbroMen in its glide.
It veers, and veering, tilts broad-surfaced wings.
Aligned, the span bends to begin the dive
And falls, alternately white and russet,
, Angle and curve, gathering momentum. '\
,"
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Angle of Geese
/;,

..

~

How shall we adorn r
-Recognition with our Jpeech?Now the dead firstborn
Will lag in the wake of words.
Custoin intervenes;
More than language means,
We are ciVil, something more: ~. .
The mute presence mulls and marks.
,

(

Almost of a mind,
,
We take measure of the 105S;1
lam slow to find
'i
The mere margin of repose. :,
,,
~

And one Novem1>& .
.,:Itwas 10ngeI'in-tlfuwatch,
" As if forever,
Of the hug~ ancestral goose.

I

\ So much symmetry!
...

Like the pale angle of time'
And eternity.
.
The greattshapelabored and fell.
Quit of hope and hurt,
It held a motionless gaze,
Wide of time, alert,
On the dark distant flurry.

_
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N. Scott Momaday

Before an Old Painting of the Crucifixion

.1

The Mission Carmel, June, 1960 '

I ~ondei how He died, despairing once.
I've heard the cly subside in vacant skies,
In clearings where no other was. Despair,
Which,' in'the vibrant wake of utterance,
Resides in desolate ca~m, preoccupi~,
Though it is still. There no solace there.

,/

is

~,

.

. '.JDat calm inhabits wilderness, the sea,
,..,..:, .,. And where no peace inheres but solitude; .
Near death it most impends. It was for Him,
Absurd and public in His agony,
·~o
Ins rutably itself, nor mIsconstrued,
No metaphrased in art or pseudonym:
.•

,',"

A gue contagi<m. ORt, the mural fad~s . . . .
Re inded of the fainter sea I scanned,
I recollect: How mute in constancy!
I could riot leave the wall of palisades
Till cormorants returned my.eyes on land.
The muralbut implies eternity:
Not death, but silence after death is change.
Judean hills, the enep.ess afternoon;
The farther grove~ and arbors seasonless
But ~ the mind withi~ the moment's range.
Where evening would obscure our sorrow soon,
There shines too much a sterirn loveliness.
I
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No imprecisions ~f comthi~gled shade,
No shimmering deceptions of the sun,
.Herein no semblances remark the cold
Unhinder~:swell of time, for time is stayed.
The Passidnwanes into oblivion,
And time and timelessness confus~, I'm told. _
These centuries removed from either fact
,H;ave lain upon the critical expanse
Andbeen of l,ittle consequence. The void
.Is 'calendared in stone; the human act,
Outrageous, is in vain. The hours advance
\,.Like fleck~ of foam borne laI}.dward and destroyed.

N. Scott Momaday
r

,

-,l

Rainy Mountain Cemetery

Most is your name the name of this dark stone.
Deranged in death, the mip.d to be inheres
Forever in' the nominal unknown,
The wake of nothing audible he hears
Who listens here and now to hear your name.'

r

The earlysun, red as.a hllnter's moon,
Runs in the plain. The mountain bunis and s~ines;
And silence is the long approach of noon
l'
Upon the shadow that your n~me ,defineS...:..
And death this cold, black density of stone.
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Simile
What did we,sayto each other
~at now we are as the deer
,who walk in single file
with heads high
with ears forward
with eyes watchful
with hooves always' placed on firm ground
in whose limbs ~ere is latent flight

...
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W in~eld T pwnley Scott

~

1910-1968 .

The Outcast .
I be}onge~ to that tribe but ~ neyer-danced~,
-I kept the eagle feather close to my chest.
" Off in the night I shook to the pounce of feet,
Dancing dancing dancing danci'hg together.
I shivered td the rattle of turtle-shells,
To the knock of the deer-horn, to the outcry
Of ankle-bells that could be instantly hushed.,
I carried with me hidden the pouch of seed.
If I could not dance could I belong to that tribe?
.In the darkness I watched tremendous gods .
So tall they were silhouetted against the moon
I That chilled the tallest, farthest mesa; I knew
Eachten-foqt god masked its fill of a man.
Bird 1histles and clacking of beaks.~ro.
. Their n~ting rush into the village dwarfed it.
They ran t~ bless but towered like a~engers.
They ~eemed ~o much like gods tha~'they became gods.
I shook to the dancing dancing:I cOQld not follow.
Inside the masks I Knew there were naked men.
Where the wind in that hollowed canyon moans
"Zuni-Zuni,;" where I crept: bury m~ with fhe women.

I,·
I

)

Reprinted from New MeXico Q~er1y, Volume XXXII, N~bers 1 & "2, SpringSummer'19 6•.
'. "
.

'.
"

~
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CONTRIB
UTOR
.i
~ DOROTHY DUNN has spent ~ore tha~ thirty years of research in Ameri
Inciilan paintin~ !lnd this woik has led her into many of the leadinginstl

!

tions of Ameriea; Eurepe, arid the Middle East. I~ recognition of her wor
she has been named Officier d'Academie by the government of France. Ma
. ried ao Max Kramer,. a prolessor of mathematics; she lives in Los Alto
C~onm.
.
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~ G\EORGE P. HAMMOND, oted Spanish scholar, was director of the Bancro
Libr~ry
and Professor of istory at the University of California, Berkel
I
He ijas made many signifi nt contributions to the, history of New Mexi
and the Southwest.

I

.~ The author of two novels and numerous articles. in the field of politi
scienbe, CHARLES JUDAH for many years has been Professor of Governmen
at tht University of New Mexico. He and George Winston Smith have co
labo~ted on two historical, book-length studies prior to Chronicles of. th
Gringos, an excerpt of which appears in this issue.'
i
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~ R6BERT W. LARsON is an associate professor of hist~ry at Col6rado Stat

Coll~e, Greeley, Colorado: He rec~ived his A.B. and A.M. at tht1 UniversitJ

of D~nv~r and his Ph.D. at the University of New Mexico. His articles hay
apPe$'etin New Mexico Historical Review and Mid-America. I
I

•

~ N.IScoTT MOMADAY, poet and novelist, is the author of Hou$e Made 0
Da~, a new novel to be issued this summer by Harper and Row.jRis poem
and fiction have appeared in many national magazines, includ~ng .NMQ
gt~ently lie is·an associate professor of EngJish at the University of Calil
IfOrnl~ Santa Barbara.
.
.
~ KnOwn as a translator of many works'from the Spanish, ACAPITO REY is

a fOrIJiler professor at Indiana' University. He and Dr. George Hammond
'have. qonaborated on three volumes of the Coronado Historical Series publishedtby. the University of New Mexico~~Jess.'
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, A distinguished American poet, WINFIELD TOWNLEY SCOTI' (1910-1968)
wrote poetry and prose which appeared in leading magazines and anthologies. NMQ has published much of 'his work. His latest volume was
New and Selected Poems' publis~ed recently by Doubleday. This spring
Hallmark issuecl a new selection of Emily Dickinson's works which Scott
edited and for which he wrote the foreword.
.

'MARc SIMMONS, whp received,his A.B. f~om the Univ~rsity of Texas and
his M.A. and Ph.D. £rpm the University of New Mexico, is the authoc of'
numerous articles in scholarlyj!:tumals and the tr~nslator of two volumes for
Stagecoach Press. He is a visiting assistant professor of history at theUni-·
versity of New Mexi~o.
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'GEORGE WINSTON SMITH is an historian whose studies and articles have
been widely publi~hed. He is profess.or of history. at the Universitfy of New
Mexico. .
I

,?

'JOSEPH SOMMERS is an associate professor of Spanish language ~nd literature at the University of Washington, Seattle;
,f
'-Before his death in 1957, HENRY R. WAGNER was notable as?4 authority·
on the discovery and conquest
of the New World. His final' and most iml'
portant study, written in collaboration with Helen Rand Parish, was The
Life and Writings of Bartolome de las Casas, a'portion of which appears in
this issue of New Mexico Quarterly.
, CHARLES E. W'YZANSKI, JR. is a distinguished jurist and a leading scholar
on contemporary legal issues. He is United States District Judge for Massachusetts and author'ofia recent book, Whereas: A Judge~s Premi~es.
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THE :HELENE WURLITlER FOUNDATION OF NEW MEXIC~
,.'""
anno$ces ,the following awards of fifty dollars for the best poem and fifti
dollar$ for the best fiction appearing in Volume XXXVII of New Mexi~
Quart~ly.
" .v'
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Poetry: GABRIEL' FmLbINc. for "Corrida in Azpeitia'" which appeared-iii
the Autumn 1967 issue.
.'
l;~

Ficti~:
N. SCO'IT MOMADAY for "Two Sketches from RoJe M.de J
Dawn" which appea-red in the Summer 1967 issue.
~
~
Hono~.11~ M;"'tiO~ ~ P~:"p.:x STRONG for ~'Spring W:' ds".w~.'
apItFll~d

~e ~pn?g 1967 ISSUe, LUCILE ADLER for "Orphan ' whl~h ~i
peared[ In the. Spn?g Issue"and ~OBERT ?~y for " 'Follo~. e Dnnkin~l.
In

I

~n( ••.'" winch .ppeared m ~e Wmtenssue ofthe volum i·

Honorable Mentions in ~~ction: MAX STEELE fer "Caracole in . iaris/' EV".;~,
S. Co~, JR., for "Pwg's WIfe," and )VINCATE FROSCHER fo i'A

Lett'

from NUeva Y~r~"-all,ofwhich appeared in the Summer 1967 i u e . ,
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Judgesi for the poetry awards were Alan .Stephens, English
Facultt, Denver University; David Jbhnson1,Depa~ent of E
ulty; We University of N~ Mexico; a~d the staff of New Mexic
Judges i for the fiction awards were Ernest Gaines, writ~r, San
Califo$ia; Stephen Rodifer, Department of English Facttlty,
sity. of New Mexico; and the staff of N ~ MeKico Quarterly.
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